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INTRODUCTIUN

This study describes and provides a means to identi-fy

the seeds of weeds occurring in Kansas. "Weed" is broadly

defined here as a plant which is considered undesirable,

which interferes with agriculture or other human

enterprises, or which spreads rapidly or aggressively.

Weeds of croplands, pastures, range, gardens, and lawns

have been included. Hquatic plants, trees, and most shrubs

have been excluded, though they might be weeds in some

contexts. Criteria tor inclusion of weed taxa in the study

are discussed below.

Weeds have a great economic impact. They diminish

crop yields, obstruct maintenance of pastures and rangel and

difficult, and they sometimes poison livestock. Much

effort IS spent to rid lawns and gardens of undesirable

plants. While modern herbicides have made control of many

weeds easier, effective use of these chemicals requires

rather precise knowledge of the weeds. Herbicides are

usually quite selective in their effect and may depend on

proper timing of application. They Are also expensive and

entail some hazards. As a practical matter, the question

often arises whether an apparently weedy plant needs to be

controlled, either by herbicides or other methods. If the



plant can be identified and consequently deterinined to be

o+ no concern as a weed, expensive control measures can be

avoided. I-f the plant is a threat as a weed, the proper

control measures should be based on the correct

Identification of the plant. Weeds may require

Identification at any stage of their development. Uften

only a part of the plant is available, and identification

must be based on that portion. Sometimes seeds are present

with other parts of the plant, and at times they are the

only part available. For example, weed seeds present as

contaminants in commercial supplies of crop seeds are

sometimes a serious problem. These seeds are seen in

isolation from the parent plants, and must be identified

without reference to other plant parts.

beeds perpetuate flowering plants through time and

disperse them through space. While many plants may also

reproduce vegetativel y , reproduction by means of seeds has

three major advantages. Seeds sre easily transported over

large distances, they sre well -suited for survival in a

dormant state through unfavorable times, and seed

production provides an opportunity for new combinations of

genetic material .

An angiosperm seed is a mature ovule. The ovule

arises with the ovary and is attached to the ovary wal 1 by



the funiculus. The ovule consists of the nucel 1 us

(megasporangiutn) enclosed by one or two integuments.

There is an opening in the integuments (the micropyle)

through which pollen tube enters. Within the nucel lus the

embryo sac develops. The embryo sac includes the egg cell

and the polar nuclei. When two sperm nuclei travel through

the pollen tube and reach the embryo sac, double

fertilization can occur. Ihe ovule then begins to mature

into a seed .

Ihe structure of the seed reflects that of the ovule.

There are three essential features of a seed: an embryo, a

supply of stored nutrients, and a seed coat. The embryo,

the product of the union of the egg eel 1 and a sperm

nucleus, is a multicellular but immature sporophyte. The

supply of nutrients tor the growth of the embryo is

typically in the form of endosperm. Endosperm is the

product of a sperm and one or more polar nuclei, the other

half of the "double fertilisation" which characterizes the

angiosperms. In some cases the nutrients ars stored

instead as perisperm, a tissue derived from the nucel lus.

In many seeds, the nutrients are transferred from the

endosperm or perisperm to the embryo during maturation.

Ihe mature seed then wil I contain a relatively large embryo

and will lack separate storage tissues. The third



essential feature o+ the seed is the seed coat, which 15

derived trofti the integuments 0+ the ovule. Ihe funiculus

usually abcises with maturation, leaving a scar, the hilum,

on the seed surface. Sometimes a portion of the funiculus

persists, becomes fused to the seed coat, and is present as

a ridge (the raphe) on the mature seed (fcsau, IV/V).

Uvules arise within an ovary. I here is much variation

in the size and shape of the ovary, with one to many ovules

arising in single or multiple locules. Ihe mature ovary is

termed a fruit. Fruits are of many types. They may be dry

or fleshy, dehiscent or indehiscent. in some cases, the

fruit wall fuses with the seed coat, in other cases the

seeds ars free within the fruit. hruits may be

inconspicuous (.e.g. Chenopodj um> or massiye (e.g.

Cucurbit^'). In some plants, other structures in

addition to the ovary wall become fruit-like. In

X^nthi urn, for example, each seed is ehclosed ih an

achene (an indehiscent dry fruit), and two achenes are

enclosed in a bur, a structure derived from the involucral

bracts subtending the flowers. in some taxa, seeds

separate from the fruit and disperse singly by a variety of

methods. In many taxa, however, the fruits or fruit-1 ike

structures function as "diaspores" or units of dispersal

(l-ahn and Werker, lV/2). Many fruits, as well as seeds.



appear to be equipped for e+tective dispersal

.

While seed production is nearly universal in

angiosperms, there is great variety in seed morphology and

anatomy among various taxa. The distinguishing

characteristics o+ various seeds may be subtle, and are

necessarily small in size. However there is considerable

variety o+ structure, and if care is taken, the details can

be observed. Ihis often permits definite identification of

plants by their seeds alone. Somewhat less obvious than

the diversity of seed morphology is the similarity of

morphology within any given taxon. Compared to most other

plant parts (leaves, roots, stems, and even perhaps

flowers) seeds are very consistent within a species. While

there is some latitude of variation within a species,

characters such as shape, size, color, and surface texture

of seeds are remarkably constant. Thus seeds can often be

used to distinguish one species from other similar species.

In plant identification there are many variable characters

and few constant or unique ones to work with. K.eys in

manuals and floras rely on any available characters to

distinguish species, yet identification may still be

uncertain. Seeds are sometimes used in such keys; they

might well be included much more often. While seeds are

not always present with a plant specimen (and this is also



true o+ +1ower5), when they are available seeds may o+fer

the most distinctive and easily measured characters tor

separating one group o+ plants +rom another (Kozlowski and

Gunn , I V /k') .



LI TERftTURE REVIEW

Several authors have surveyed weed seeds for the

purpose of identification. Korsmo (1V35) described the

seeds of 306 species of European weeds in detail and

illustrated them with color plates. Martin and Berkley

(1V61) photographed seeds of 600 species of weeds of the

United States, and included some information on

distinguishing characteristics, particularly at the family

level . Montgomery (1977) photographed seeds of about 1100

weedy species of eastern Uanada and the northeastern United

States; he provided brief descriptions of each species and

a key. Uelorit (IV /U) described the seeds of iv:z weeds; he

il I ustrated them with color photographs and provided keys.

Ihe species included in Lielorit's work are mainly from the

northeastern or north central regions of the United States.

H publication of the Michigan Hgricultural Experiment

btation (Beal , IVIO) described the seeds of zlt: species of

weeds and illustrated them with line drawings. Some

authors have studied the seeds of one family. Notably,

Murel y (IVSl) described the seeds of the Cruciferae of

northeastern North America in detail , and Delorit and Bunn

(1986) described the seeds of representative species of



Leguminosae of the United States.

Some general works, such as regional floras and weed

manuals, include brief descriptions of seeds. Rarely do

they treat seeds in any consistent or extended manner. No

survey of weed seeds of the breat PI ains has been

published, and the treatments of weed seeds mentioned above

cover the region marginally or not at all . While the weedy

flora of Kansas overlaps significantly with that of the

more eastern areas, it also includes many plants which

either do not occur in neighboring regions or which are not

considered weeds there. Ihus, earlier surveys of weed

seeds omitted many of the species which are most

troublesome as weeds in the Kansas. A brief publication by

the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station (Hitchcock and

Llothier, 1897) is the only treatment of weed seeds of

Kansas. it includes very brief descriptions and drawings

of both fruits and seeds.



METHODS

This study surveys 240 species o-f weeds occurring in

Kansas. (A complete list o-f species included is in

Appendix C.) The species included in The Common U/eeds

of M"<sns^s <Barkle>', 1983) formed an initial list o-f

species to be included. There are 201 species which have

individual entries in that work, as well as some other

related species which aire brie-fly described or mentioned.

From this list, most woody perennials were excluded. Some

other species, mainly perenials which produce little seed

or do not spread primarily by seed, were also excluded.

Some species were added. The criteria -for inclusion were

occurrence in Kansas, weediness, and abundant seed

production. Some o-f those included occur rather rarely in

Kansas but are potentially serious weeds. Others are weedy

more in the sense o-f being conspicuously abundant than o-f

being economically signi-f icant

.

For certainty in the task o-f identi-fying individual

seeds, it is desirable to be able to refer to descriptions

or specimens o-f many species rather than only those which

are most common or most troublesome. When unknown seeds



are found mixed with crop seeds or in animal -feed, for

example, it is not apparent whether they Are the seeds of

troublesome weeds or of relatively harmless plants. Thus

it is helpful to know not only those few seeds which are

themselves toxic and those which produce aggressive weeds,

but also those other seeds which are likely to be

encountered. Inclusion of a large number of species in

this study also makes comparisons between related or

otherwise similar seeds possible, permitting identification

to the species level with some confidence.

Seed samples were collected by the author from

naturally occurring populations in Kansas. For each

species at least 10 mature seeds and one voucher plant

specimen were collected. Seeds for study were taken from

the voucher plant or from other plants in the same

population. Voucher plants and seed samples, with

corresponding collection numbers, are deposited in the

Herbarium of Kansas State University (hb KSC) . For some

species, several collections were made from different

localities or in different seasons. In these cases, seeds

from each collection were examined, but no systematic

analysis of differences among the collections was

attempted. Most collections are from Riley County or

nearby counties. All were chosen as representative weedy

10



populations, growing in waste areas, roadsides, cropland,

lawns, or pastures. Q-f the 240 taxa examined, 176 are

represented by seed samples o-f the author's own collection.

Seed samples o-f the remaining taxa were chosen largely -from

collections o-f H. A. Stephens, deposited in the Herbarium

of the University o-f Kansas (hb KANU) . These seed

collections were also made in Kansas -from natural

populations and have corresponding voucher plant specimens.

Taxa not selected from Stephens' collections were sampled

from the permanent collection of hb KSC . Seeds were

removed from herbarium sheets and labelled in accordance

with the original data. In a few cases (4) neither living

populations, older seed collections, nor herbarium

specimens with good seeds could be found. These 4 species

sre represented in this study by seedsamples only; no

voucher plant wre available. These seeds were obtained

from other collectors, and their identity was determined by

comparison with published descriptions of the seeds. The

identification of all of the other species included in this

study can be verified by examination of the corresponding

voucher plants. (While all of the author's own seed

collections include at least 10 seeds, some of the samples

from other sources include as few as 5 seeds.)

Throughout this study, The Floral o-f the Gre^t

U



Plains (Great Plains Flora Association, 1986) was used

as the standard -for taxonomy and nomenclature. For

convenience, one or more common names is listed for each

scientific name, except for those plants which have no

common names in general use. The common names are drawn

mostly from The Flor=i of the Gre-st Plains; no attempt

was made to include all names in common use.

Seeds were separated from the plant and examined to

determine whether they were fully mature. Immature seeds

and clearly diseased or defective seeds were excluded from

further study. Many apparent seeds ars more correctly

described as fruits enclosing one or more seeds.

Therefore, for each species, the seeds were examined to

ascertain whether they were in fact seeds alone, or

achenes, or some other kind of fruit. In the case of a

dehiscent or fragile fruit, the seeds were removed from the

fruit for further study. However many fruits are tough and

indehiscent. They function as units of dispersal

,

containing the seeds until the time of germination, and the

seeds sre rarely seen alone. In such cases, the fruits

were treated as seeds in this study, and the description

and measurements were made of the fruit, as the effective

unit of dispersal , rather than of the true seed. If both

fruits and seeds of a given taxon are commonly seen, that

11



was noted in the description, and both were measured.

The external characteristics o-f the seeds were

examined and described in terms of shape and structure,

surface characters, and size. Since few authors have

described seeds in detail , there is no generally accepted

format for descriptions, Korsmo (1935) described a great

variety of seeds and fruits. His work offers the clearest

and most thorough descriptions of seeds of any published

survey, and his format is adapted for use in this study.

The shape of each seed was described in three ways:

1) Outline, as seen when the seed is lying on a flat

surface; 2) Cross section made near the midpoint of the

length of the seed and at right angles to the lengthwise

axis; and 3) Three-dimensional shape, which was termed

"form". Seed shapes are seldom as neat or symmetrical as

geometric figures. In particular, most edges, corners, and

surfaces are rounded rather than flat or sharply angled.

Descriptions of seeds as, for example, square or triangular

nearly always need to be qualified as "somewhat square" or

"more or less triangular". Descriptions so worded can be

quite accurate while allowing for some variation, though

they necessarily lack the precision of geometric

def init ions

.

In this study, it was necessary to use many different

IS



terms to describe the great variety o-f shapes observed.

These terms are defined in the Glossary, Appendix A and

illustrated in Appendix B. The external structure o-f the

seed was examined and described using standard anatomical

terms (e.g., hilum, raphe) where applicable. However, the

seeds were not dissected, and most o-f the structural

features of seeds are internal . In some instances,

internal structure (e.g., shape of the embryo) was evident

on the surface, and in such cases the external features

were described with reference to the internal structure.

There is great variety in the surfaces of seeds. The

surface of each seed was examined and described in terms of

texture, sheen, pubescence (if any), and color. Surfaces

were examined without magnification, and at 4x , 7x , lOx

,

and 30x magnifications. At varying magnifications, quite

different features may be visible or conspicuous.

Descriptions of surfaces were based on viewing at

magnifications between 4x and lOx , unless otherwise noted.

Except on the largest seeds, few surface details are

visible without some magnif icaton . Verbal descriptions of

texture, sheen, and color tend to be vague and subjective.

In order to be consistent and to facil itate comparisons,

the number of terms used for these characters was kept to a

minimum. While there is no one accepted set of botanical

IH



terms -for surface textures, Appendix B borrows -from several

authors (Rad-ford et al . 1974, Esau 1977, Montgomery 1977,

Sa'ad 1980) to illustrate the usages intended here.

Definitions o-f the terms are in the Glossary, Appendix A.

Always, in dealing with seeds, precise description is made

di-f-ficult by the naturally occurring variations which are

to be expected in organic material .

Measurements were made o-f each seed in 3 dimensions.

The seeds were positioned beneath a binocular dissecting

microscope equipped with an ocular micrometer, and then

viewed at lOx magnification. Measurements were made to the

nearest 0.1 mm, except in -for the largest seeds and fruits,

which were measured to the nearest mm. The length was

defined as the longest dimension of the seed; the width as

a line through the widest part, perpendicular to the

length; and the thickness as a line perpendicular to both

the length and the width. Some seeds sre symmetrical and

thus measurements may be given as only a diameter for a

spherical form or as length and thickness for a cylindrical

or oblong form. In cases where the shape or variation of

the seeds made more than one interpretation possible, the

dimension measured as "length," "width," or "thickness" is

described more fully. For most taxa, 10 or more seeds were

measured along each dimension. (A few taxa were

IS



represented by only 5—9 seeds.) The measurements were not

averaged; instead a range o-f obtained measurements was

recorded. The measurements excluded hairs, awns, and other

minor projections from the surface.

An actual -size silhouette photograph was made showing

one to several seeds for each species. These photographs

Are included with the descriptions to provide a visual

method of identifying unknown seeds. They Are particularly

useful for showing the size of the seeds. A 35 mm

single-lens reflex camera with a 100 mm lens was used for

these photographs. The film was Kodak Technical Pan 2415.

A dichotomous key to al 1 240 species was constructed

utilizing characters recorded in the descriptions of the

seeds and seed-like fruits. Standard form for a botanical

key was used. However, standard keys to plants may include

characters from any part of the plant, sometimes at

different stages of development, to assist in

distinguishing plants. In this study, the key was based

strictly on mature seeds (or other units of dispersal). As

a result, the number of characters available for

distinguishing the groups was limited, and sometimes the

contrasts seemed slight. To compensate in part for this

difficulty, multiple characters were included in each

choice of the key whenever feasible.

Ifc



KEY

The key is in 6 parts: an introductory kpy, and 5

sections of the main key. The key is arbitrary and

sequential . No attempt was made to keep plant -families

together. Since the purpose o-f the key is to distinguish

seeds which may at first seem similar, any noticeable

character may be used, whether it separates natural groups

or not

.

For success with the key, it is necessary to use the

introductory key first. The introductory key indicates the

correct section of the key for the specimen. The keys must

be used sequentially, starting at the beginning of the

introductory key, and proceeding step by step through the

choices .

It is always preferable to have several seeds to

examine. Some magnification is necessary in examining most

seeds. Magnification levels of 5x and lOx are most helpful

with this key. Few of the key characters require greater

than lOx magnification. Measurement may be necessary. A

millimeter ruler used with a 5x hand lens is usually

satisfactory.

n



Introductory Key

1. Unit o-f dispersal ci grass -floret, i.e., a caryopsis
with at least the lemma and palea attached, sometimes
with glumes Section 1

1. Unit of dispersal a -fruit or seed, but not a grass
f 1 oret

.

2. An achene; distinctly triangular in cross section,
with 3 similar sides alternating with 3 well-defined
angles, wings, or lobes Section 2

2. A fruit or seed; cross section various but not
distinctly triangular.

3. A fruit with persistent sti-f-f spines, awns, or a
1 ong , tapered beak Section 3

3. A -fruit or seed; lacking spines or awns; apex
rounded, truncate, or with a small projection,
but lacking a sturdy, tapered beak.

4. An achene; with a short apical collar, and
often a pappus (ring of scales, bristles, or
hairs) arising from the collar; form more or
1 ess el ongate Sect ion 4

4. A seed, achene, or other fruit lacking an
apical collar; form various Section 5

i«



Section 1, Brass florets

Spikelet -firmly attached to a long segment of the
rachis, forming a cylindrical unit

215.Aegi 1 ops cy) indrica

Spikelet readily separated from the rachis, not
appressed to it, or a single floret.

2. A spikelet with one fertile floret; the fertile
floret sessile, flanked by 2 pedicellate sterile
spikelets, or only the 2 pedicels present.

3. Both fertile and sterile spikelets long
el 1 ipt ical .

4. All spikelets with stiff straight awns;
dul 1 J f er ti 1 e f 1 oret ±6—7 mm 1 ong

231 .Hordeum pusi 1 1 um

4. Awns lacking, or if present fine, bent;
fertile spikelet ±4.7 mm long, shiny;
sterile spikelets dull

240 .Sorghum hal epense

3. Fertile spikelets short elliptical , much broader
than sterile spikelets; fertile spikelet shiny,
red-brown to black Sorghum bicolor

2. Floret single; or if a spikelet of several florets,
sterile florets below the fertile floret,
not flanking it as a pair.

5. Fertile floret large, at least 6 mm long.

6. Awns lacking; outline elliptical, but widest
above the middle; width ±2.0 mm or more....
• 2I7.Bromus inermis

6. Lemma awned ; outline elliptical; width less
than 2.0 mm.

7. Cross section U-shaped; palea with
conspicuously ciliate margins
• 21 9.6romus secal inus
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Cross section C-shaped , lemma and pal ea glabrous or
pubescent, but lacking strongly ciliate margins

220 .Bromus tec torum

5. Floret or spikelet smaller, 1—4 mm long.

8. Floret about 5x as long as wide; lemma awned . . .

.

230 .Festuca oc to-f 1 ora

8. Floret or spikelet generally elliptical, about
1.5—3x as long as wide.

9. A spikelet; sterile lemma with a long awn;
glumes and sterile lemma with spiny nerves.

226.Echinochloa crus-gal 1 i (spikelet)

9. A spikelet or floret; awns lacking; glumes,
lemmas, and pal eas lacking spiny nerves.

10. Floret distinctly compressed; cross
section a narrow triangle; lemma
keeled, covering both broad -faces of
the caryopsis 222.Cynodon dact/lon

10. Floret or spikelet rounded or slightly
compressed, mostly plano-convex in
cross section .

11. Floret very small, 1.3 mm long;
lemma and pal ea dark gray, shiny..

232. Pan i cum capi 1 lare

11. Floret or spikelet larger, at
1 east 1 .8 mm 1 ong

.

12. A spikelet, with 1 or 2
glumes and 1 sterile lemma,
all membranous, subtending
the fertile floret.

13. Lemma and palea black;
only one glume present..
.224.Digi taria ischaemum

20



13. Lemma and pal ea light colored; 2 glumes present,
the lower one very short.

14. Spikelet 2.7—3.0 mm long; the inrolled
lemma covers the side margins o+ the
pal ea 225.Digi taria sanguinal is

14. Floret 3.0—3.6 mm long; the inrolled lemma
covers most o-f the palea, exposing only a
narrow AreA 223. Digi taria ci'laris

Unit o-f dispersal a -floret; one lemma and one palea
present but glumes lacking.

15. Floret 1.8—2.1 mm long.

16. Lemma with 7 light-colored nerves (some may
be faint) which converge toward the apex

;

1 emma smooth to striate
233.Panicum dichotomi-f I orum

16. Lemma lacking nerves, but with 3 -faint
lengthwise ridges; lemma papillate

238.Setaria viridis

15. Floret 2.5 mm or more long.

17. Lemma and palea papillate.

18. Floret thickest at or above the middle
in edge view; lemma cross-corrugate with
rough ridges 237.Setaria glauca

18. Floret thickest below the middle in edge
view; lemma finely cross-corrugate

236.Setaria faberi

^i.



17. Lemma and palea nearly smooth, shiny, not
papil 1 ate

.

19. Floret 3.5—4.2 mm long; apex
acuminate 226.EchinochI oa crus-gal 1

i

19. Floret 2.8—3.2 mm long; apex acute.

20. Floret outline long ovate, width
±1 mm 235.Panicuni virgatum

20. Outline short ovate or elliptical;
width ±2 mm

234

.

Pan i cum mil iaceum

22
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Section 2: Achenes, cross section triangular

Faces concave; -form with 3 prominent wings or 3 lobes;
bl ack , gl ossy

.

2. Wings narrow, cross section 3-pronged ; achene
±3.5 mm 1 ong 42 . Pol ygonum scandens

2. Angles rounded, cross section 3-lobed; achene
±2 . mm 1 ong ,

40 .Pol ygonum persicaria (3-sided •form)

Faces flat or nearly so; angles distinct.

3. Achene 1.3— 1.5 mm long; entire perianth tends to be
adherent 43.Ruinex acetosel la

3. Achene 2.0 mm or more long; perianth loosely attached
or onl y remnants present

.

4. Angles narrowly winged; sur-face brown.

5. Achene 2.0—2.3 mm; dark orange-brown
45

.

Rumex cr i spus

5. Achene 2.6—2.9 mm; light to medium
orange brown

.

6. Faces ovate (broader toward the base),
nearly -flat; achene 2.8—2.9 mm long

46.Rumex patientia

6. Faces elliptical (broadest near the
middle), o-ften concave; achene 2.6—2.7mm
' oriQ 44.Rumex a1 tissimus
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4. Angles slightly rounded; greenish perianth remnants
often present; achene surface black.

7. Sur-face mostly dull , but angles glossy; achene
3.5—4.0 mm long 37.Pol ygonum convolvulus

7. Surface shiny; achene 2.0—2.9 mm long.

B. Cross section an equilateral triangle -faces
el 1 iptical 41 .Polygonum ramosissimum

8. Cross section a triangle with sides of
different lengths; faces usually ovate (broader
toward the base) .

9. Achene 2.0—2.4 mm long; an irregular
3-sided form; cross section a triangle with
sides of 3 different lengths....

35

.

Pol ygonum arenastrum

9. Achene 2.8—2.9 mm long; a compressed ovoid
form; cross section a broad triangle

36. Pol xgonum bicorne

ZH



Section 3: Fruits; spiny, awned , or beaked

1. Sur-face covered with many curved spines o+ similar size.

2. Fruit small , 3—7 mm long.

3. Fruit with a lengthwise groove; spines blunt....
1 24.Daucus carota

3. Fruit obovate; spines -fine, often hooked
1 70 .Ambrosia grayi

2. Fruit larger, 1—3 cm long; fruit an ovoid or
ellipsoid bur; spines hooked at the tip.

4. Bur ±1.0— 1.2 cm long; ellipsoid
213.Xanthium spinosum

4. Bur ±2.2—2.8 cm long; ouoid
214 .Xanthium strumarium

1. Surface not generally spiny, but one to several
persistent spines, beaks, or awns present.

5. Fruit with a single sturdy beak extending from the
apex; other teeth or tubercles may be present.

6. Form long ellipsoid, ribbed, the ribs with teeth
or barbs.

7. Achene large, more than 1 cm long; terete..
210 .Tragopogon dub i us

7. Achene small , 2.7—4.0 mm long; flattened.

8. Ribs barbed; side margins of the achene
winged; achene up to 3 mm long.

9. Barbs present along entire length of
the ribs; barbs extend into hairs
near the apex

202.Lactuca serriola

9. Barbs present only near the apex;
hairs lack! ng .... 201 .Lac tuca saligna
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8. Ribs with -flaring teeth; side margins o-f the
achene rounded; achene more than 3 mm long.

10 . Achene orange-brown
208. Taraxacum laeuigatum

10. Achene dul 1 ol ive

t Taraxacum o-f-ficinale

6. Form obovate with a short, stout beak at the apex.

11. Fruit ±6 mm long 172. Ambrosia trifida
k
{

II. Fruit ±3—4 mm long.

12. Fruit with a ring o-f 6—8 pointed
tubercles projecting upward -from the
broadest part

169. Ambrosia artemisi i-fol ia

12. Fruit lacking tubercles, or only 1—

2

tubercl es wel 1 devel oped
171 .Ambrosia psilostachya

5. Fruit with 2—4 spines or awns -from the apex,
but lacking a central beak.

13. Fruit angular, with stout, -flaring spines; tan
1 IS.Tribul us terrestr is

13. Fruit elongate, with retrorsel y barbed awns; brown
to bl ack .

14. Outline long, narrow; cross section rhombic;
awns 2, 3, or 4 177.Bidens bipinnata

14. Outline obovate; cross section very narrow;
*wns 2 178.Biden3 frondosa
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Key 4: Achenes with an apical collar

1. Apex constricted, rounded, with only a very small apical
collar; pappus readily deciduous, usually missing.

2. Achene red-brown; cross section very narrow; pappus
<deciduous> o-f many -fine hairs 207.Sonchus asper

2. Achene silvery or gray brown, often mottled; surface
initially covered with soft white hairs but these
often worn off; cross section various but not very
narrow; pappus (deciduous) of 2 lacerate awns.

3. Achene less than 3.5 mm long; outline a rounded
obi on

g

l?5.Hel ianthus ci 1 iarie

3. Achene 4.0—7.0 mm long; outline obovate or
rounded triangular.

4. Side margins of the achene winged; hairs
(when present) ±0.5 mm long, white; achene
4.0—5.0 mm long 1?4 .Hel ianthus annuus

4. Side margins of the achene rounded; hairs
(when present) ±1.0 mm long, yellowish;
achene 6.0—7.0 mm long

196.He1ianthus petiolaris

1. Apex truncate, not constricted and rounded, or only
slightly so; pappus persistent and/or apical collar
large in diameter.

5. Surface dull , ribbed, striate, and/or hairy, or with
a basal tuft of hairs.

6. Outline generally oblong but with a large
lateral notch near the base (the attachment
area) ; a basal tuft of white hairs; pappus of
sturdy bristles 180 .Centaurea cyanus

6. Outline oblong, clavate, or triangular, lacking
a basal notch and tuft of hairs; pappus various,
but not of sturdy bristles, or absent.

7. Achene more than 5.0 mm long; surface very
dark mottled brown 173. Arctiufti minus
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Achene less than 4.0 mm long; yellow to brown.

8. Achene with distinct ribs; ribs usually 5 or 10;
pappus persistent.

9. Ribs prominent, sharp-edged; resinous droplets
present in the grooves.

10. Pappus a crown of 5 lacerate teeth
• 193.Hel enium autumnal e

10. Pappus o-f 2 series of purple, barbed
bristles, the inner ±0.6, the outer
±1.0 mm 1 ong.

11. Achene more than 3.0 mm long; ribs
about 10 212.k/iernonia fasciculata

11. Achene ±2.4—2.8 mm long; ribs
about 5 21 1 .V/'ernonia baldwinii

9. Ribs distinct but low or with rounded edges;
grooves lacking resinous droplets.

12. Achene less than 1.5 mm long; surface light
yell ow 1 76. Bac char is sal icina

12. Achene more than 2.0 mm long; surface tan,
brown, gray, or black.

13. Ribs closely spaced, smooth; ribs
pal e , grooves brown

20 6. Sol idago rigida

13. Ribs narrow, intervals broad; sparse
white hairs present on the surface;
achene gray to b1 ack

.200 .Kuhnia eupatorioides

8. Achene lacking distinct ribs, but may be striate or
hairy, and may have a central ridge on each face;
pappus persistent, deciduous, or lacking.

14. Body of achene with straight white hairs.
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Achene dark brown, with 3— 10 lengthwise rows o-f white
hairs 192.Gutierrezia dracuncul oides

Achene light colored or grayish, hairs uni-formly
distributed over the body of the achene.

16. Achene more than 2.0 mm long.

17. Pappus (deciduous) o-f short, plumose bristles;
achene body gray-brown .... 181 .Centaurea repens

17. Pappus persistent, very short, in 2 series,
one o-f white teeth and one of yellow hairs;
achene body 1 ight brown . . .

197.Heterotheca latifol ia (disc floret)

16. Achene less than 1.5 mm long; pappus a single
series of minutely barbed hairs, or in 2 series,
of short teeth and of hairs.

18. Pappus in 2 series: an outer persistent ring
of minute flaring membranous teeth and an
inner series of deciduous bristles, ±1.7 mm
long; achene 0.8—0.9 mm long

190 .Erigeron strigosus

18. Pappus a single series of minutely barbed
bristles, 2.0—3.6 mm long; achene at least
1 .0 mm 1 ong .

19. Achene light brown; pappus ±3.6 mm
1 ong 175. Aster er icoides

19. Achene pale yellow; pappus ±2.0 mm
1 ong .

20. Side margins of the achene narrowly
winged; achene 1.2— 1.3 mm long

1 89 . Conyza ramosi ssima

20. Side margins of the achene thin but
not winged; achene 1.0— 1.2 mm long.

188.Conyza canadensis
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14. Body of achene hairless.

21. Achene less than 2.0 mm long; light colored,
translucent; pappus absent.

22. Pericarp membranous, whitish; seed dark..
168.Achi 1 lea (nille-folium

22 . Pericarp and seed yel 1 ow brown
1 74. Artemisia I udouiciana

21. Achene 2.0—4.0 mm long; gray-brown, opaque.

23. Achene less than 3.0 mm long; achene
nearly straight; pappus persistent, o-f

very short membranous teeth
1 82.Cichoriuin intybus

23. Achene 2.9—4.0 mm long; achene usually
curved to one side; pappus deciduous....

191.Grindelia squamosa

Sur-face smooth and glossy; achene body ellipsoid or
oblong in outline; pappus readily deciduous.

24. Pappus (when present) o-f many simple bristles;
achene body straw-colored with -fine dark dotted
stripes; achene 3.4—4.5 mm long

17?.Carduus nutans

24. Pappus <when present) o-f -feathery bristles; body o-f

achene yellow to orangish to brownish, with or
without -faint streaks, but lacking distinct dark
stripes; achene 2.2—5.0 mm long or longer.

25. Achene up to 4.0 mm long.

26. Achene light brown with obscure
lengthwise streaks; pappus (when present)
more than 2.5 cm long

1 84.Cirsium aruense

26. Achene orange-brown or gray-brown,
unstreaked; pappus (when present) less
than 2.0 cm long i87.Cirsium vulgare
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Achene more than 4.5 mm long.

27. Achene orange-brown with reddish streaks;
width more than 2.7 mm, thickness more
than 1.5 mm 185.Cirsium ochrocentrum

27. Achene straw-colored, width less than
2.5 mm, thickness less than 1.5 mm.

28. Apical collar -flaring, ±0.7 mm
long; beak (style base) extending
0.5 mm beyond the collar; achene
body with pal e streaks

1 86.Cirsiuin undulatum

28. Apical collar straight, ±0.1 mm
long; beak (style base) extending
±0.3 mm beyond collar

1 SS.Cirsium a1 t issimum
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Section 5: Other -fruits and seeds,
all lacking an apical collar

Seed, distinctly sectot

—

like in -form (a sector of a
rounded form, with 2 inner flat -faces meeting in an
angle and a convex outer -face; or hemispherical).

2. Form not elongate, but like a sector or half of a
nearly spherical form.

3. Seed less than 2 mm long.

4. Seed ±0.7 mm long, sector-like but
irregular 28.Cerastiuin vulgatum

4. Seed 1—2 mm long.

5. Surface black or grayish; inner angle
acute, with a notch

50 .Mai va negl ec ta

5. Surface yellow to orange-brown; inner
angle obtuse, entire; form sometimes
hemispheric

.

6. Surface smooth; seed ±1.1 mm
1 ong 144,Cuscuta pentagona

6, Surface granular; seed ±i .6 mm
1 ong 143.Cuscuta indecora

3 . Seed more than 2 mm 1 ong

.

7. Convex face with a conspicuous deep notch...
52

.

Si da sp i nosa

7. Convex face entire; may be a smooth
curve, wrinkled or bulging, but without a
deep notch .

8. Inner angle with a deep notch near the
center; seed less than 3 mm long

51 .Mai vast rum hispidum

8. Inner angle with a shallow depression or
flat area near the basal end; seed more
than 4 mm 1 ong .
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7. Convex -face strongly curved outward at the middle
but -flat toward the ends; surface smooth with a

slight sheen 14i.Iponioea lacunosa

9. Convex face uniformly curved but may be lumpy or
have a lengthwise furrow; surface roughened,
granular, or tuberculate, and dull .

10. Basal end of seed extended into 3 shallow
1 obes 138.Cai1ystegia sepium

10. Basal end of seed entire, not 1 obed

.

11. Surface tuberculate; lacking hair-like
processes; convex face uniformly curved...

139. Con vol vulus arwensis

11. Surface slightly rough or granular, but
not tuberculate; covered with brownish
hairs or transparent processes (visible at

lOx); convex face often with a lengthwise
furrow.

12. Processes transparent, brownish or
colorless, densely covering entire
surface 142. Ipomoea purpurea

12. Hairs short, fuzzy, brownish,
covering entire surface but more
abundant near the angl es

1 40 . 1 pcxnoea hederacea

Form elongate, at least 1 .5x as long as wide (like a

sector or half of an ellipsoid form).

13. Seed more than 2x as long as wide; convex face
with 3—5 lengthwise ridges, the ridges sometimes
obscure

.

14. Seed ±2 mm 1 ong

15 Convex surface nearly smooth, with 3
faint lengthwise ridges, also a few
crosswise ridges near the apex

148 .iJerbena hastata
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15. Convex sur-face reticulate, with distinct
lengthwise ridges, and crosswise wrinkles
near the base 147. Verbena bracteata

14. Seed ±3 mm 1 ong.

16. Conuex -face with ±5 lengthwise ridges;
flat -faces densely white—fl ecked

149. Verbena stricta

16. Convex face with ±3 -faint lengthwise
ridge; -flat -faces slightly granular

150 .Verbena urticifol ia

13. Seed 1.5—2x as long as wide; convex face lacking
ridges

.

17. Color mottled.
18. Mottled brown and white; seed less than 2

mm 1 ong 152.Lainium amp) ex i caul e

18. Mottled tan and brown; seed more than 2 mm
1 ong 153. Salvia re-flexa

17. Color uni-form.

19. Form like a quarter sector with an inner
angle o-f about 90°; sur-face brown ....

151 .Glecoma hederacea

19. Form like hal -f o-f an ellipsoid, with one
•flat -face and one convex -face; seed with a
small tip at each end; surface pale tan...

li66.Syinphoricarpos orbiculatus

Form various; may be globose, rounded, angular or
compressed, but not sectoi— like.

20. Seed, globose in overall form (not markedly
compressed, angular, or elongate); may have small
notches, furrows, flat areas, or projections.

21. Surface conspicuously tubercul ate or coarsely
reticul ate

.
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22. Sur-face tubercul ate (tubercles visible at
7x ) ; surface black or red-brown

33.^accaria pyrimidata

22. Sur-face reticulate with conspicuous
raised mesh; surface gray to black.

23. Seed diameter 1.8—2.2 mm
3 . Argemone pol yanthemos

23. Seed diameter 2.3—2.6 mm
4. Argemone squamosa

21. Surface smooth or nearly so.

24. Seed diameter less than 2 mm; often slightly
compressed in form; hilum visible as a small
bit of whitish tissue.

25. Form slightly compressed, surface
f aintl y reticul ate at lOx

59 . Brassi ca kaber

25. Form slightly elongate but not
compressed; surface distinctly
reticulate at lOx SS.Brassica juncea

24. Seed diameter 2—5 mm; hilum elliptical or
indistinct

.

26. Surface black or very dark.

27. Surface black; hilum very small,
indistinct; surface finely
reticul ate at 7x

1 45. El 1 i si a nxctelea

27. Surface brown-black (mottled with
magnification); hilum 1.5—2.0 mm
long, distinct; surface with a
welyety sheen 97.<Jicia uillosa

26. Surface brown, mottled.

28. Seed nearly perfectly spherical;
diameter ±3.2 mm
. , . , , 11 7 .Tragia ramosa
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28. Seed slightly elongate; longest dimension
±3.8 mm 116.Tragia betonici-f o) ia

20. Seed or fruit angular, elongate, or markedly compressed
in overall -form; not generally globose.

29. Form generally angular, faces nearly flat and
edges straight or nearly so.

30. Outline rectangular; cross section square.

31. Seed more than 6 mm long; hi 1 urn large,
on one 1 ong angl e

92.Strophosty1 es helvola

31. Achene , less than 4 mm long; achene
with attachment point at one end and a
smal 1 styl e base at the other end

1 67.Dipsacus f u1 1 on urn

30. Outline and cross section various but not as
above.

32. Form chip-like; at least one large face
slightly convex; hilum at the center of
one face 156.P1antago rugelii

32. Form otherwise, not very thin; hilum
indistinct

.

33. Surface areolate; angles not
Mi nged 100 .Oenothera lac in lata

33. Surface slightly roughened and
wrinkled; angles narrowly winged...

??. Oenothera biennis

29. Form rounded, not generally angular; may be
elongate, compressed or irregular.

34. Large seeds or achenes (more than 5 mm long)
with very compressed form; cross section
very thin.
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35. Outline pear shaped, but truncate at the small end;
coma o-f white hairs (readily shed) -from the truncate
end; sur-face orange-brown.

36. Seed less than 6.5 mm long.

37. Coma (when present) ±1.2 cm longj central
area of each -face dark colored

12?. Cynanchum I aeve

37. Coma (when present) ±2.5 cm long; central
area o-f each face 1 ight col ored

128.Asc1epias vertici 1 lata

36. Seed more than 6.5 mm long.

38. Coma (when present) ±2.7 cm long; seed
usually less than 7 mm long; surface only
si ightl y wrinkl ed

i26. Asc 1 ep i as su bu er t i c i 11 a ta

38. Coma (when present) ±3.0—3.5 cm long;
seed usually more than 7 mm long; surface
with many fine but distinct wrinkles

i27.Ascl epias s/riaca

35. Outline more or less obovate, with the attachment point
at the small end and a notch at the wide end; surface
gray or purplish.

39. Surface streaked purple and green; apex with a
rectangular notch 204.Si 1 phium laciniatum

39. Surface gray, with brown wing; notch not
rectangul ar

.

40. Apical notch a V-shape, flanked by 2
prominent teeth; surface may have short
hairs 203.Si1phium integrif ol ium

40. Apical notch a U-shape, flanked by small
acute teeth; surface with small resinous
dots 205. Si 1 phium perfol latum
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34. Seed or -fruit less than 5 mm long, or i-f longer then
form not very compressed, cross section not very thin.

41. SLir-face with several distinct lengthwise or
concentric ribs on ridges, these visible at low
magnif ication

.

42. Surface with concentric ribs; seed or -fruit
less than 2 mm long.

43. Seed ±0.6 mm long; -form coiled, with
outline like a comma

27.M0I 1 ugo wer t i ci 1 lata

43. Seed or -fruit 1.0— 1.9 mm long; not
appearing coiled.

44. Form compressed ovoid, with a
shallow groove on each -face

74.Thlaspi arwense

44. Form elongate, with 1 lengthwise
groove; cross section heart-shaped.

227,E1eusine indica

42. Sur-face with lengthwise ribs; form
plano-convex; -fruit more than 2 mm long.

45. Surface brown, ribs yellow-brown or
orange-brown; intervals between ribs
oily when crushed. ... 122. Cicuta maculata

45. Surface gray-brown, ribs pale; oily
areas lacking 123.Coniuni macu latum

41. Surface smooth or roughened, but lacking distinct
lengthwise or concentric ribs.

46. Seed or fruit large (7.0 mm or longer);
flattened; outline ellipsoid, obovate or
pear-shaped

.

47. Surface conspicuously rough.

48. Surface very rough, black
........163. Probosc i dea 1 ou i si an i ca

48. Surface corky, uneven, mottled
1 ight and dark brown

SS.Echinocystis lobata
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47. Sur-face smooth or nearly so.

49. Cross section plano-convex; outline
el 1 ipsoid. .

.

.214.Xanthium s t r umar i um (achene)

49. Cross section elliptical; outline obovate
to pear-shaped

.

50. Sui—face dark brown; outline obovate
with 2 distinct rounded teeth at the
small end, on either side o-f the
h i 1 um 56 . Si cyos angu 1 ata

50. Surface pale-colored; outline
peai—shaped, lacking teeth; hilum along
margin to one side of small end

54.Cucurbi ta foetidissima

46. Seed or fruit smaller (less than 7.0 mm long).

51 . Entire surface distinctly tuberculate,
papillate, or with other conspicuous
projections (not ribs, wrinkles, or
reticulate patterns).

52. Seeds very small , 1 .0 mm long or less.

53. Surface gray-brown; form somewhat
cylindrical or like a truncate cone;
entire surface knobby.

54. Seed 0.7— 1.0 mm long; diameter
0.4—0.7 mm; the surface knobs
are separated by deep grooves

158.<v>erbascum blattaria

54. Seed 0.7—0.9 mm long; diameter
0.4—0.5 mm; the surface knobs are
separated by shallow grooves

1 5?.'Jerbascum thapsus

53. Surface orange-brown, red-brown, or
black; form various; surface papillate
or tuberculate (visible at low
magnification)

.
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Sur-face light orange-brown.

56. Tubercles star-shaped at high
magni-f ication. . . . 2?.Ho1 osteum umbel latum

56. Tubercles rounded, not stai—shaped.

57. Outline nearly circular
32.Stel laria media

57. Outline rounded-triangular with a
notch in one corner

2S.Cerastium wul gatum

55. Surface dark brown to black.

58. Form coil -like, with a shallow
depression on each face, hilum mrea
covered by a light colored caruncle

2.4.PortuIaca oleracea

58. Somewhat reniform, with 2 nearly
flat faces; hilum in a small notch
between the 1 obes. . .31 .Si I ene ant irrhina

Seeds or fruits larger, 1.8 mm long or longer.

59. Form compressed, somewhat reniform; surface dark.

60. The 2 lobes separated by a small well-defined
notch; surface densely papillate

30 .Saponaria officinal is

60. The 2 lobes separated by a large shallow
notch; surface with scattered tubercles.

61. Seed 2.9—3.4 mm long
48.Abuti Ion theophrasti

61 . Length 2.0—2.2 mm
49. Hibiscus trionum

59. Cross section rounded, not compressed.

62. Form obovate and elongate; surface very rough
and hairy, gray-brown . .8. Mirabi 1 is nyctaginea

62. Form ovoid, obovoid, or pear shaped, not
elongate; surface lacking hairs.
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63. Form pear-like, with the small end bent
to one side; surface shiny with a dull

,

rhombic basal area
1 46 . Li thospermum aruense

63. Form ovoid, symmetrical ; raphe visible
as a lengthwise narrow line.

64. Caruncle present near small end;
sur-face tuberculate.

65. Bur-face slightly glossy; cross
section nearly round.

66. Sur-face gray; tubercles
in lengthwise rows
1 02.Acal ypha ostryae-fol ia

66. Sur-face red-brown to
gray; tubercles scattered
. . . 104.Acal ypha virginica

65. Sur-face dull , brown-black;
cross section nearly rhombic..

1 10 .Euphorbia dentata

64. Caruncle absent; sur-face very rough
with sharp projections
......... 109. Euphorbia cxathophora

51. Sur-face smooth, finely textured, wrinkled or
reticulate, but not distinctly tuberculate or
papil 1 ate

.

67. Cross section round or angular, form not markedly
compressed

.

68. Form clearly elongate, at least 2x as long as
wide

.

69. Seed or fruit large (±6 mm long).

70. Form long obovoid, apex
constricted; surface tan

98.6aura parvif 1 era
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70. Form narrow, with a -flared, truncate apex;
sur-face dark brown .... 1 25. Apocynum cannabinum

69. Seed or -fruit small (less than 4 mm long); oblong.

71. Cross section round or slightly compressed.

72. Sur-face smooth, lustrous.

73. Sur-face tan; hilum near one end....
53.^.^1 ol a ra-f inesqui i

73. Surface deep red; hilum near center
o-f one 1 ong edge

80 .Coroni 1 la uaria

72. Sur-face reticulate, brown
47. Hypericum per-foratum

71. Cross section 3- or 4- sided.

74. Cross section 3-sided; outline
elliptic; surface translucent yellow....

221 .Chi or is uertici llata

74. Cross section 4-sided; outline bullet
shaped ; surface gray-brown

115. Euphorbia prostrata

68. Form round to ovoid, oblong, or somewhat conical , but
less than 2x as long as wide.

75. Form cylindrical , ends blunt; hilum conspicuous on
the long edge ?3.Strophostyl es leiosperma

75. Form oblong, ovate, obovate, or conical .

76. Form ovate (broader near the base)

.

77. Seed large, ±4 mm long; hilum with a
conspicuous collar at the base

5

.

Cannabis sati va

77. A caryopsis, ±0.6 mm long
22?.Eragrostis ci 1 ianensis

76. Form conical , oblong, or obovate.
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78. Form somewhat conical ; a coiled embryo loosely covered
by a membranous seed coat

.

79. Seed diameter 1.7— 1.8 mm IS.Salsola iberica

79. Seed diameter 1.2

—

\ .6 mm 17.Salsola collina

78. Form oblong or obovate; seed with a firm seed coat or
an achene with an adherent pericarp.

BO. Outline rounded oblong; surface finely reticulate.

81. Seed ±2.2 mm long; hilum distinct, ±0.7
mm long, with projecting ends

121 .Geranium carol inianutn

81. Seed ±1.5 mm long; hilum obscure, in a
shallow notch 60.Brassica nigra

80. Outline obovate, or oblong with a blunt tip at
one end; surface rough or smooth but not finely
ret icul ate

.

82. Outline obovate, with a tiny beak on the wide
end; surface smooth, without lines

169. Ambrosia artemi si i f o1 ia (achene)

82. Outline obovate or oblong; raphe evident as a
narrow lengthwise line.

83. Cross section 4-sided; seed less than
1.5 mm long; surface wrinkled crosswise.

84. Surface red-brown with gray or
white cast, seed less than 1.0 mm
long 1 12. Euphorbia maculata

84. Surface gray-brown; seed ±1.4
mm long; 1 14. Euphorbia nutans

83. Cross section nearly round; surface rough
or smooth but lacking distinct crosswise
wrinkl es

.
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85. Seed more than 3 mm long; caruncle lacking;
sur-face rough with many small wrinkles

1 13. Euphorbia marginata

85. Seed 1.7—2.9 mm long; caruncle usually present.

86. Surface with many lengthwise wrinkled ridges;
mature seed surface with red undertones

101 .Acal ypha monococca

B6 . Surface finely roughened, lacking wrinkles
and ridges; color various but not reddish.

87. Seed less than 2.0 mm long; surface with
fine scalariform pattern; surface
mottl ed gray and bl ack

lOS.Acalypha rhomboidea

87. Seed more than 2.0 mm long.

88. Surface with fine reticulate
pattern; surface gray-green,
f 1 ecked with brown

1 1 1 . Euphorbia esu 1 a

88. Surface of immature seeds pale and
granular; mature seeds may be black
and f inel y roughened

108. Euphorbia corol lata

67. Outline generally rounded (may be circular, ovate,
elliptical, rhombic, or kidney shaped), often with a
notch; form distinctly compressed; hilum or attachment
on the margin, often in a notch.

89. Outline symmetrical: ovoid, elliptical, or teai

—

drop shaped, and with one acute end; the
attachment point or hilum at one end.

90. Surface smooth and shiny; outline tear-drop
shaped, an acute apical tip opposite the
blunt attachment point; achene 2.3—2.5 mm
' onQ 38. Pol ygonum lapathif ol ium
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90 . Surface dull ; outline ovate or elliptical ; seed or
achene less than 1.5 mm long.

91. Outline ovate; sur-face -finely roughened; an
achene with a conspicuous attachment point at
the broad end 6.Urtica dioica

91. Outline nearly elliptical; sur-face with
prominent crosswise ridges; seed with hilum
obscure

.

92. Entire surface dark orange-brown
120.0xa1 is stricta

92. Ridges dull white, intervals dark
orange-brown 119.0xal is dillenii

89. Outline generally rounded, but not as above;
asymmetrical

, lacking an acute end, or the attachment
point not at one end

.

93. Outline round to ovate, with no more than a slight
notch or extension; cross section biconvex.

94. Seed 3—5 mm long; one face with a narrow
lengthwise line and a caruncle.

95. Outline nearly circular; caruncle
fan-shaped, with its broad end toward
the edge of the seed

105.Croton capi tatus

95. Outline ovate; caruncle heart shaped,
with its tip toward the edge of the
seed .

96. Seed 3.6—3.7 mm long; 2.6—2.8
mm wide; uniformly gray-brown

1 06.Croton monanthogynus

96. Seed 4.0—4.7 mm long; 3.5—4.0
mm wide; brown, usually mottled....

1 07.Croton texensis

94. Seeds less than 2.5 mm long.



97. Surface light orange-brown, color patchy; margin with
a tiny hook 2. Ranunculus abortivus

97. Sur-face black or very dark, color solid; margin often
with a small notch.

98. Form symmetrically biconvex; marginal rim narrow,
the border area slightly compressed.

99 . Seed 1 .5— 1 .7 mm 1 ong
l?.^Maranthus graecizans

99. Seed 0.9— 1.3 mm long.

100. Outline nearly circular; seed ±0.9 mm
1 ong 23 .Amaranthus rudis

100. Outline ovate; seed 0.9— 1.3 mm long.

101. Surface dark red-brown, or black
with red-brown undertones; border
areas with a faint reticulate
pattern, concentrically arranged,
when seen at 25x .

102. Marginal notch distinct,
V-shaped; seed 1.0— 1.1 mm
long, 0.6—0.7 mm thick

20 .Amaranthus hybridus

102. Marginal notch tiny, but rim
of the hilum projecting as a
tooth; seed 0.9— 1.1 mm
long, 0.5—0.6 mm thick

24.Ainaranthus spinosus

101. Surface of mature seeds uniformly
black; border area may be dull or
slightly roughened, but lacks a

reticulate pattern when seen at

103. Center of each face shiny,
border area dul 1 when seen
at 7x ; seed 0.9— 1.2 mm
long, 0.4—0.6 mm thick

21 .Amaranthus palmeri
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103. Entire surface shiny at Tx ; seed 1.1— 1.3
mm long, 0.6—0.7 mm thick

22.Aniaranthus retrof lexus

98. Form biconvex, but often asymmetrically so (one face
more strongly convex than the other); marginal rim
rounded, border area not compressed; there may be
a groove from the margin to the center of each face;
a membranous pericarp often persistent on the seed.

104. Seed more than 2.0 mm in diameter.....
12. Chenopodium gigantospermum

104. Seed 1.1— 1.8 mm in diameter.

105. Pericarp adherent, usually present.

106. Neither face strongly convex;
pericarp yellowish; seed diameter
1.1.— 1.3 mm 10 .Chenopodium album

106. One face slightly convex, the other
strongly so or nearly conical; seed
d i amet er 1.5— 1 . B mm

14.Cycl o1 otna atripl icifol ia

105. Pericarp easily separated from seed.

107. Seed surface has fine radial
wrinkles, pericarp is radially
striate when seen at 10 x ; seed
diameter 1.1— 1.3 mm

1 3. Chenopodium prater i col

a

107. Seed surface has a fine reticulate
pattern, pericarp has a sharp
reticulate pattern when seen at lOx

;

seed diameter 1 .3— 1 .4 mm
11 .Chenopodium berlandi eri

17



93. Outline various, but neither round nor ovate, or i-f so,
then not biconvex in cross section.

lOB. Outline circular, but with a small notch or
extension; cross section oblong or elliptical .

109. Achene with a distinct basal attachment
point on the margin opposite an apical tip.

110. Achene 2.8—3.1 mm long
. . . 39.P0I ygonum pens/l vanicum or

34.P0I ygonum amphibium

110. Achene less than 2.6 mm long.

111. Both faces concave, margins
slightly thick; apex acute;
achene 2.3—2.5 mm long

38. Polygonum lapathif 0I ium

111. One face -flat or with a basal
swelling; achene thicker near the
base; apex acuminate; achene
2.0—2 .2 mm 1 ong

40 .Pol ygonum persicaria
<-flat form)

109. Seed lacking an apical tip, but with a
notch and/or rounded extension on the
margin.

112. Seed small, up to 1.6 mm long;
membranous pericarp often present.

113. Center of each face depressed;
surface dul 1 , orange-brown

16.Monolepis nuttalli&na

113. Each face with a small groove
from the center to the
marginal notch; surface shiny,
black 9.Atriplex subspicata

<smal 1 form)
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112. Seed larger, 2.6—3.0 mm long.

114. Sur-face smooth, glossy, purplish black....
7. Phytolacca americana

114. Sur-face -finely textured, dull,
orange-brown or yel 1 ow-brown (may be
covered with a greenish membranous
pericarp) 9.Atriplex subspicata

(large -form)

108. Outline various, but not circular; cross section
various

.

115. Outline 3- or 4- sided, sides straight but
corners rounded

.

116. Seed 1.5-1.7 mm long; outline triangular;
sur-face dark red. . .25 .Froel ichia -floridana

116. Sur-face 3.3-4.0 mm long; outline
triangular or rhombic; sur-face brown or
black .

117. Sur-face brown, smooth; a narrow
V-shaped line present on each -face..

75. Desman thus i 1 1 inoensis

117. Sur-face brown-black, pitted; several
rows o-f shallow round pits are
visible at 7x

76. Cassia chamaecrista

115. Outline ovate, obovate, reniform, elliptical or
otherwise generally rounded, not 3- or 4-sided.

118. Outline usually ovate to reni-form; hilum
in a marginal notch.

119. Sur-face dark red-brown to black.

120. Surface dull .

121. Seed 2.4—2.7 mm long;
sur-face appearing
distinctly reticulate at
7x
. . . 136.So1anutn rostratum
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121. Seed 3.4—3.8 mm long; sur-face appearing
nearly smooth at 7x but -finely reticulate
^t lOx 130. Datura stramonium

120. Sur-face smooth and glossy.

122. Seed ±4 mm long; outline ovate with
the smal 1 end bent to one side

77.Ho-f-fmanse99ia glauca

122. Seed ±2 mm long; outline a broad
el 1 ipse 84.Lespedeza stipulacea

119. Color various, but not dark-red brown or black.

123. Outline elliptic, with one end curved to form an
S-shaped tip; seed 2.1—2.5 mm long

78.Amorpha canescens

123. Outline various, but not elliptic, or if
elliptic lacking an S-shaped tip.

124. Seed 2.7—3.7 mm long, 1.2 mm or more
thick; one edge thicker than the other.

125. Seed 3.4—3.7 mm long; hilum on the
thicker margin; surface smooth and
gl OSS/ 81 .Desmodium i 1 I incense

125. Seed 2.7—3.2 mm long; hilum on
thinner margin sur-face dull or
semi -g 1 ossy. .82.81 ycyrrhiza lepidota

124. Seed less than 2.7 mm long, and/or less
than 1 mm thick .

126. Cross section narrowly elliptical,
i.e., length of cross section more
than twice its width.

127. Outline generally ovate, but
with a blunt tip near the small
end; seed 1.7—2.1 mm long

135.So1anun> ptycanthum

127. Outline ovate; seed 2.0—3.5 mm
1 ong .
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128. Surface yellow-brown to brown.

129. Seed 2.0—2.2 mm long
1 37.Solanum trif I orum

129. Seed 2.6—3.5 mm long
1 34.So1anuin el eagni f o1 ium

128. Sur-face yellow to orange-yellow or
orange-brown

.

130. Sur-face dull , appearing granular at
lOx 132.Physal is longifol ia

130. Sur-face glossy, appearing areol ate or
pitted at lOx

.

131. Outline usually reni-form, with
a notch to one side o-f the
center; hilum narrow, in the
notch

131 .Phxsal is heterophyl la

131. Outline usually ovate, with a
shallow notch near one end;
hilum a deep pit in the
notch .. 133. Solanum carolinense

126. Cross section ovate or elliptical, but not very
narrow, i.e., length o-f cross section less than twice
its width.

132. Outline about 2x as long as wide; seed
-5—2.0 mm long .87.Medicago minima

132. Outline less than 2x as long as wide.

133. Outline nearly as wide as long; form only
moderately compressed, with the thickness
slightly less than length or width.

134. Seed 1.3— 1.6 mm long, 1.0— 1.3 mm
wide 85. Lotus corniculatus

SI



134. Seed 1.6—2.3 mm long, 1.5—2.2 mm wide
79. Astragal us mot 1 issimus

133. Outline distinctly longer than wide; seed about half
as thick as long.

135. The lower rim o-f the marginal notch projects as
a distinct tooth; seed 1.2— 1.6 mm long

86.Medicago 1 upulina

135. The rim of the marginal notch projects slightly
or not at all.

136. Notch very deep; surface brown, solid
col ored 91 .Oxytropis 1 amber ti i

136. Notch shallow to distinct; surface color
various, often streaked or mottled.

137. Seed 0.8— 1.2 mm long.

138. Seed 0.8— 1.1 mm long,
0.8— 1.0 mm wide; surface
dull 96.Trifol ium repens

138. Seed 1.0— 1.2 mm long,
0.7—0.8 mm; surface with a
waxy sheen
. 94.Trifo] ium campestre

137. Seed 1.6—2.5 mm long.

139. Surface glossy, usually
red-t inged

83 . Lespedeza cuneata

139. Surface dull ; sometimes with
green, orange, or purple tinge
or mottl ing

.
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140. Notch large, making the outline of the
seed somewhat mitten shaped; sur-face straw
colored, with or without purple mottles,
or solid purple 95.Tri-f ol ium pratense

140. Notch small , the outline of seed somewhat
kidney shaped, ovate, or elliptical;
surface yellowish, lacking any purple
col or .

141. Seed 2.0—2.5 mm long; outline
kidney shaped 38.Medicago satiua

141. Seed 1.7—2.0 mm long; outline
elliptical or ovate.

142. Seed 1.8—2.0 mm long,
1.3— 1.5 mm wide

89. Me)

i

lotus alba

142. Seed 1.7— 1.9 mm long,
1.0— 1.3 mm wide

90. Mel i lotus off icinale

lis. Outline various; a rounded oblong or other rounded
shape; hilum obscure, or if distinct, then not located
in a marginal notch.

143. Cross section concave-convex.

144. Seed 0.7—0.8 mm long; surface
reticulate; cross section C-shaped

164.Hedyotis crassif ol ia
144. Seed 1.3—2.3 mm long; surface not

reticulate; cross section dish-shaped.

145. Surface pale yellow; convex face
with many crosswise wrinkles

160 .Veronica agrestis

145. Surace orange-brown; convex face
smooth or with a single groove.

146. Convex face with a faint
crosswise groove; an ovate
white ring visible on the
concave face

155.Plantago patagonica
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146. Convex -face lacking a groove; concave face
sol id col ored .

147. Seed 1.6— 1 .8 mm long
1 57.P1antago uirginica

147. Seed 2.0—2.3 mm long
1 54 .Plantago lanceolata

143. Cross section various, but not concave-convex.

148. Surface covered with a membrane which is
wrinkled into sharp irregular ridges; seed
dark brown with a thin, translucent surface
layer 1 .Del phinium carol inianum

148. Surface smooth to finely roughened, but lacking
a conspicuous wrinkled membrane.

149. Outline pear shaped.

150. Seed 1.1— 1.2 mm long; center of
each face depressed

15. Koch ia scoparia

150. Seed 2.5—2.8 mm long; one or both
faces convex

.

151. Surface black, tinged with
purple; a central lengthwise
ridge on each face

199. Iva xanthifolia

151. Surface gray-brown; 3
lengthwise ridges on each face
(center ridge sometimes
obscure) 198. Iva annua

149. Outline rounded-oblong, ovate, or
elliptical , but not pear shaped.

152. Surface black; form irregular,
bent 165, Hedyot is n i gr i can

s

152. Surface yellow to orange or brown.
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153. Form chip-like, very thin; one -face with a raised
elliptical area or ridge.

154. Sur-face smooth, shiny; cross section elliptical.
162.iv>eroni ca peregrine

154. Surface dull , -finely wrinkled; cross section
curved or bent 161 .Veronica aruensis

153. Form -flattened, but not very thin and chip-like;
neither -face with a ridge or raised area, but one or
more lengthwise grooves present; the -folded -form o-f

the embryo and the position of the radicle and
cotyledons are discernible on the surface of the
seed .

155. Outline long-ovate =(/7£/ seed 2.3—2.5 mm
1 ong ^S.Lepidium camp est re

155. Outline long-ovate but seed less than 2.0 mm
long or outline otherwise: short-ovate,
elliptical, or rounded oblong.

156. Seed very small , O.ib—0.7 mm long, 0.6 mm
wide .71 .Rorippa pal ustri s

156. Seed at least 0.9 mm long.

157. Each broad face with 1 deep groove..
64 .Chorispora tenel la

157. Each broad face with one or 2
shallow grooves.

158. Outline shape only slightly
elongate, up to 1 .5x longer
than wide.

159. Each broad face with 2
grooves; seed 1.8—2.1
mm 1 ong

63.Cardaria draba

159. Each broad face with 1

groove; seed 0.9— 1 .8 mm
1 ong .
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160. Seed 0.9— 1.0 mm long; surface distinctly
reticulate at 4x . . 70 .Nastur t i urn o-f-ficinale

160. Seed 1.4— 1.8 mm long; sur-face -finely
roughened but not reticulate at 4>! .

161. Outline ovate; margin with a narrow
wing on the broad end and one long
side 6?.Lepidiuni densi -f 1 orum

161. Outline oblong; marginal wing
1 acki nQ 57 . Bar bar ea yul gari s

158. Distinctly elongate, outline about 2x longer than wide.

162. Radicle slightly longer than the cotyledons;
cross section plano-convex; seed 1.3— 1.7 mm
1 ong 67

.

Erysimum repandum

162. Radicle equal to or shorter than cotyledons;
cross section usually ovate or rounded
triangul ar

.

163. Fine ridges visible at lOx ; seed 0.9— 1.1
mm 1 ong , .5— .6 mm wide

65. Descurainia pinnata

163. Surface -finely tubercul ate or roughened,
but lacking ridges.

164. Fine tubercles visible at lOx ; -form
o-f ten somewhat angul ar

61 .Camel ina microcarpa

164. Sur-face roughened or striate but
not tubercul ate at lOx

.

165. Sur-face striate at lOx
66. Descurainia sophia

165. Surface finely roughened but
not striate at lOx

.
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166. Seed 0.7— 1.0 mm long; each broad face with 2
grooves i42.Capse1 \a, bursa-pastoris

166. Length 1.1— 1.6 mm; each broad -face with 1

groove, or sometimes the radicle narrow and
lying against one -face.

-' '• 167. Outline rounded oblong; one broad -face
o-ften bulging outward in the center; seed
1 . 1 .— 1 .3 mm 1 ong ; surface orange

72.Si symbrium a1 tissimum

167. Outline variable; radicle narrow, often
curved to one side; seed 1.1.-1.6 mm long;
surface orange-brown

73.Sis)^briuin o-f-f icinale
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DESCRIPTIONS

A description of each o-f the 240 species o-f seeds is

presented below in a uniform style. The descriptions are

arranged in systematic order, according to the sequence

used in The F/or^ of the Gre^t Plains. Each description

includes the following information, in this order:

1. Species number (according to the systematic order).

2. Scientific name and authority.

3. Common name (unless none is known)

.

4 . Famil y

.

5. It is assumed that the "seed" is a true seed. If it

is in fact a fruit, the kind of fruit is specified.

If the seed is found either alone or enclosed in a

fruit, or if the seeds are dimorphic, that is so

stated.

6. Shape and structure. The first paragraph describes

outline shape, cross section shape, and

three-dimensional form. Any external structural

features such as the hilum are described.

7. Surface characteristics. The second paragraph

describes the surface texture, sheen, and color, and

any other characteristics of the surface.

Size. The third paragraph gives the range of length,

width, and thickness measurements obtained.

Si
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.

Delphinium csrol ini^num Wal ter

Prairie larkspur •

Ranuncul aceae

Outline roughly semi-circular. Cross section

rectan-gul ar. Form irregular, somewhat like a segment of a

thick disc.

Surface, when seen without magnification, appears to

be covered with a dull wrinkled membrane. At low

magnification it is striate and has prominent, mostly

crosswise wrinkles. At high magnification a fragile shiny

layer of elongate tubular cells is visible on the surface.

These cells &rs oriented lengthwise on the seed and appear

to be sculpted into sharp crosswise ridges. Dark brown;

the surface layer is translucent.

Length 1.9—2.5; width 1.0—1.5; thickness O.S— 1.1

mm

.
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2.

Risnuncu I us ^bortit'us L,

Early wood buttercup

RanuncLil aceae %*

ftchene

:

Outline rounded triangular or ovate with one nearly

straight edge. Cross section biconvex. Form ovoid,

compressed, with thin narrow margins. From the attachment

point (at the small end o-f the achene) 2 thickened marginal

ridges run most of the distance to the wide end, -forming

the straight edge. These ridges end in a minute

hook-shaped style remnant which curves toward the wide end.

The remainder of the margin is narrowly winged.

burtace smooth, glossy. Small shallow pits are

visible with magnification. Light orange-brown, uneven in

intensity

.

Length 1.4— 1.8 mm; width 1.2— 1.4 mm; thickness 0.7

mm.



3.

i^rgemone poly^inthemos (Fedde) G. Ownbey

Prickly poppy *0

Papaveraceae

Outline round, with 1 or 2 small pointed projections.

Cross section round. Form nearly globose, but with a thin

t inear seam projecting above the surface -for about 1/3 the

circumference. One end of the seam forms a blunt tooth,

and the other end is a small extended tip ±0.2 mm long.

Surface covered with a honeycomb-1 ike mesh of

sharp-edged ridges with smooth pits between them. This

pattern is visible without magnification and very distinct

at /x . The rows of pits appear to radiate from the smal

1

extended tip. The mesh looks like a membrane shrunk to the

surface of the seed. Dull , but under magnification the

pits are shiny. Dark gray to nearly black; the ridges and

seam may be paler.

Diameter 1 .B—2.2 mm.
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4.

f^rg&mone squsirroset Greene

Hedgehog prickly poppy ^

Papaveraceae

Outline round with a distinct small tip and 2 blunt

projections. Cross section round. Form nearly globose,

with a tooth-like projection, ±0.3—0.^ mm long. The

hilum is newt to the tooth. The hilum has an ovate rim

which continues as a prominent ridge toward a point not

quite opposite the tooth. Each end of this ridge forms a

small blunt projection..

Surface covered with a conspicuous reticulate pattern

of sharply defined ridges and smooth interspaces, visible

without magnification. Gray browns but when viewed at 15x

magnification, the ridges Are pale with fine dark central

lines, while the interspaces are dark with a dense network

of pale veins.

LUameter 2.3—2.6 mm.
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5.

Marijuana, Hemp ^ A

Cannabaceae

(Jutline short ovate with a truncate, sometimes

extended base. L'ross section biconvex, but asymmetrical .

Horm ovoid, slightly compressed, with a blunt-tipped apex

and a small base which extends downward. The dorsal and

ventral taces meet in a narrow rim. Ihe hilum, at the

base, IS large, round, and enclosed by a thickened collar.

bur+ace smooth, with a slight sheen. Under

magnification it has a parchment-like luster. Ihe color i=

patchy, ranging from dull green or greenish black to light

brown or dark brown. With magnification fine dark streaks

are visible in the paler areas, and there is a fine,

light-colored network over the whole seed. Ihis network

appears to be in a translucent surface layer.

Length (3.1) 3.6—4.2 mm; width (2.4) 2.7—3.3 mm;

thickness 2.2—2.6 mm.
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UrtJC3 dioic^ L.

Stinging nettle

Urticaceae

Uutline ovoid with a slightly extended base. Cross

section narrowly biconvex. Horm ovoid, compressed, with an

acute tip at the smal 1 end and a narrow marginal wing al I

around. There is a small stalk-like extension -from the

center of the wide end of the seed; the hilum is at the end

of this extension.

Surface finely textured, dull. Light dull orange; the

wing 15 paler.

Length 1.0— 1.1 mm; width 0.7— (.i.B mm; thickness

(.1.3—0.4 mm.
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7.

/-'f>.yto/=icc^ jmerj Cisn,s L.

Pokeweed

Phyto! accaceae

Outline nearly circular, with a small extension and a

V-shaped notch. Gross section elliptical . Form discoid,

with rounded margins. There may be a depression in the

center o-f each face. There is one thin, somewhat angular

extension o-f the margin; next to the extension is a broad

notch, partly filled with corky tissue.

Surface very smooth, very glossy. Black, with

purplish undertones.

Length 2.8—2.7 mm; width 2.5—2.8 mm; thickness

1 .3— 1 .4 mm.
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8.

Mir^bi I IS n>'ct^gine<s (Michx.) MscM.

Ulild four o'clock

Nyctaginaceae '•

Anthocarp (dry accessory -fruit):

Uutl xne obovate with a small truncate base and a short

rectangular extension at the apex. Cross section

approximately round; there are 5 angles, but they are

obscured by the hairs. Form clavate, with a truncate base.

Ihere s.rs b long faces which meet in S lengthwise angles.

I here is a small cyl indical extension at the apex. The

attachment point, at the small end, has a circular rim and

a small point at the center.

Surface very rough, dull , hairy. There sre large

irregular tubercles on the angles. I he faces have small

tuberculate wrinkles, with fine striations between the

wrinkles. There Are abundant white multicellular hairs.

Bray-brown overall; the ridges and wrinkles are

yellow-brown, and the interspaces are dark brown.

Length 3.5—3.^ mm; diameter 1./— 1.9 mm.
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9.

Atrip I ex subspi CiSt^ CNutt.) Rydb.

Spearscale ^
• • •

Chenopodiaceae *, * • ^

The seeds of this species are dimorphic; the 2 forms

may be found on the same plant.

Smaller form: Outline nearly round, with one rounded

extension which forms a notch, and a tiny tip (style base)

1 ocated about 1/3 the distance around the margin from the

extension. Cross section elliptical. Form a thick disc

With rounded margins. On each face there is a groove which

runs from the notch toward the center. The membranous

pericarp is often present.

Surface smooth, shiny, and black. The pericarp is

greenish, with a slight sheen and lengthwise striations,

but allows the dark color of the seed to show.

Diameter 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness 0.7—O.B mm.

Larger form: Outline nearly round, with a distinct,

tapered extension. Cross section a narrow wedge. Form

discoid, apparently a coil with one free end; the margin of

the disc is thicker toward the inner end of the coil

.

The embranous pericarp is often present.

Surface smooth, dull. With magnification it appears
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finely textured. Orange-brown to dark yellow-brown. The

pericarp is thin, greenish, and allows the color of the

seed to show.

Length 2.6—3.0 mm; width 2.2—2.9 mm, thickness

0.9— 1 .2 mm.

it
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10.

Chenopodi urn 3 1bum L.

Lamb's quarters ,*
*

Chenopod i aceae

Outline circular with a small extension. Cross

section biconvex. Form biconvex. The hilum is in the

notch -formed by the extension. From the notch a groove

runs toward the center of each +ace. The membranous

pericarp is usually attached and may be strongly adherent.

On the lower face a circular attachment scar is present in

the center of the pericarp. On the upper face a small

style remnant projects slightly from the center of the

pericarp

.

Surface (without the pericarp) nearly smooth and very

shiny. Radial striations are visible at high

magnification. Black. With the pericarp present, the

surface is slightly roughened and radially striate. The

pericarp is transparent, yellowish, and has a silky sheen.

Length 1.1— 1.3 mm; width 1.0— 1.1 mm; thickness

0.5—0.6 mm.
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11.

Chenopodi um berlaindieri Moq ,

Pitseed goose-foot .»,

Chenopodiaceae

Outline nearly circular. Cross section a rounded

shape with one slightly convex face; the other face is

strongly convex or nearly pointed. Form a short broad

cone; the pointed end is at the base in fruit, and the top

surface is slightly convex. Some seeds are more nearly

biconvex. On the margin there is a small extension, which

forms a notch. On the upper face there is a slight groove

from the notch to the center. On the lower face there is a

wider groove. The seed is often covered by the thin,

transparent, yellowish pericarp.

Surface (without the pericarp) smooth and shiny.

There is a fine reticulate pattern which is visible at lOx

.

Black. When the pericarp is present the surface has a

membranous sheen; a fine sharp reticulate pattern, arranged

in radial lines, is visible with magnification. There is

an opaque pale spot, the style base, in the center of the

top face of the pericarp. On the lower face there is a

dark spot in the center, at the attachment point. Yellowish

gray, with the dark seed showing through the pericarp.

Diameter 1.3— 1.4 mm; thickness 0.7—0.8 mm.
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12.

Chenopodium gigsntospermum Ael 1 en

Maple-leaved goose-foot • ,*

Chenopod i &<ise.e

Outline nearly circular, with a slight curved

extension which forms a small notch. In cross section

there are 2 unequally convex sides, with narrow wings.

Form biconvex with a thin border area around the

circumference on each face; this border area is ±0.2

mm wide. On the edge, a notch is formed by a rounded

extension. The hilum is located in the notch. On the more

convex face (the lower side in fruit) there is a groove

which runs from the notch to the center. fill or part of

the persistent pericarp may be present. On the lower face,

the pericarp has a round attachment scar. In the center of

its upper face there is a small style base.

Surface (without the pericarp) smooth and shiny. At

high magnification, the upper face appears slightly

roughened, and the lower face has fine radial striations.

Black. The pericarp is thin, yellowish, and nearly

transparent, with radial striations on the lower face; with

the pericarp present the apparent color of the seed is dull

brown .

Length 2.2—2.4 mm; width 2.1—2.3 mm; thickness

71.
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1 .1— 1 .2 mm.

The perianth may be persistent on the fruit. There

are 5 widely spaced sepals which ars folded over the rim of

the fruit but do not completely enclose it.

71



13.

Chenopodi urn pr=)terjco/3 Rydb.

Chenopodiaceae *»
*

Outline nearly circular with a small curved extension

and a very small notch. In cross section there is one

convex face and one face which is more strongly convex or

nearly pointed. Form biconvex, but unequally so; the lower

face may be nearly conic. Hilum very small , circular, in

the notch. On each face there is a groove which extends

inward from the notch. The pericarp is readily separated

from the seed, but may be present. There may be a tiny

style remnant present on the upper face of the pericarp.

The seed is exposed through a break in the pericarp at the

center of the lower face.

Surface (without the pericarp) smooth, shiny. At lOx

fine radial wrinkles are visible, as well as faint parallel

ridges on the small extension. Black. The pericarp is a

thin translucent membrane, radially striate, with a slight

sheen. With the pericarp present, the apparent color is

dark yellowish gray.

Length 1.1— 1.3 mm; width 1.0— 1.2 mm; thickness

0.7—0.8 mm.

13



Cyc/o/om<3 Atripticifolium (Spreng.) Coult.

Tumble ringwing ^

CJhenopodiaceae • *

Outline nearly circular; there may be a small notch.

Cross section biconvex, but one -face is much more strongly

convex than the other. Form a disc with one distinctly

convex -face. A membranous adherent pericarp is usually

present. There is a tiny style base in the center o-f the

flat face. On the convex face a shallow groove runs from

the marginal notch to the center.

Surface shiny. Black. The pericarp is dull , papery,

and has fine radial striations. With the pericarp present,

the apparent color is gray-black.

Diameter 1.5— 1 .8 mm, thickness 0.7—0.9 mm.

The seed is likely to be found still enclosed in the

complete perianth, which is 2.2—2.5 mm in diameter. The

lower side of the perianth is dark and cup-shaped with a

ruffled marginal wing. The upper side has a dark brown

center and a light brown ruffled wing. The 5 calyx parts

are keeled and closely appressed to the upper face of the

fruit, but do not completely enclose it; a 5-armed star

shape appears in the center.

Tt



15.

A'tiirAij scop^srjia <L.) Schrad.

Fire-weed, Kochia •

Chenopodiaceae

Outline pear-shaped. Cross section a narrow triangle,

with a notch in the short side. Form flattened ovoid,

apparently folded. Two long tips meet to form the small

end of the seed. There is a groove extending from the

small end toward the center of each face. There is usually

an ovate depressed area in the center of each face. One

long edge of the seed is thicker than the other; the

thicker edge has a groove along its outer face.

Surface very finely roughened, with a slight sheen.

Dark red-brown to black; the thin edge of the seed is

sometimes paler.

Length 1.1—2.1 mm; width 0.9— 1.5 mm; thickness

0.5—0.8 mm.

IS



16.

Monolepis nut tal I i<3nsi <R. & S.) Greene

Poverty weed .

Chenopod i aceae

Outline nearly circular. Cross section a narrow

ellipse. Form a disc with a thin rim. The seed is

vertical in the fruit, and there is a notch in the margin

at the basal attachment point. The U-shaped embryo can be

distinguished on both -faces, and the center o-f each face is

slightly depressed.

Part or all of the pericarp may be present.

Surface very finely textured, dull . Dark orange-brown.

The pericarp is membranous, finely reticulate, and pale

greenish in color. The rim of the pericarp is compressed.

There may be a bifid style on the rim of the pericarp at

the apex .

Diameter 1.1— 1.3 mm; thickness 0.3—0.4 mm.

14.



17.

S.s/so/si col I in^i Pal 1 .

Tumbl eweed • •

Lihenopodiaceae

Outline roughly circular. Cross section round. Form

somewhat conical , with the small end o-f the cone at the

base in the fruit; the broad end of the cone is more or

less concave. This cone is formed by the embryo, which

consists of 2 spiral coils, one inside the other. A

clinging membranous seed coat covers the coils. There is a

style remnant at the center of the upper face.

Surface (of the seed coat) papery, striate,

lusterless, and brown. The embryo is nearly smooth,

semi-glossy, olive green, but darker toward the center of

the coil s

.

Diameter (1.2) 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness 0.7-1.1 mm.

(Thickness measured from base to apex.)

n



IS.

S^/so/iS iberic^ Senn. & Pau

.

Russian thistle, tumbleweed

Chenopodiaceae

Outline ovate, with a pointed small end. Cross

section round. Form conical with an oblique, pointed base.

The embryo itself is coiled, and there is only a very thin

membranous seed coat covering the embryo.

Surface (of the seed coat) papery, dull. Brown. The

embryo is smooth, shiny, dark green in the center, fading

to brownish green toward the outer coil.

Length 1.7— 1.8 mm; thickness 1.2— 1.4 mm.

The seed is often found still enclosed in all or part

of the adherent papery perianth. The perianth has a

flaring conical form, with an oblique flat apex. There is

a style remnant in the center of the apex. The flat area

has an irregular horizontal wing with 5 rounded teeth.

Length 1.7— 1.8 mmj thickness 1.2— 1.4 mm.

7?



19,

Prostrate pigweed ••

ftmaranthaceae ^
'

' ' ^

Outline ovate or sometimes nearly round. Cross

section biconvex with sharply defined edges. Form ovoid,

slightly compressed, with a distinct thin border on each

face; the border is ±0.2 mm wide and 0.1 mm thick. The

small end of the seed is truncate or slightly notched, with

the hilum in the notch.

Surface very smooth; glassy luster. At high

magnification, a very fine reticulate pattern is visible in

the border area, with a similar faint pattern in the center

of each face. Black.

Length 1.5— 1.7 mm, width 1.3— 1.5 mm, thickness

±0.7—0.8 mm.

19



20.

f^m£ir=inthus hybri dus L.

Slender pigweed ••,

Amaranthaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section biconvex. Form ovoid,

compressed, with 2 faces which meet in a rounded narrow

rim. On each face there is a border which is slightly more

compressed than the rest of the seed . Near the smal 1 end

of the seed there is a small , distinct, V-shaped notch

which includes the hilum.

Surface smooth, shiny; the border areas s.re slightly

duller. At 25x magnification, a faint reticulate pattern,

in concentric lines, is visible on the borders. Black,

with red-brown undertones; sometimes the border areas are

reddish

.

Length 1.0— 1.1 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.6—0.7 mm.

90



21.

Antisrsn thus pjt Imer / S . Wa t s

.

Palmer's pigweed

i

Amaranthaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section biconvex. Form ovoid,

compressed, with a small notch near the small end; the tiny

hilum is in the notch. There is a slightly compressed

border- around each face.

Surface smooth, highly glossy; at magnifications of 7x

or more, the border Area appears duller than the center. At

lOx magnification, the central are& of each face appears

very smooth and the border area, slightly roughened. At

40x , the border appears to have a finely alveolate texture.

Unif orml y bl ack .

Length 0.9— 1.2 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.4—0.6 mm.

%\



Z'2.

Amsrsinthus retrof'lexus L.

Rough pigweed

ftmaranthaceae *.i

UutI ine ovate with a tiny tooth or notch on one side

just below the small end. Cross section biconvex. Form

ovoid, compressed, with a narrow rim. The outer margins of

the two -faces appear slightly compressed, forming a border

area ±0.1 nun wide. The hilum is small and round,

located in the V-shaped notch; the lower edge of the notch

sometimes projects as a small tooth.

Surface very smooth, very shiny with a glassy luster.

Under high magnification the border area appears slightly

roughened. Black.

Length 1.1— 1.3 mm; width 0.9— 1.1 mm; thickness

0.6—0.7 mm.

^ J
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23. - , .-.

^

f^mar,snthus rudis Sauer *' "

Water-hemp

Amaranthaceae

Outline nearly circular. Cross section biconvex.

Form a biconvex lens, with a slightly compressed border

area on each -face. The hilum is very small and is located

in a marginal notch which is formed by 2 slightly extended

tips; the rim o-f the hilum may appear as a tiny tooth.

Surface very smooth, luster glassy; the border areas

slightly dull . At 25x magnification, the borders are

marked with a regular, faint scalariform pattern. Black,

With undertones of red in the border areas.

Length 0.9 mm; width 0.8—0.7 mm, thickness 0.5—0.6

mm

.
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24.

Am£ir.snthus spinosus L.

Spinx pigweed •*

ftmaranthaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section biconvex. Form ovoid,

compressed, with 2 faces which meet in a rounded nm; on

each face there is a slightly compressed border. There is

a tiny notch in the rim near the small end of the seed.

The hilum is in the notch, and its edge projects as a small

tooth.

Surface smooth, shiny. «t 25x magnification a fine

reticulate pattern, in concentric lines, is visible on the

border areas. Dark red-brown.

Length 0.9— 1.1 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.5—0.6 mm.

•-I ",
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25.

Froe/JC/)i<a f/orjif=inji (Nutt.) Moq

.

Field snake-cotton

flmaranthaceae •

Uutline rounded triangular. Cross section elliptical.

Korm a thick triangle, thinner toward one corner. The 2

faces o+ the triangle are slightly convex; they are joined

by a broad band around the perimeter. The embryo is

evidently folded, with 2 unequal tips which join to -form

the thinner corner of the seed.

Surface nearly smooth, with fine rounded wrinkles;

shiny. Very dark red.

Length 1.5— 1.7 mm; width 1.4— 1 .B mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .4 mm.

6S



26.

for tu lacs olersces L.

Purslane

Portu I acaceae

Outline ovate to rounded triangular, with a small

notch on one side just below the small end. Cross section

long ovate. Form ovoid, compressed, a coil with the free

end forming the small end of the ovoid form. Each face has

a shallow groove, extending from the small end toward the

center. The hilum area, located in the notch, is covered

by a conspicuous piece of thin, light-colored tissue,

placed crosswise to the edge of the seed.

Surface shiny, covered with small distinct tubercles.

The tubercles are arranged in rows around the circumference

of the seed. Dark red-brown to black.

Length 0.7—0.8 mm, width 0.5—0.7 mm; thickness

0.3—0.5 mm.

a(>
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27.

Mo 1 1 ugo ¥er ti ci / /.st^ L .

Cdrpetweed

Moll Liginaceae

Outline like a comma, with a small projection from the

notch of the comma. Cross section ovate. Form ovoid,

compressed, apparently a coil; thicker toward the outer

edge of the coil . There are 5—7 distinct, continuous

narrow ridges around the circumference of the seed, from

the narrow end to the notch, and several similar but

fainter ridges concentric on each broad face. Ihe hilum is

a small conical tooth which projects ±0.1 mm from the

center of the notch.

Surface conspicuously ridged, shiny. Orange-brown;

the ridges and the small tooth are darker. The ridges

appear translucent when seen with magnification.

Length 0.5—0.6 mm; width 0.4—0.6 mm; thickness

±0.4 mm

.
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28.

Cersisti urn I'u / gistum L.

Mouse-ear chickweed

Caryophyl 1 1 aceae

Outline roughly triangular. Cross section ovate.

Form sector-like, irregular, with some rounded and some

angular edges. The round hi 1 urn, on one corner, is in a

small notch formed by an incurved tip of tissue.

Surface papillate; many of the papillae are elongate

and they appear to radiate from the hilum area. When seen

without magnification the surface appears dull , but at low

magnification the papillae are shiny, and at high

magnification they are transparent. Light orange-brown.

Length 0.6—0.7 mm; width 0.6—0.7 mm; thickness

0.3—0.3 mm.

8S



29.

Hoi OS tsum umbel I si turn L.

Jagged chickweed

Caryophyl

1

aceae

Outline ovate. Cross section rounded triangular.

Form ovoid, very compressed, bent; the dorsal face has a

lengthwise groove and an extended, folded tip which

continues as a ridge, 0.1—0.2 mm wide, +or most of the

length o+ the ventral face. The inconspicuous hilum is

near the end of the ridge.

Surface dull , roughened with closely spaced

protuberances which Ars more prominent on the dorsal face,

fhese appear round when viewed at lOx magnification, but at

30>! they appear as many-rayed stars; on the ridge they a.re

elongate. Pale orange-brown.

Length 0.8 mm; width 0.6

—

0.7 mm; thickness 0.4—O.S

mm. The ridge is ±0.2 mm thick.

85
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30.

S^ponisri^ officinalis L. a

Soapwor t

Caryophyl 1 aceae

Outline ovate, with a distinct small notch at the

center o+ one side. Cross section a narrow wedge.

Reni+orm, compressed, thinner toward the notched edge, and

Q-ften appearing somewhat wrinkled or irregular. The small

indistinct hilum is in the notch.

Surface dull, papillate. The papillae are round to

elongate and appear to radiate -from the notch area. Under

magnification they Are shiny. Black.

Length 1.8—2.2 mm; width 1.4— 1.8 mm; thickness

0.5—0.7 mm.

' 4
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31 .

Silene ^ntirrhinsi L. >

SI eepy catch-fl y

Caryophyl I aceae

Outline kidney-shaped to semi-circul ar . Section

rounded oblong. Reni+orm, with 2 nearly flat broad faces

and only a slight notch. Ihe hilum is an elliptical cavity

lying crosswise in the notch.

Surface papillate; the papillae are small, sharply

defined and closely spaced. The papillae are aligned in

regular rows around the entire outer edge, from one side of

the hilum to the other; on the broad faces of the seed the

papillae are uniformly spaced. Ihe surface appears dull,

but at lOx magnification the tips of the papillae Are

shiny . Bl ack

.

Length 0.6—0.7 mm; width 0.5—0.6 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.
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32.

Ccximon chickweed •,•

Caryophyl I aceae

Outline nearly circular. Cross section wedge-shaped.

Form discoid with 2 flat faces which join the margin at

nearly right angles; the disc is thicker toward one side.

The seed appears folded, with 2 small tips which meet at

the margin on the thinner side. There is a groove between

the tips which extends about 1/4 the distance to the center

on each flat face.

Surface dull, tuberculate. The tubercles are arranged

m rows around the marginal face and in concentric circles

on each broad face. Straw colored to pale reddish brown.

(Ihe color darkens with maturity, but the seeds Are often

shed while still immature.)

Length 0.8—0.9 mm; width 0.8

—

0.9 mm; thickness 0.4

91



33.

<''<3(rcd/-/d pyr^midat^ Medic.

Cow-cockle *,•

Uaryophyl I aceae

Outline round to rounded triangular. Cross section

approximately round. Form globose, but irregular, with one

extended ares. The hi 1 urn is on the extension, and the seed

appears variously compressed or shrunken near the scar.

Surface dull, tuberculate. The tubercles are small

and uni+orm, visible at 7x magnification. The tubercles

3.re arranged in distinct rows on a broad band around the

circumference, from one side of the hilum to the other;

they are evenly spaced over the rest of the surface.

Black, with red-brown undertones.

Length 1.7— 1.7 mm; width 1.5— 1.7 mm; thickness

1 .5— 1 .7 mm .

93



34.

Polygonum amphibium L.

var . amer si//n M I c h X .

Swamp sniar tweed ^

Pol ygonaceae

ftchene

:

Uutl ine nearly round with a small apical extension.

Cross section a rounded oblong. Form discoid, with rounded

edges and a small tip. Both faces may be flat, but often

one ^3.ce is slightly concave or appears folded on its

lengthwise center line. The small round attachment point

is at the center of the base, opposite the tip. Perianth

remnants and a style remnant 3.re often present.

burface smooth, very shiny. Under magnification it

appears to have very fine, slight wrinkles. Black, often

With red-brown undertones.

Length 2.8—3.1 mm; width 2.7—3.0 mm; thickness

O.V— 1.1 mm.
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35.

Polygonum Jiren^strum Jord. ex Bor .

Knotweed *»

Pol ygonaceae

Achene

:

Outline ovate to tear—drop shaped. Cross section

triangular, usually with sides d+ three di++erent lengths;

the sides may be straight, convex, or concave. f-orm

3-sided and 3-angled, with the angles curved gradually to

an acute apex and abruptly to a rounded base. Calyx

remnants are usually present at the base. ftt the apex

there may be 1—3 small teeth, remnants of the style base.

Surface somewhat shiny, glossy on the angles. At 7x

magnification it appears minutely granular; at high

magnification it appears shiny but finely papillose in a

lengthwise pattern. Dark red-brown.

Length 2.0—2.4 mm; width 1.3— 1.6 mm; thickness

O.B— 1 .0 mm.

9S



36.

Polygonum bicorns Ra-f

.

Pink smar tweed •

Pol ygonaceae

Achene:

Outline ovate or broadly elliptic, with a blunt base

and a small acute tip. Cross section a broad, rounded

triangle. Form ovoid, compressed, with one flat side; the

other side has a lengthwise or central convexity. The

attachment point is at the center of the base, opposite the

tip. It 15 round with a distinctly projecting rim. Style

and perianth remnants may be present.

Surface smooth, very glossy. Dart; red-brown to black;

the hi I urn is white.

Length ij.b— i.'.v mm, width i.k:—^.J mm; thickness

O.V— 1.1 mm.

9b



37.

Polygonum convol vu I us L.

Ui Id buckwheat ^

Pol ygonaceae

flchene

:

Outline elliptic. Cross section triangular, with

concave sides of 3 different lengths. Form ellipsoid, but

3-5ided and 3-ang1ed, broadest about the middle, with a

blunt base and narrow apex. The attachment point is at the

center of the base. Some perianth remnants and a style

remnant may be present

.

Surface smooth, dull; the angles are glossy. Under

magnification the surface is finely reticulate or striate.

Black; the hilum is pale.

Length 3.5—4.0 mm; width (of one face) 2.4—2.7 mm.

9T



38.

Polygonum lapsthi-fol i urn L.

Pale smar tweed
« *

Polygonaceae •

Achene:

Outline ovate to teai—drop shaped, with a distinct

acute tip. Lross section rounded oblong. Form ovoid,

strongly compressed, with thick, rounded edges. The 2

faces Afs concave in the center, and sometimes appear bent

or slightly creased lengthwise. The attachment point, at

the center of the base, is small , circular, and slightly

depressed. Ihere is a very fine line around the

circumference of the seed. Perianth remanents s.re often

present, and there may be a style remnant.

Surface smooth, glossy. Under magnification it

appears to have very fine slight wrinkles. Dark brown.

Length 2. J—2.5 mm; width 1.8— 1.9 mm; thickness

0.7—0.8 mm.
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39.

Polygonum pensy/ i'^ni cum L.

Pennsylvania smartweed •_•
•

Pol ygonaceae

Achene

:

Outline nearly circular with a small acuminate tip.

Cross section a rounded oblong. Form discoid, with a

narrow tip; one side is often somewhat concave or has a

lengthwise crease. A style remnant may be present on the

tip. Ihe attachment point, located opposite the tip, is

small, round, and has a raised rim. With high

magnification a faint lengthwise line may be visible on the

center of each face.

Surface smooth, highly glossy. Under magnification it

appears very finely wrinkled. Black to dark brown, with a

very pale attachment point.

Length 2.8—3.1 mm; width 2./—3.0 ram; thickness

'-'.V— 1 .0 mm.
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40.

Polygonum persic^ria L.

Lady's thumb •

Pol ygonaceae

The achenes of this species are dimorphic:

Flat form <more common): Outline short ovate with a

small apical tip. Uross section a rounded oblong. Form

ovoid, very compressed, thicker near the base. One side

may have a distinct basal swelling.

Three-sided form (less common): Outline short ovate

with a small apical tip. Cross section 3-lobed. Form

ovoid, with 3 prominent ridges alternating with 3 concave

folds.

In either form a small style remnant and perianth

remnants may be present. The attachment point, located

opposite the tip, is small and has a slightly raised rim.

Surface smooth, highly glossy. Black.

Flat form: Length 2.0—2.2 mm; width 1 .B— 1.9 mm;

thickness ±0.9 mm.

Three-Sided form: Length 1 .V—2.2 mm; thickness

1.4— 1.8 mm; the ridges are ±0.6—0.7 mm thick.

lOO



41.

Polygonum r^imosi ssimum Michx.

Bush knotweed

Polygonaceae »*

ftchene

:

Outline broadly elliptic. Cross section triangular.

Form 3-angled, with 3 elliptic, somewhat concave faces.

One end is blunt and other end is tapered to a fine tip. A

style remnant and perianth remnants Are usually present.

The small round attachment point is at the blunt end.

Surface smooth, very shiny, especially on the angles.

At high magnification the faces appear slightly roughened.

Black to brown-black.

Length 2.3—2.9 mm; width (of one face) 1.7—2.1 mm.
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42.

Polygonum sc^ndens L.

Climbing false buckwheat

Polygonaceae • t

ftchene:

Uutline elliptical , with the widest part just below

the middle. Cross section 3-pronged. Form ellipsoid,

3-winged. A style remnant and perianth remnants may be

present. Ihe attachment point is at the center of the

base.

Surface smooth, highly glossy. Black, with a pale

attachment point.

Length 3. J—3.6 mm; width (of one face) 1.8—2.2 mm.
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43.

Rumex ^cetasef /j L.

Sheep sorrel

Polygonaceae

Achene

:

Outline ovate with an extended base. Cross section

triangular. Form 3-angled, with 3 broadly elliptical

faces. The angles are rounded but well-defined. The faces

are flat or have a slight lengthwise crease. The apex is

acute, and the extended base is blunt, with the attachment

point at the center.

Surface covered by closely adherent perianth parts,

making it dull and granular. There is a central lengthwise

nerve on each of the 3 perianth parts. When the perianth

IS worn off the surface is smooth and glossy. Red-brown.

Length 1.3— 1 .S mm; width (of one face) 0.9— 1.0 mm.
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44.

Rumex <a/ tj ssimus Wood.

Pale dock «^
• »

Pol ygonaceae

Achene:

Outline broadly elliptic, tapering to an acute tip at

the apex, and with a short, truncate tip at the base.

Cross section triangular with well-defined angles and

straight or concave sides. Form 3-angled shape, with 3

broadly elliptical faces. The faces are sometimes slightly

concave, especially near the ends, or may have a faint

lengthwise crease. The angles are narrowly winged. The

attachment point is at the base.

Surface smooth, very shiny. Orange-brown.

Length 2.6—2./ mm; width (of one face) 1.8—2.0 mm.
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45.

ffumex cri spu3 L .

Curly dock g^

Pol ygonaceae

Achene

:

Outline ovate to broadly elliptical, with a narrow

apex and short truncate base. Cross section triangular

with well-defined angles. Form 3-angled, with 3 elliptical

faces. The angles Are narrowly winged. The hilum is at

the base.

Surface smooth, very shiny. Dark orange brown.

Length 2.0—2.3 mm; width (of one face) 1.4— 1.7 mm.

10 S



46.

Rumex p.stientiji L.

Patience dock

Pol ygonaceae f

Achene:

Outline ovate, with a narrow apex. Cross section

triangular with very narrow angles. Form 3-angled, with y

ovate -faces. The angles are narrowly winged. At the basal

juncture o+ the angles there is a very short stalk.

Burtace smooth, highly glossy. Light orange-brown;

the wings are tinged with green, and the stalk is white.

Length 2.8—2.9 mm; width (of one +ace) 1.8—2.2 mm.

lot



47

.

Hypericum perforatum L.

Common St. John's-wort

CI Lisiaceae

Outline rounded oblong with a small tip at each end.

Cross section round. Form cylindrical , with a small apical

tip and a blunt basal tip which includes the hi 1 urn.

Surface pitted or roughened, but shiny when viewed at

lOx magnification. At high magnification it appears

strongly sculpted in an irregular reticulate pattern.

Light brown.

Length 1.0— 1.2 mm; diameter 0.4—0.5 mm.

aoT



48.

Abu ti Ion theophrjisti Medic.

Velvet leaf

Mai vaceae

Outline kidney-shaped or rounded triangular with a

deep notch. Cross section elliptical, constricted in the

center. Reni-form or ovoid, compressed, the two broad faces

concave; there is a distinct notch along one edge, dividing

the seed into 2 unequal lobes. Une lobe is thinner and

usually more angular than the other. The hilum, in the

notch, is covered by a remnant of the funiculus, a long

thin piece of tissue which is adherent to the longer,

thinner lobe of the seed, and is free and curved upward in

the center of the notch

.

Surface rough, very dull. When seen at lOx

magnification it appears finely reticulate. There are

scattered white strigose hairs, visible at 8x ; these Are

more abundant in the notch region. Gray-brown; the

funicular remnant is greenish.

Length 2.9—3.4 mm; width 2.6—2.9 mm; thickness

1 .4— 1 .6 mm.

lOS



49.

Hibiscus trionum L.

Flower-of-an-hour •
'^

Mai vaceae

Outline rounded triangular with a large shallow notch

in one side. Cross section rounded oblong. Form ovoid,

compressed, with a distinct notch in one edge which divides

the seed into 2 unequal lobes. There is a depression in

the center of each face. The ovate hilum is in the notch.

Ihe hilum is typically covered by a remnant of the

funiculus, a long thin tissue which is adherent the thinner

end of the seed and is free and curved upward just above

the center of the notch.

Burface rough, dull. At lOx it appears finely

reticulate, and scattered, sharply defined tubercles are

visible. At high magnification, these tubercles are

transparent, yellow-brown, smooth, and shiny. Dark '

brown-bl ack

.

Length 2.0—2.2 mm; width 1.8—2.2 mm; thickness

1-3 1 -5 mm. (Length measured along notched edge.)
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50. ., -

Msilvii neglects Wallr.

Common ma I I ow *^

Malvaceae

Outline kidney-shaped to nearly round, with a small

well-de+ined notch in the margin. Lross section oblong,

horrn like a narrow sector of a thick disc, with a notch in

the inner angle. The seed is thicker above the notch (the

upper end in fruit). The hilum is in the notch, usually

covered with whitish tissue.

Surface finely textured, dull. At high magnification

a very fine overall pattern of wrinkles is visible. Black,

With a grayish cast.

Length 1.6— 1.8 mm; width 1.5— 1.7 mm; thickness

0.9— 1 .2 mm.
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51 .

fl,sliJ^strum hispidum (Pursh) Hochr.

Mai vaceae
• •

Uutline ovate with a deep curved notch on one side.

Cross section wedge shaped. Form sector-like, narrow, with

a deep notch located o+f center in the inner angle. Ihe 2

broad faces &re slightly sunken. Remnants o+ the funiculus

s^rs usually present as a bit of lacerate tissue at the edge

of the notch near the smaller lobe of the seed, and a thin

flap of tissue attached by one end to the inside of the

notch

.

Surface smooth, dull. Ht lox magnification a network

of very fine white nerves is visible. Dark red-brown to

black; the notch is whitish.

Length 2.4—2. B mm; width 2.1—2.5 mm; thickness

1 .2— 1 .3 mm. '
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Prickly sida » •

Malvaceae

Outline with one straight side, and one convex side

which has a conspicuous deep notch near one end. Lross

section wedge shaped, the angle less than 90°. Form

sectof

—

like, with a conspicuous notch near one end ot the

curved outer face. The hllum is in the notch.

Surface smooth, dull . At lOx magnification it is very

finely granular and has a soft sheen. Dark red-brown.

Length 2.1—2.2 mm; width (of one flat face) 1.3— 1 .5

mm.

Ill



Uio/^ reifjnesguii Greene

Johnny-jump-up

Viol aceae

Outline a rounded oblong with one end obliquely

truncate and slightly wider. Cross section nearly round.

Form oblong, rounded, with one tapered end.

Surface very smooth, lustrous. At high magnification

it appears finely striate. ran to straw colored.

Length 1.1— 1.3 mm; thickness 0.6—0.7 mm.
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54.

Cucurbi t<i -foeti di ssim=i H.B.K.

Bu-f -fal o-gourd ^^
Cucurbitaceae

Outline peat—shaped. Cross section a narrow ellipse.

Form like a pear, very compressed, with rounded margins.

Most seeds have a very narrow thin ridge around the rim.

The hilum, ±1.0 mm long, extends -from the small end o-f

the seed down one edge.

Surface nearly smooth, somewhat glossy. With

magnification it appears finely roughened, but there is a

smooth border, +0.2 mm wide, all around each face.

Light tannish yellow, with paler margins.

Length 7.1—9.0 mm; width 4.2—5.4 mm; thickness

1.6—2.1 mm.
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55.

Echinocrstis lobst^ (Michx.) T. & G.

UJild cucumber

CucLirbitaceae

OLitl ine el 1 ipsoid with a broad notched extension at

one small end. Cross section a rounded oblong. Form

ellipsoid, compressed, with 2 nearly flat -faces and rounded

margins. One end has an acute tip, while the other end has

a thin, slightly spreading extension, ±3 mm wide, which

is divided into 2 teeth by a shallow notch. The hilum is

in the notch

.

Sur-face dull , corky; it has many large irregular pits

and wrinkles. Around the margins these may appear as

notches. Light brown with a marbled pattern of dark brown.

(The higher, flat areas are light while the pits and

depressed areas are dark .

)

Length 1.6—2.0 cm; width 8.2— 10.1 mm; thickness

2.8—4.0 mm.
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56.

Sicyos <£ingu!<stus L.

Bur cucumber ^B

Cucurbitaceae •
•'

Outl ine obovate with 2 distinct rounded teeth at the

small end. Cross section elliptical. Form obovoid

,

compressed, with 2 ovoid teeth at the small end. The hilum

is a straight narrow line along the margin of tns small

endj the teeth point outward -from the ends o-f the hilum.

Surface smooth, very dull . It appears to have a

glaucous coating. Dark brown; the teeth are paler.

Length 7.0—8.0 mm; width 5.2—6.0 mm; thickness

3 .
1—3 .3 mm .
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57.

b'<srbare=i vulgaris R. Br.

Winter cress ,*,

Brassicaceae

Outline oblong with a notch in one short side. Cross

section long ovate. Form oblong, compressed, with one long

edge thinner and shorter than the other. The seed appears

folded; on each face there is a groove which extends

lengthwise from the notch. (The cotyledons s.re accumbent

,

with the radicle forming the thinner and narrower side of

the seed.) The hilum is in the notch, and a small bit of

lacerate tissue fills the notch.

Surface finely textured, with a slight sheen. At high

magnification a fine honeycomb-like mesh is visible. Dull

gray-brown; at high magnification there appears to be a

glaucous yellowish or reddish coat over a dark red-brown

surface

.

Length 1.4— 1.7 mm; width 1.1— I .\i mm; thickness

0.5—0.7 mm.

in



58.

Brisssjc^ juncec) <L.) Czern. •

Indian mustard

Brassicaceae

Outline round or rounded oblong. Cross section round.

Form slightly elongate, smoothly rounded. I he indistinct

hilum IS near one small end of the seed, and there is a

slight bit of white tissue projecting from the hilum.

Surface smooth, dull. At lOx magnification a fine

reticulate pattern is visible. Dark red-brown.

Length 1.4— 1.9 mm; thickness 1.3— 1.6 mm.
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59.

er<sssjc<s k<sber <DC.J Wheeler

Charlock
^

Brassicaceae

Outline round or broadly elliptical. Uross section

round or ovate. Form globose or ellipsoid, slightly

compressed. I here is a short ridge o+ white tissue on one

small end, at the hilum.

Sur-face smooth, dull. When seen at K)x magnification

there is a low-relief mesh pattern over the entire surface.

Dark orange-brown; the mesh is whitish.

Length 1.5— 1.7 mm width 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness

1 .1 .— 1 .4 mm .
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60.

tf'rjssjc^ nigral <L.> Koch

Black mustard ' '

Brassicaceae

Outline a broad ellipse. Cross section round. Form

ellipsoid. Pit one small end there is a very shallow notch

which includes the hilum and a small ridge ot irregular

tissue

.

Sur+ace smooth, dull. At icjx magnification it appears

shiny, and a tine but distinct reticulate pattern is

visible. Dark red-brown; there ars small black patches

near the notch .

Length 1.3— 1.6 mm; diameter 1.0— 1.2 mm.
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61 .

Csme/ina mi crocsirpdi ftndrz. ex UU.

Sma I I -seeded false flax •

Brassicaceae

Uutline rounded oblong to ovate. Uross section

rounded triangular with indentations in the center of one

or two sides. Form oblong, compressed; apparently folded

with one half broader, thicker, and slightly longer than

the other half; the shorter half ends in a narrow tip.

( Ihe incumbent cotyledons form the larger side, and the

radicle the shorter side.) The seed is often somewhat

angular because of compression in the fruit. There is a

small ridge of white tissue at the hilum, on the small end

of the seed .

burface smooth, dull. At lOx magnification fine,

evenly spaced tubercles can be seen, and the surface

appears slightly glossy. Orange-brown; the small end may

be darker.

Length 1.1.— 1.4 mm; width 0.5—0.9 mm; thickness

o . 7—U .9 mm

.

Ill



fe2.

C^pse//3 iiursj-p^storj s (L.> Medic.

Shepherd's purse

Brassicaceae

Outline rounded oblong. Cross section ovate with wavy

sides. Form oblong, compressed. Ihe seed is apparently

folded; each broad face has 2 lengthwise curved grooves.

(Ihe cotyledons are incumbent; the deeper groove is between

the radicle and the cotyledons, while the shallower groove

separates the 2 cotyledons.) The basal end of the seed is

thin and truncate, with a small thin piece of projecting

tissue.

Surface smooth, dull. At lOx magnification it appears

very finely textured and has a slight sheen. ttt high

magnification it appears finely reticulate. Dull orange;

the basal end is darker.

Length 0.9— 1.0 mm; width 0.5 mm; thickness 0.3—0.4

mm

.
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63.

C<srcf<srj\s cfrsb^ (L.:i Desu

.

4

Hoary cress, White-top •

Brassicaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section ovate. Form ovoid,

slightly compressed; one long edge is thinner and longer

than the other. Ihe seed is apparently -folded; on each

iace there is a distinct groove and a faint groove which

extend from the small end about 1/3 the length. (The

cotyledons are incumbent, with the radicle forming the

narrower edge of the seed . The deeper groove separates the

radicle from the cotyledons, and the fainter groove

separates the 2 cotyledons.) The hilum is in a notch at

the small end of the seed.

Surface finely roughened, dull. At high magnification

a fine honeycomb-like mesh is visible, and the raised areas

appear shiny. Orange-brown; the small end of the seed and

the deeper groove are darker.

Length 1.8—2.1 mm; width 1.2— 1.4 mm; thickness

0.8—O.V mm.
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64.

C/>orispor^ tenel Isi (Pall.) DC.

Bl ue mustard .
Brassicaceae

Outline a rounded short oblong. Cross section a

narrow rounded oblong with indentations which divide it

into 2 unequal segments. Form chip-like, bent, with one

round thick end and one straight thin end. There is a deep

groove on each face, extending -from the straight end most

of the length. (The cotyledons a.re accumbent ; the groove

separates the radicle from the cotyledons.) The radicle

side makes up about 1/3 the width of the seed; it is

thicker and slightly longer than the cotyledons, and it has

a tapered tip. The cotyledon side is very thin toward the

straight (basal) end of the seed. At the base there is a

small piece of white tissue.

The surface is dull and finely roughened. Dull

yel 1 ow-orange

.

Length 1.2— 1.3 mm; width O.S—U.V mm.
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65.

Descur^ini<3 pmnstsi (Walt.) Br i 1 1

.

subsp. bractyycarp^ (Richard) Detling

Tansy mustard •
'

Brassicaceae

Outline a rounded oblong. Cross section ovate or

rounded triangular. Form oblong, compressed; apparently

folded, with a lengthwise groove on each face. llhe groove

separates the radicle from the cotyledons.) The radicle

Bide IS thinner and tapers to an incurved tip at the small

(basal) end of the seed. the cotyledon side is thicker,

and truncate at the basal end. The hilum is in the notch

farmed by the 2 parts; the notch is f 1 1 I ed with a bit of

translucent tissue.

Surface smooth, dull. At lox magnification fine

fingerprint-like ridges are visible. At high magnification

these ridges are seen to be formed by many lengthwise rows

of very small crosswise elliptical depressions, and the

surface seems shiny. Light orange brown, darker near the

base.

Length 0.9— 1.1 mm width 0.5—0.6 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.
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66.

Pesci/rjjnj\s Sophia <L.) Webb.

F1 ixweed

Brassicaceae

Outline a rounded oblong. Cross section ovate to

rounded triangular. Form oblong, rounded, with one convex

and one nearly flat face. The seed is apparently folded,

with 2 faint lengthwise grooves on each face. (The

cotyledons are incumbent; one groove separates the radicle

from the cotyledons, while the other groove is between the

cotyledons.) The radicle side tapers to a narrow tip. The

attachment point is in the shallow notch between the

radicle and cotyledons; the notch is filled by a thin piece

of white tissue. Some seeds have a thin transparent

marginal wing on the rounded end, opposite the notch.

Surface smooth, dull. At lOx magnification lengthwise

striations are visible. At 25>! these are seen to be formed

of rows of minute depressions, and the surface appears

slightly shiny. Dull orange.

Length 0.9—1.3 mm; width 0.4—0.6 mm; thickness

0.3—0.5 mm.
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67.

Erysimum repsndum L

.

Bushy wallflower, Treacle mustard

Brassicaceae ^-

Uutline a rounded oblong. Cross section plano-convex.

Form ellipsoid, with one flat face. The seed is apparently

folded, with a lengthwise groove extending from the base

most of the length of each face. (The groove marks the

separation between the radicle and the cotyledons.) The

radicle makes up about 1/3 the width of the seed, and is

slightly longer than the cotyledons. I here is a membranous

marginal wing, ±0.1—0.2 mm wide, at the rounded end of

the seed, and a similar wing on the lower end of the

cotyledon portion. The hilum is in the shallow notch

between the radicle and cotyledons; the notch is filled

with a thin piece of irregular tissue.

Surface finely roughened, with a slight sheen.

Yellow-orange; the ends of the seed a.r& darker, and the

marginal wing is transparent.

Length 1.3— 1.7 mm; width U.6—0.7 mm; thickness

0.3—0.4 mm.
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68.

Lepidium csmpestre (L.J R. Br.

Field peppergrass *

Brassicaceae

Outline long ovate. Uross section rounded, with one

straight side and one strongly convex side. Form obovoid

,

with one flat face. (The cotyledons are incumbent; one

side o+ the cotyledons forms the flat face of the seed, and

the narrow radicle forms the convex face.) The radicle is

outlined by distinct grooves which extend from the small

end of the seed most of the length. fit the small end there

IS an extension of translucent tissue, ±0.2 mm long.

Surface very finely wrinkled, dull. Uark red-brown.

Length 2.3—2.5 mm; width 1.0—1.2 mm; thickness

1 .2— 1 .3 mm.
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69.

Lepi dl um densi-f I orum Schrad.

Peppergrass '• '

Brassicaceae

Outline ovate, with one long straight side. Cross

section narrowly triangular. t-orm obovoid, compressed;

apparently tolded, with a groove from the small end to the

center of each broad face. Uhe cotyledons are accumbent.)

the long straight edge o-f the seed (the cotyledon side) is

thicker and has a narrow flat marginal face. ftl ong the

radicle side and around the wide end of the seed there is a

conspicuous but very thin wing. ±0.1—0.2 mm wide.

I here is a small bit of tissue in the hilum area, at the

smal I end .

Surface finely roughened, slightly glossy. At high

magnification it appears finely tuberculate. Orange; the

wing 15 darker, but has a transparent edge.

Length 1.4— 1.8 mm; width 0.9— 1.2 mm; thickness

U.4—u.t, mm.
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70

.

N,asturtium of-ficinsle R. Br.

Watercress

Brassxcaceae

Outline elliptical or obovate. Cross section ovate.

Form ellipsoid, compressed; apparently folded, with a -faint

groove on each -face. (The cotyledons are accumbent.) The

wider, thinner side of the seed is formed by the

cotyledons; the radicle is thicker but narrow and tapered

to a small tip. There is a shallow notch at the base; the

notch IS tilled with a bit of thin tissue.

Surface distinctly reticulate; shiny. Orange-brown.

Length 0.9—1.0 mm; width 0.7—0.8 mm; thickness

O.J—0.4 mm.
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71 .

/forippci p^/ustrjs (L.) Bess.

Bog ye] low cress

Brassicaceae

Outline variable; generally ovate with a notch in the

wide end. Uross section ovate. l-orm usually ovoid,

compressed but o-f irregular thickness. The seed is

apparently folded; there is a broad lengthwise groove on

each face. (The cotyledons are accumbent.) The radicle is

tapered to a small tip, and the radicle side is thinner and

narrower than the cotyledon side. The notch at the wide

(basal) end of the seed is filled with thin whitish tissue.

Surface appears gl ittery when seen at lOx

magnification. At high magnification it appears distinctly

colliculate and shiny. Yel I ow-brown ; the notch area is

darker.

Length 0.6—0.7 mm; width 0.6 mm; thickness 0.3 mm.
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72.

Sisymbrium <s/ ti ssimum L.

lumbling mustard

brassicaceae

Outline a rounded oblong. Uross section ovate with a

notch in each long edge. Form oblong, compressed;

evidently folded, with a distinct groove on each broad

face. (The cotyledons are incumbent.) Ihe radicle makes

up about 1/3 the width o-f the seed. The broad faces of the

seed may be similarly rounded; or one of them may be flat,

and the other conspicuously humped in the center. At the

base there is a small notch which is filled with a thin bit

of tissue.

Surface smooth, dull. At high magnification it

appears very finely tuberculate, semi-glossy. Dull orange.

Length 1.1— 1.3 mm; width y.6-0.8 mm; thickness

0.4—U.6 mm.
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73.

Sisymbrium offjcjn^/e <L.) Scop.

Hedge mustard

Brassicaceae

Outline variable; elliptic to rounded oblong, or with

one straight edge and one convex edge. Cross section

variable; often a rounded V-shape. Form oblong; evidently

folded, with 2 lengthwise grooves. (The cotyledons are

incumbent.) The radicle is narrow, tapered to a small tip,

and often curved to one side; its position relative to the

cotyledons varies. There is a notch between the radicle

and cotyledons at the base of the seed; the notch is filled

with white tissue.

Surface dull, finely roughened. At high magnification

it appears irregularly tuberculate and semi-glossy.

Urange-brown

.

Length 1.1— 1.6 mm; width 0.5—0.7 mm; thickness

0.3—0.5 mm.
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74.

nisispi ^rvense L.

Pennycress '»

Brassicaceae ...

Outline roughly ovate; one long edge has a more

pronounced curve than the other. Cross section long ovate.

Form ovoid, compressed; apparently folded, with a groove

extending from the smal I end to about the center o+ each

face. (Ihe cotyledons are accumbent.) Ihe radicle side

forms the straight edge and is thinner than the cotyledon

Side. A bit of white tissue extends ±0.1 mm from the

small (basal) end of the seed.

Surface covered by ridges arranged in concentric

loops. Ihese are barely visible without magnification.

There are ±6 loops on each broad face. The ridges are

somewhat wavy in form and uneven in height. With

magnification the surface appears glittery or shiny.

Red-brown; the ridges and basal area are slightly darker.

Length 1.7— 1.9 mm; width 1.1— 1.2 mm; thickness

0.6—0.7 mm.
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"7S

Desman thus i 1 1 inoensi s (Michx.) MacM.

Illinois bundle-flower •

Mimosaceae

Outline variable; may be rounded triangular, rhombic,

or elliptical. Cross section rounded oblong. Form more or

less ovoid, ^^lattened, of irregular thickness, with 2—

4

rounded corners. Une corner is extended to form a distinct

tip. The whole seed may be somewhat bent. The hilum is

located along one edge, just below the tip. The hilum is

an elliptical raised area, ±2.0 mm long and 1.0 mm

wide. On each face of the seed there is a narrow but

distinct V-shaped line which opens toward the tip. The

line is just visible without magnification and is

conspicuous with low magnification.

Surface smooth, somewhat glossy. Urange brown; the

V-shaped line is darker, and the hilum is blackish.

Length 3.3—3.8 mm; width 2.3—2.6 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .1 mm.
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76.

Ca5s/=t chsm<secrj st^ L.

Showy partridge pea •

Uaesal piniaceae

Outline rhombic, with 2 nearly straight sides opposite

2 curved sides, and with a tip projecting from one corner.

Cross section elliptical. f-orm rhomboid, flattened, with

rounded edges and one extended corner. Dn each broad face

there is a si ight rounded ridge which extends from the tip

toward the center. The hilum is located on the curved edge

below the tip. The hilum is dark, round, and small. Just

above the hilum is a very small , downwardly curved hook of

t issue

.

Surface smooth, with a waxy sheen. Faint striations

are visible without magnification. When viewed at 7x

,

irregularly spaced lengthwise rows of very shallow pits can

be seen. Each of these circular pits has a central dot

depression. Black-brown; the margins are yellowish,

reddish, or gray.

Length 3.4-4.0 mm; width 2.3—2.9 mm; thickness

'^ •'^ 1 -2 """ (Length measured from the tip along the

adjacent straight side.)
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77.

Ho-ff'm.snseggi3 gl^uca (Urt.) Ei-fert

Indian rush-pea ^
Caesal piniaceae

Outline ovate, with the small end bent slightly to one

side. Cross section oblong. Form ovoid, -flattened, with

rounded margins. The small ovate hilum is on the margin,

just below the bent small end.

Surface smooth, glossy. When seen at high

magnification it appears finely textured. Black.

Length 3.7—4.2 mm; width 2.6—2.8 mm; thickness

0.8— 1 .0 mm.
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7S.

AmorphiS canescens Pursh

Lead plant %'

Fabaceae

Outline elliptic, with one end curved to -form an

S-shaped tip. Cross section ovate. Form elongate,

rounded, compressed, with one end curved and tapered to a

narrow tip. Just below the tip is a notch which includes

the ovate hilum. There is a dark ring around the hilum,

and a dark line extends along the margin -from the hilum tc

the other end of the seed.

Surface very smooth, shiny. Light red-brown.

Length 2.1—2.5 mm; width 1.1— 1.2 mm; thickness

0.8-1 .0 mm.
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79.

Asfr^g^/us mo/ / 1 ssimus Torr .

Uool

I

Y I ocoweed «

Fabaceae

Outline variable; may be reni-form, rounded triangular

with a notch in one side, or oblong. Cross section ovate.

Senerally reni-form, with one lobe thicker than the other,

but sometimes wider (-from the hilum to the opposite side)

than long. The 2 broad faces may be rounded or flat. The

hilum, in the notch, is a small round depression.

Surface smooth, dull. Under magnification there is a

soft sheen. Ulive, orange-brown, or purplish brown; the

hilum area is paler, and at high magnif icaiton a uniform

pattern of fine dark dots is visible.

Length 1.6 2.3 mm; width (perpendicular to the hilum)

1 "5—2.2 mm; thickness 0.9— 1.4 mm.
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80.

Coroni I l<s I'larjj L.

Crown yetch

Fabaceae "^ & '

Outline rounded oblong with a shallow notch in the

center of one long side. Cross section elliptical. Form

cylindrical, slightly compressed, with rounded ends and a

shallow rounded notch near the center of one long edge. The

very small round hilum is located in the notch.

Surface smooth, glossy. Deep purplish red.

Length 3.1—3.7 mm; width 1.0— 1.3 mm; thickness

0.9— 1.1 mm.
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Si .

Desmodium i 1 1 inoense (^. Gray

Illinois tickclover •?

Fabaceae

Outline ovate, with a shallow notch in the center of

one long side. Cross section ovate or elliptical . Form

ovoid, compressed; both faces are slightly depressed in the

center. Une long edge is slightly thicker- than the other.

The thicker edge has a small notch which includes the

hilum. The h i 1 urn is ±0.5 mm in diameter and has a

distinct col 1 ar.

Surface smooth, glossy. Dull yellowish or greenish

brown; the collar is darker.

Length 3.4—3.7 mm; width 2.5—2.6 mm; thickness

1 .2— 1 .4 mm.
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82.

eiycyrrhi z<s lepidot^ Pursh

Uli I d I icorice

Habaceae
;.

Outline variable; a somewhat ovate shape. Cross

section ovate. Form ovoid, compressed, thinner toward one

long edge. Near the wide end, along the thinner edge,

there is a distinct shallow notch which includes the hilum.

The hilum is round, ±0.3 mm in diameter. The chalaza

is evident as a small hump on the margin near the small end

of the seed, about 1 mm from the hilum.

Surface smooth; dull to semiglossy. Greenish brown or

reddish brown.

Length 2.7—3.2 mm; width 2.1—2.8 mm; thickness

1 .6-2.0 mm.

IHl



83.

Lespeaez,s cuneditj <Dumont) G. Don

Sericea lespedeza

Habaceae *•
. _

Outline ovate, with a shallow notch near the wide end.

Cross section ovate. Form ovoid, compressed, thinner

toward the notched edge. The hilum, in the notch, is

surrounded by a rim o-f translucent tissue. The diameter of

the hilum with its rim is ±0.2 mm. On each face there

may be a faint groove extending from the notch toward the

other end of the seed

.

Surface smooth, somewhat glossy. Olive-brown or

greenish; the area around the hilum is tinged red.

Length (1.3) 1 .6— 1 .8 mm; width 1.0—1.3 mm; thickness

0.6—0.8 mm.

1H3



84.

Lespedezji stjpu l^ces Maxim.

Korean 1 espedeza • •

Fabaceae

Outline broadly elliptical, with a shallow notch near

one end. Cross section narrowly ovate. Form ellipsoid,

compressed, thinner toward the notched long edge. The

hilum, in the notch, is round, ±0.2 mm in diameter, and

has a distinct collar. On each -face there may be a slight

groove extending from the notch, parallel to the edge of

the seed. The 2 faces may be flat or depressed.

Surface smooth, glossy. Dark red-brown to black; the

hilum and a small Area around it are pale with a reddish or

greenish tinge.

Length 1.7—2.2 mm; width 1.4— 1.7 mm; thickness

0.8

—

0.9 mm.

IHH



8S.

Lotus cornicul^tus L.

Bird's-foot trefoil ••

Pabaceae

Outline somewhat ovate, with a small notch in one long

edge. Cross section ovate. Form ovoid, slightly

compressed, thinner toward the notched edge. The hi 1 urn, in

the notch, is round, ±0.2 mm in diameter.

Surface smooth, dull. Olive, dull brown, or dark

brown, sometimes with small dark mottles. There is a small

dark spot above the hilum, and a pale area surrounding the

hil um.

Length 1.3—1.6 mm; width 1.0—1.3 mm; thickness

O.a— 1.2 mm.
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Medjc-sgo lupulins L. ,
«

Black medick
*

'

Fabaceae

Outline ovate to somewhat reniform. Cross section

ovate. Form ovoid, compressed, with a small notch on one

long edge about 1/3 the distance from the small end. The

lower edge of the notch protrudes, and a slight linear

depression may extend diagonally inward from the notch

across each face. The small round hilum is in the notch.

Surface smooth, dull, rel low-brown with green and

orange tinges; the hilum is darker. Below the hilum there

is a light colored V-shaped area, and there are small dark

patches above and below the V. A pal e streak extends

across each face from the hilum toward the wide end of the

seed

.

Length 1.2— 1.6 mm; width 0.9—1.2 mm; thickness

0.6—0.9 mm.

14 b



87.

Medicsigo minimal (L.J Bartal .

Small bur-clover »*

Fabaceae

Outline kidney-shaped. Cross section ovate.

Reniform with a distinct curved notch in the inner margin

near one end. The small round hilum is in the notch. Next

to the hilum (closer to the center) the chal aza forms a

conspicuous rounded extension of the margin. From the

notch a si ight groove runs across each face toward the far

end of the seed

.

Surface smooth, dull. Light orange-yellow; the chalaza

and notch area are darker, and the grooves are pale.

Length I .8—2.0 mm; width 0.9— 1.0 mm; thickness

0.6—0.7 mm.

im



8B.

Medicsgo ssitivsi L.

Alfalfa »*•

Fabaceae

Outi ine varies from somewhat reniform to ovate with a

notch on one long edge near the wide end. Cross section

ovate. Ovoid to reniform, compressed. The small round

hilLim is in the notch. There may be a slight groove

extending from the hilum diagonally across each face.

Surface smooth, dull. With high magnification it

appears finely textured. Dull orange-brown or olive; the

area around the hilum is slightly darker.

Length 2.0—2.5 mm; width 1.3— 1.6 mm; thickness

0.9— 1.1 mm.

na



89.

Me/ i lotus silb-s Medic. ,

t •

UJhite sweet clover

Fabaceae

Outline ovate, with a distinct large notch on one long

edge near the broad end. Cross section ovate. Ovoid,

slightly compressed, thinner toward the notched edge; the 2

faces are usually depressed. The small round hilum is in

the notch. On each face a shallow groove extends from the

hilum 2/3 the distance to the small end of the seed.

Surface smooth, dull. Yellow-brown, greenish, or

orangish. There is a small round dark spot above the •

hilum, and a dark V-shaped sres below the hilum. The

grooves are pale.

Length 1.8—2.0 mm; width 1.3—1.5 mm; thickness

1.0— 1.1 mm.

14J



90.

Mel i lotus officinalis (L.) Pall.

Yellow sweet clover * ,*

Fabaceae

Outline elliptical with a small notch in one long

edge, near one end. Cross section ovate. Form ellipsoid,

compressed, thinner toward the notched edge; the 2 -faces

may be slightly depressed. The round hilum is in the

notch. A slight groove extends -from the hilum diagonally

across each face.

Surface smooth, dull. Dull orange-yellow to bu-f-f ,

sometimes with a green tinge; some seeds have small brown

mottles. There is a small dark spot just below the hilum.

There may be pale streaks extending diagonally from the

hilum across each face.

Length 1.7—1.9 mm; width 1.0—1.3 mm; thickness

0.9— 1 .0 ram. . .

ISO



91 .

L/x.y tropj s I^rnber ti i Pursh

Purple locoweed ,

••

Fabaceae

Outline variable, but somewhat reniform with 2 unequal

lobes. Cross section ovate. Form rounded, compressed,

generally ovoid with a deep asymmetrical notch in one long

edge. The very small round hilum is in the notch.

The surface is smooth and semi-glossy. Brown; paler

in the notch area.

Length 1.8—2.2 mm; width 1.5—2.1 mm; thickness

0.7—1 .0 mm.

ISl



92.

Strophostyles heli^olsi <L.> Ell

Ui Id bean

Fabaceae

Outline rectangular, the corners angular or rounded.

Cross section square. Form oblong, slightly compressed.

Two of the long angles are well-defined right angles; these

alternate with 2 rounded angles. On one of the right

angles there is a notch which starts near one end and

occupies about 3/4 the length of the seed. The conspicuous

elliptical hilum is in the notch. The hilum is a corky

white area, ±9— 10 mm long and 1.2 mm wide, surrounded

by a smooth, shiny rim.

Surface smooth, hard, shiny, but more or less covered

with dull scurfy tissue. rhis scurfy material can be

rubbed off. The hard surface is dark brown; with

magnification it is pale brown with small brown-black

mottles. When the scurfy layer is present the seed appears

dark brown, or sometimes paler.

Length 6.4—7.8 mm; width (from hilum to opposite

angle) 3.V—4.1 mm; thickness 3.5—4.0 mm.

IS 2



93.

Strophostxies leiosperm^ <T. & G.) Piper

SI ick seed bean

Fabaceae

Outline a parallelogram with rounded corners, or a

rounded oblong, or an oblong with one round end and one

angular end. Cross section nearly round. Form

cylindrical, or cylindrical with rounded ends. The

conspicuous hilum is located along the length of the side.

It IS el I iptical
, ±1 .5—2.0 long and 1 mm wide, wi th a

very dark, slightly raised rim around a very pale,

distinctly raised corky center. At one end of the hilum is

a raised knob, ±0.4 mm in diameter.

I he surface is smooth and somewhat shiny. Gray to

buff with many fine, small black mottles.

Length 3.0—4.2 mm, width (from hilum to opposite

edge) 2.7—3.0 mm; thickness 2.1 —2.7 mm.
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9^.

Tri-folium c^smpestre Schreb.

Low hop-clover

Fabaceae

Outline ovate with a slight notch on one side near the

small end. Cross sect ion ell iptical . Form ovoid , si ightl y
compressed, with a shallow notch in one long edge. The

small, indistinct hilum is located in the notch. A slight

groove runs from the hilum diagonally toward the center of

each face.

Surface smooth, with a waxy sheen. Orange-yellow; a

few seeds have orange patches. There is a dark V-shaped

mark below the hilum, and the grooves are pale.

Length 1.0—1.2 mm; width 0.7—0.8 mm; thickness

U.6—0.7 mm.

15M



V5.

Trif'olium prs tense L.

Red clover
u

Habaceae

Outline ovate with a large notch in one side near the

small end. Cross section ovate. Form ovoid, compressed,

with a notch in one long edge. The hilum, in the notch, is

small and round, ±0.2 mm in diameter. On each face a

si ight groove extends from the notch toward the wide end of

the seed .

Surface smooth, slightly glossy or dull. Varying from

straw-colored, with or without faint purplish mottles, to

solid dull purple.

Length 1 .V—2. J mm; width 1.4—2.0 mm; thickness

1.0— 1.1 mm.

ISS



96.

Tri-folium repens L.

White clover • .'

Fabaceae

Outline variable, generally rounded with a broad

shallow notch. Cross section ovate. Form ovoid, somewhat

compressed, thinner toward the notched edge. The seed

appears bent into a V-shape, with a notch and groove

between the ends. The small round hi 1 urn is in the notch.

Surface smooth, dull ; when viewed at 10m there is a

slight sheen. Liull yellow or orange-brown. There is a

dark spot below the hilum, and a pale streak from the notch

across each face.

Length 0.8— 1.1 mm; width 0.8— 1.0 mm; thickness

0.5—0.7 mm.

l^fe



97.

('/Cidi <Ji//os<a Roth.

Hairy vetch

Fabaceae

Outline roLind . Cross section a broad ellipse. Form

nearly globose, slightly compressed. Ihe hilum is on a

slightly elevated area along the margin between the 2

faces. The hilum is oblong, ±1.5—2.0 mm long and

0.5 0.7 mm wide, and has a narrow central line. The hilum

is level with the surface except for a small groove around

its edge.

Surface smooth, dull, with a fine velvety sheen.

Brown-black; under magnification there is dark brown

mottling on a brown or green-brown background.

Diameter 3.8—5.1 mm; thickness 3.3—4.3 mm.
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98.

Gisur^ p<ari.'i t'/orji Dougl .

Velvety gaura ^^
Unagraceae

The unit o-f dispersal is a capsule containing J

—

^

seeds. Description of the capsule:

Outline long obovoid with the wide end extended into a

narrow tip. Cross section with 4 convex sides, each with a

small tooth in the center. Form obovoid, elongate,

somewhat 4-sided with 4 rounded angles. The 4 -faces meet

in an acute apical tip. Near the tip the -faces are

depressed, making the angles more prominent. There is a

central lengthwise ridge on each face. One side of the

capsule IS obliquely truncate at the base. The attachment

point, in the truncate ares., has a round rim and a hollow

center

.

Surface papery, dull, finely wrinkled. Light to

medium tan, sometimes tinged with green.

Length 6.0—6.6 mm; thickness 1.7—2.4 mm.
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9<?.

Oenothera biennis L.

Common evening primrose

Onagraceae

Outline variable, usually angular; may be oblong,

trapezoidal, or triangular. Cross section variable,

usually angular with 3 or 4 unequal sides. Form like a

narrow truncate pyramid, a tetrahedron, or a form with 3

flat faces and one long curved face; in any case the angles

between the faces are very narrowly winged.

Surface finely roughened, dull. There are several

fine lengthwise wrinkles on each face, as well as irregular

wrinkles near the angles. Dark orange-brown.

Length 1.0— 1.7 mm; width 0.6— 1.4 mm; thickness

O .5-1 .0 mm.
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100.

Oenothera l^cini^t<s Hi M .

Cut-leaved evening primrose ,

Onagraceae

Outline irregular and angular, somewhat oblong or

rhombic. Cross section variable, usually ovate or

triangular. Form various, with both rounded and + I at

faces

.

Surface areolate, dull; texture papery. Qrange-brown

.

Length 0.9— 1.3 mm; thickness 0.7— 1.0 mm.

l&O



101 .

i^c^/,yp/><s monococc^ (Engelm.) P. Mill.

Slender copper) eaf

Euphorbiaceae

Outline obovate with a pointed small end. Cross

section round or slightly compressed. Form ovoid, slightly

compressed; the dorsal -face is distinctly convex, and the

ventral face is convex, but divided in two by the

lengthwise raphe. Near the small end the two faces meet in

a marginal rim. The small end of the ventral face (the

chalazal region) is depressed and has a conspicious

caruncle of translucent yellow tissue. The caruncle is a

ridge from the tip about 1/3 the length of the seed. The

raphe is a narrow line, extending from the caruncle to the

center of the broad end of the seed.

Surface with many wrinkled ridges, oriented

lengthwise. These ridges are clearly visible with low

magnification. Mature seeds appear to have a dark red

coat, overlain with a thin glaucous grayish-white layer, so

that the surface appears gray-brown and waxy. Less mature

seeds may lack the caruncle; they are pale green with brown

mottl ing , dul 1 .

Length 1.7—1.8 mm; width 1.3—1.4 mm; thickness

Ibl



1.1— 1.3 mm

.
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.

Acis/rpf><s ostrr^efo/jci Kidd.

Hop -h or n beam c op p er I eaf *
,

Euphorbiaceae

Outline tear-drop shaped. Cross section nearly round.

Form ovoid. Un the ventral side a pale yellow translucent

caruncle extends about 1/3 the length from the small end.

The raphe is visible as a narrow dark line from the

caruncle to the wide end.

Surface slightly glossy, tuberculate; the tubercles

arranged roughly in lengthwise rows. Glaucous grey; under

magnification there are reddish undertones.

Length 2.0—2.2 mm; width 1.5— 1.7 mm; thickness

1 .4— 1 .6 mm.

1C3



1 03

.

i^Ca)/,ypfy^ rhcmtoidedi Ra-f

.

Rhombic copper leaf

Euphorbi aceae

Outline obovate «ith a fine tip at the s.al, end.
cross section neaM y round, on compressed so that one side
- .ore convex than the other. For. ovoid, so.e.hat
compressed; the dorsa, face is sU.htly more convex and has

the flatter ventral face. On the ventral face there .s a
conspicuous narrow caruncle of yello.ish translucent tissue
«hich forms a rid.e from the tip about 1/3 the length of
the seed. The narrow raphe runs fro. the caruncle to the
center of the broad end of the seed.

surface smooth, sU.htly .lossy. .ith magnification a
^-e scalariform pattern can be seen. On the dorsal face
this pattern is oriented lengthwise; on the ventral face .t
has no definite orientation. Bar. ,ray to blac. overall-
-th ma.nif.cation, individual seeds are seen to vary from
9ray-brown with black mottling to mostly black.

Length 1.7—1.8 mm; width 1 2—1 3 „„ . ^k ,
i .^ 1 .J mm; thickness

1 -O— 1 .1 mm.

XbM
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.

f^c^/.yp/>^ tjjrgjnicia L.

Virginia copper leaf, Three-seeded mercury

tuphorbiaceae • *

Outline ovate with a sharp tip. Cross section round

or slightly compressed. Form like a slightly compressed

tear drop. On the ventral -face a conspicuous caruncle of

translucent yellowish tissue extends from the tip 1/3 to

1/2 the length of the seed. The narrow raphe runs from the

caruncle to the center of the broad end of the seed.

Surface finely roughened, dull. With magnification,

the entire surface is seen to be covered with irregular

round tubercles and has a waxy sheen. There appears to be

a dark red-brown undercoat covered with a translucent

grayish layer, so that the tubercles sre dark and the low

areas grayish; individual seeds vary from predominately

brown to solid gray.

Length 1.8—2.1 mm; width 1.5—1.7 mm; thickness

1 .3— 1 .5 mm .
"
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105.

Cretan C3pj t^tus Michx .

Uoolly croton ^ ^
Euphorbiaceae

Outline nearly circular to ovate, with a small sharp

tip. Cross section biconvex. Form a broad sector; the

dorsal side is strongly convex, and the ventral side has 2

slightly convex -faces joined by the narrow lengthwise

raphe. The two sides o-f the seed meet in a narrow rim

around the periphery. At the pointed end q+ the seed, this

rim extends over toward the ventral side. On the ventral

side there is a prominent fan-shaped caruncle, with its

broad end at the tip of the seed. Just beyond the point of

the caruncle is the small hilum, with a bit of ragged

tissue attached.

Surface smooth, glossy. At lOx magnification fine

wrinkles are visible. Tan, motttled with dark brown; the

rim and the raphe are lighter, and the caruncle is very

pal e.

Length 4.7—5.0 mm, width 4.6—4.8 mm; thickness

2.B—3.2 mm.

Ifeb
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.

Croton mon^n thogynus M i c h x .

One-seeded croton

tuphorbiaceae

Outline ovate; the sma) 1 end is apicLilate, and the

caruncle extends beyond the small end. Cross section

biconvex. Form ovoid, flattened, with 2 -faces which meet

in a rounded but well-defined rim. Un one face there is a

central lengthwise line, the raphe, and a flattened area

near the smal I end. in this flat area, near the tip, there

IS a conspicuous caruncle. It is heart-shaped or

triangular, pointing toward the tip. Just below the

caruncle, the hilum appears as a small circular depression.

The surface of the seed is smooth and glossy. With

magnification a fine mesh-1 ike texture is visible. Dark

gray-brown; there appears to be an outer hard, glaucous

coat which is white or tan. I he raphe is pale and the

caruncle is pale and translucent.

Length 3.6—3.7 mm; width 2.6—2.8 mm; thickness

1 .9—2.0 mm.

1(.7
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.

Cretan texens/s (Kl.) Muel 1 . Arg.

Texas croton #4
tuphorbiaceae

Outline broadly ovate with a short, blunt tip. Cross

section biconvex. Form like a compressed sphere; one side

is hemispherical
, while the other side consists of 2

slightly convex faces meeting at an obtuse angle. The

angle has a narrow line, the raphe. The 2 sides meet in a

narrow rim. On the 2-faced side, just below the tip, is a

prominent caruncle which is three-sided or heart-shaped,

±1.1 mm wide. The indistinct hilum is below the

caruncle.

The surface is smooth and somewhat lustrous. Solid

gray-brown, or streaked and mottled with buff, gray-brown,

light brown, and dark brown. The raphe is pale and the

caruncle is translucent pale yellow.

Length 4.0—4.7 mm, width 3.5—4.0 mm, thickness

2.4—2.8 mm.

Ikd
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.

Euphorbia corol latji L.

Flowering spurge • *

Euphorb i &ce3.e

ULitline oblong to ovate, with a small rounded tip.

Cross section nearly round. Form ovoid, nearly the same

width for most of its length. The boundary between the

dorsal and ventral faces is marked by a slight ridge. The

dorsal face is convex. The ventral face is divided in half

by a lengthwise line, the raphe. The wide end of the seed

IS slightly flattened. On the ventral face, near the small

end, IS a round depressed area, the chalaza. The hilum is

in the depressed area, and there is a small caruncle at the

edge of the hilum. The raphe runs from the hi 1 urn to the

center of the broad end of the seed.

Surface with a thick, dull, granular yellowish-white

coating which may appear distinctly punctate when seen with

magnification. The raphe is dark. The coating becomes

thinner with maturity and may be worn off. Without it the

seed is finely textured and has a slight sheen. Black when

outer coat is absent.

Length 2.7—2. V mm; width 1.9—2.1 mm, width 1.8—2.0

mm

.

1(^9



£uphorb2ei cy-athophorji Murray

Fire on the mountain %^
Euphorbiaceae

Outline ovate; one end is -flattened, the other end has

an abrupt narrow tip. Cross section round. Form ovoid to

nearly globose, with a flat end. The hilum is indistinct,

located in the center of a flat area near the small end of

the seed. The flat area is ±1 mm in diameter. l-rom

the hilum a narrow line extends to the center of the flat

end of the seed

.

Surface very rough and dull ; there are many short,

rather sharp projections of varying size. Under high

magnification the hilum area appears finely crystalline.

Medium to dark brown or brownish black; the projections are

paler or orangish.

Length 2.6—2.9 mm; thickness 2.4—2.6 mm.

no



110.

Euphorbia den t<a t3 Mi chx .

Toothed spurge ^ «

Euphorb i aceae

Outline short ovate; -flat at the wide end. Cross

section nearly rhombic. Form ovoid, with one +lat end;

slightly compressed front to back. The ventral face is

strongly convex, with a central lengthwise line, the raphe.

The dorsal face has 2 slightly convex halves which meet at

approximately a right angle. There is a rim where the

dorsal and ventral faces meet. On the ventral face there

IS a large flat area, the chalaza, near the small end. In

the center of this area is the conspicuous caruncle. It is

heart shaped, pointing toward the small end of the seed,

±0.6 mm wide, and yellowish with thin transparent

yel 1 ow margins

.

Surface strongly wrinkled, warty, and dull. At high

magnification a fine colliculate pattern can be seen over

the entire surface. Brown-black; the high relief areas are

brown, while the low areas and the raphe are black.

Length 2.5—2.7 mm; width 2.3—2.6 mm; thickness

2.1—2.3 mm.

XIX
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111.

Buphorbi.it esuls L.

Leafy spurge

Euphorbiaceae

Outline ovate, or rounded oblong with a tip at one

small end. Cross section round. Form oblong, rounded,

with distinct dorsal and ventral faces. The dorsal face is

convex with a small rounded tip. The ventral face of the

seed has 2 flat or slightly convex halves separated by a

lengthwise line, the raphe. fit the small end of the

ventral face is the depressed chalaza area. The elliptical

hilum is in the depression. There is a very small caruncle

at the end of the hilum near the tip of the seed. Ihe

raphe runs from the hilum to the center of the broad end of

the seed .

Surface smooth, somewhat glossy. With magnification a

fine reticulate pattern is visible. Pale gray-green with

small yellow-brown flecks; the raphe is dark. The seed

appears to have a dark coat overlain with a thin

light-colored layer; the surface becomes darker with

maturity

,

Length 2.1—2.-* mm; width 1.7—1.8 mm; thickness

1 .6— 1 .7 mm .

ni
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112.

£uphortii<3 m=icul<st=> L.

Spotted spurge

Euphorbi aceae

Outline oblong, one end tapered to a blunt tip. Cross

section 4-angled; 2 sides meet at a right angle, while the

opposite 2 sides form a broader angle. Form elongate,

4-angled, 4-sided. The faces are slightly concave. The

right angle has a distinct convex curve and ends in a small

tip. The 2 -faces which form the right angle sre larger

than the other 2 faces. Between the 2 smaller faces is a

narrow dark line, the raphe.

Surface with about 3 large but faint crosswise

wrinkles. The surface appears to have a dull whitish outer

layer which has a very fine meshi ike texture. Red-brown

with a grayish or whitish cast.

Length 0.8—0.9 mm; width 0.6 mm; thickness 0.5—0.6

mm

.
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113.

Euphorbia m^rg/jnji tji Pursh

Snow-on-t he-mountain _ ^
Euphorbiaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section round. Form ovoid, with

a rim around the small end, separating the ventral and

dorsal -faces. The rim is ±1.7 mm long. On the ventral

(flatter) -face of the seed a distinct line, the raphe,

extends from the rim to the large end. On the dorsal face

there is a slight lengthwise central ridge. The hilum is

on the ventral face. Just below the rim.

Surface wrinkled; under high magnification it also

appears finely roughened. There seems to be a glaucous

membrane overlying a dark seed. Dark grayish brown; less

mature seeds are greenish or whitish.

Length 3.2—3.5 mm; thickness 2.6—2.8 mm.

nM



114.

Euphorbia nutans Lag.

Eyebane •*

Euphorbiaceae

Outline ovate. Cross section 4-sided, almost square,

but with one rounded corner. Form oblong, tapered; three

of the angles form smooth ridges while the fourth, more

rounded angle has a narrow groove, the raphe. On this

angle, near the small end of the seed, is the small

indistinct hilum and a tiny caruncle.

Surface wrinkled crosswise. The wrinkles s.re barely

visible without magnification, but s.re distinct at 4x . Un

each face there are ±4 or 5 crosswise wrinkles, as well

as some in other directions. Under magnification the

entire surface appears finely granular and has a slight

sheen. Brownish gray; the angles a.rs paler, and the raphe

dark .

Length 1.3— 1.4 mm; thickness 0.8—<.).9 mm.

I'iS



115.

Euphorbia prostrate Ait.

Creeping spurge ' '

Euphorbiaceae

Outline bullet-shaped, with one straight end and 2

long gradually curved sides which meet in a blunt tip.

Cross section square. Form elongate, 4-sided, 4-angled

shape a -flat base and bluntly pointed apex. It is broadest

about 1/3 the distance above the base. The hilum is very

small , located in the center of the base.

Surface with prominent crosswise wrinkles. At low

magnification 5—8 wrinkles can be distinguished on each

face. At high magnification the surface also appears

finely striate and dull. Light gray-brown; the wrinkles

and angles are light gray, and the low Ares^ sre light

brown .

Length 1.0— 1.1 mm; thickness 0.5—0.6 mm.

nt



11(S.

rr=igj3 betonicifol i^ Nutt.

Nettleleaf noseburn

tuphorbiaceae

Outline round. Cnoss section round. Form nearly

spherica)
, with one flat area. The hilum, in the flat

area, is an irregular elliptical scar, ±0.8 mm long.

The raphe, a narrow ridge ±1 mm long, extends from one

end of the hilum. There is a barely detectable ridge

around the circumference of the seed, from the raphe to the

h i 1 um

.

Surface smooth, with a slight sheen. When seen at lOx

magnification it appears very finely granular and shiny; at

high magnification it appears colliculate. Mottled light

and dark red-brown, or light and dark gray-brown; the hilum

IS whitish, and the area around the hilum usually has a red

or orange tinge.

Length 3.1—3.3 mm; width 3.4—3.6 mm; thickness 3.3

mm

.
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117.

rr^gjci rjimos^ lorr.

Noseburn 9#
tuphorbiaceae

Outline round. Cross section round. Form spherical.

The hilum is an irregular elliptical scar, ±1 mm long.

Ihe raphe, a narrow ridge ±0.8 mm long, extends from

one end of the hi 1 urn.

Surface smooth, dull. When seen at lOx magnification

it appears finely granular; at high magnification at

appears colliculate and resinous. Red-brown, orange, and

buff in large mottled patches; the hilum is whitish, and

the area around the hilum is orange.

Diameter 3.1—3.4 mm.

-1L
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118.

Tribulus terrestrj s L.

Puncture wine

Zygophyl 1 aceae

The unit of dispersal may be the fruit, composed of 5

woody, indehiscent mencarps of varying size, or may be the

single mericarp. ihere s^re several seeds in each mencarp.

Uescnption of the mencarp:

Uutline generally oblong with many short spines and 1

or 2 long spines. Cross section a wedge shape with 2 stout

spines spreading at a wide angle from the corners of the

broad end. Form sector-like, with 2 flat faces which meet

at an angle of 45° or less; it is flattened at the

base and narrowed toward the apex. There is a spine,

±3 5 mm long, flaring from the midpoint of the outer

margin of each flat face.

Surface dull, conspicuously sculpted with many thin

ridges and prominent tips. Each tip has a long white

bristle, but these are easily broken off. The entire

surface has a sparse covering of fine short white hairs.

Ian

.

Length 4.7—5.7 mm; width 3.5—6.0 mm; thickness

1.8—2.5 mm. (Length measured along the inner angle of the

sector.)
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ax^/js dillenii Jacq.

Qray-green wood sorrel •,

0;-!a1 idaceae

Outline elliptical. Cross section biconvex. Form

ellipsoid, compressed, with one blunt end and one pointed

end. The inconspicuous hilum is located at the pointed end

of the seed

.

Surface dull, with sharply defined ridges which are

clearly visible at low magnification. There are about 9

crosswise ridges on each broad face; they are somewhat

irregular and broken. There are also slight lengthwise

ridges. The side margins sometimes include a narrow smooth

s^rs^. Dark orange-brown with off-white ridges. (Immature

seeds have glossy red-brown ridges with dull pale

intervals.)

Length 1.1—1.2 mmj width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness +

0.4 mm.

iBO
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.

Ox<s/js sfr/cfci L.

Yel low wood sorrel • •

Oxal idaceae

Outline elliptical with an acuminate tip at one end.

Cross section and oblong with convex sides. Form ellipsoid

With one pointed end, compressed. The hilum is at the

point

.

Surface conspicuously ridged. There are about 9 sharp

crosswise ridges on each -face; these ridges are bent or

interrupted by 2 or 3 +aint lengthwise ridges. The margins

o+ each broad face are narrowly rimmed, and each long edge

has a groove or smooth area between the rims. Ihe surface

appears dull ; at lOx magnification the ridges are shiny and

the interspaces dull . Dark orange-brown.

Length 1.3— 1.4 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.

lei



121.

Geranium csrol inisnum L.

Carolina cranesbill «

Beraniaceae

Outline a rounded oblong with a very small tip on one

end. Cross section nearly round. Form oblong, rounded.

Ihe hilum is very narrow, ±0 . 7mm long, and extends

lengthwise from the center of one short side o-f the seed.

Each end of the hilum projects as a slight tooth. From the

hilum a narrow ridge runs to the other end of the seed.

Surface smooth, dull. With magnification a fine mesh

pattern is visible. Dark red-brown or gray-brown; mesh

paler.

Length 2.2—2.3 mm; width 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness

1 .4— 1 .5 mm.

laz



122.

Cicutsi msiculst^ L.

Water hemlock '#

Hpiaceae

The +ruit is a schisocarp composed o-f 2 mericarps

which may be found singly or in pairs. Single mencarp:

LiLitline elliptic, with a flared apex. Gross section

with one flat side and one strongly convex side. Form

ellipsoid; ventral ia.ce flat and dorsal face convex, with 5

conspicuous ribs. Un the ventral face there is a central

ovate area which is slightly raised. Ihis ares is

surrounded by a wide border of corky tissue. I here is a

narrow lengthwise line on the center of the ventral face.

Ihe raised area of the ventral face and the intervals

between the ribs on the dorsal face Are soft, and oily when

crushed. Ihe stylopodium is a conspicuous extension from

the apex

.

Surface dull. The ribs are smooth; the intervals

appear granular or finely wrinkled. Ihe ribs are

yellow-brown to orange-brown, and distinctly lighter than

the brown to dark brown intervals. Ihe raised area on the

ventral face is brown with a buff border.

Length 2.?

—

3.3 mm; width (across the ventral face)
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1 . /—ii.y mm; thickness 1.4— 1.8 mm.
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123.

Conium msculstum L.

Conium m^cu latum f^'*

Apiaceae

The fruit is a schizocarp, composed of 2 mericarps.

The mericarps may be found singly or in pairs. Single

mericarp

:

Outline ovate to long ovate, with a conspicuous

projection at the small end. Cross section with one

straight side and one strongly convex side; the convex side

has 5 distinct teeth. Form ovoid, flattened on the ventral

side; the entire seed is slightly bent toward the flat

face. There is a lengthwise central groove on the flat

face. On the convex face there are 5 conspicuous

lengthwise ribs. At the small end there is an irregular

flaring tooth which is a remnant of the stylopodium.

The convex face is strongly ribbed. The ribs a.rs

smooth and may be straight or wavy. There &re fine

lengthwise wrinkles between the ribs. The surface is dull.

Gray-brown; the ribs and stylopodium are paler and

yel 1 owish

.

Length 2.5—3.0 mm; width (across the ventral face)

1-4— 1.9 mm; thickness 1.1— 1.5 mm.
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124.

D^ucus csrotai L.

Queen Anne's lace

Apiaceae

Fruit a schizocarp, composed of 2 mencarps. The

mencarps are -found singly. Mericarp:

Out I ine el I iptical . Cross section I ike a disc with a

missing sector, varying from about 3/5 to 3/4 of a circle,

l-orm ellipsoid, curved, with a longitudinal sector removed.

There is a deep lengthwise groove in the center of the

concave (ventral) side. ftt one end this groove extends

into a small bifid projection, the stylopodium.

Surface bristly with closely spaced, blunt, curved

spines. The spines have papillate bases and are minutely

retrorsel y barbed. Among the spines on the convex face of

the seed are 3 narrow lengthwise rows of appressed white

hairs. Some mencarps also have hairs along the ventral

groove. Surface dull when seen without magnification.

Under high magnification the spines have a glassy luster.

Yellowish or grayish pale brown.

Length 3.2—4.2 mm; width 1.7—2.6 mm; thickness

1.3—2.0 mm. (Measurements include the bristles.)

18b



125.

Apocynum csnnsibinum L

.

Indian hemp dogbane M k

Apocynaceae

Outline narrowly elliptical with an extended, slightly

flared apex; there is a conspicuous but readily shed coma.

Cross section a very narrow ellipse. Form ellipsoid,

compressed, with a pointed base and a blunt apex which has

a short spreading collar. A coma of silky white hairs,

±2.5 cm long, arises from the collar.

Surface dull, striate. When viewed at high

magnification it appears rough with lengthwise ridges and

wrinkles. Very dark brown; at high magnification the

surface is shiny with a mixture of red, brown, and black

patches.

Length 5.3—6.2 mm; width 0.5—0.9 mm; thickness

0.4—0.6 mm.
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126.

Asc/epjcis subvertici I Ijit^ (A. Sray) \>&\\

Poison milkweed

A5c1 epiadaceae ^^

Outline peai—shaped with a truncate small end. Cross

section a curved line with a distinct hump in the center.

Form like a very thin, -flattened pear. The whole seed may

be rolled around the lengthwise axis. There is a large

central area, distinctly convex on one face, which is

surrounded by a thin marginal wing. On the -flatter face of

the seed , the center of the seed coat appears to be

adherent to the embryo, and there is a fine central

lengthwise nerve from the truncate end toward the center.

The attachment point is at the truncate end. There is a

readily shed coma of many white silky hairs, ±2.7 cm

long, arising from the truncate end.

Surface smooth on the central convex area, but

slightly wrinkled on the margins and the flat face. There

is a papery sheen; the convex area is slightly shiny. The

overall color is light red brown, with the convex area

slightly darker than the margin. On the flat face there is

a central long narrow area, dark brown, surrounded by a

yellow-brown area and a medium brown wing.

16B



Length 6.8—7.1 mm; width 3.7—4.2 mm; thickness

(central area) ±0.7 mm; thickness (wing area) ±0.2

18}
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127.

Asc/epj3s sxrjdic^ L.

Cannon mi 1 kweed

ftsci epiadaceae

Outline pear-shaped. Cross section a narrow ellipse

or dish shape. Form like a thin, flattened pear, with a

truncate small end and a very thin marginal wing. The

whole seed is somewhat concave-convex. On the dorsal face

the location of the embryo is visible as a convex central

area, also pear shaped. Ihis area is surrounded by a thin

wing which has an inner flat band, ±0.3 mm wide, and an

outer, slightly wavy band, ±0.7 mm wide. On the

ventral side there is a fine central line from the truncate

end to near the wide end of the seed. The attachment scar

IS next to the truncate end. There is a coma of many fine

white silky hairs, ±3—3.5 mm long, spreading from the

truncate end. The coma is readily shed, usually as a unit.

Surface papery, dull . On each face there are many fine

irregular wrinkles which are short but distinct. These are

visible without magnification. At high magnification the

surface of the outer bands of the wings appears finely

colliculate. The overall color is medium orange-brown.

The dorsal face is orange brown with a slightly darker

1>0



outer band. On the ventral face, the embryo area is light

orange with a central dark brown elongate area, while the

inner band is dark orange brown, and the outer band is the

same color as on the dorsal side. The wrinkles are dark.

Length 7.0—8.5 mm; width 4.1—5.2 mm; thickness

±0 .7— 1 .0 mm.
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128.

Asclepiss vertici I l.ai^ L.

Uhor led milkweed ^0
ftscl epiadaceae

>'

Outline long-ovate or pear-shaped, with a truncate

small end. Cross section a very thin dish shape, somewhat

thicker in the center. Form thin, ovate with a very thin,

slightly wauy marginal wing. The wing is ±0.6—0.9 mm

wide. The whole seed is somewhat bent or curved around the

lengthwise axis. The boundary between the central area

and the margin is distinct on the convex face, with the

center appearing swollen. On the concave -face there is a

fine central nerve extending from the truncate end 2/3 the

length of the seed. The attachment point is at the

truncate end. There is a readily shed coma of many silky

white hairs, ±2.5 cm long, arising from the truncate

end

.

Surface papery, dull, and slightly wrinkled. The

central areas are orange-brown. The margins are light

orange-brown; often there is a band of dark brown on the

inner part of the margins.

Length 5.1—6.2 mm; width (measured while rolled)

2.2 3.5 mm; thickness (of center area) ±0.4-0.5 mm.
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129.

CyriAnchum Isteue (Michx.) Pers.

Sand vine, Climbing milkweed %
Asd epiadaceae

Outline ovate or pear shaped, with a truncate small

end. Cross section a thin line with a slight thickening in

the center. Form thin, ovoid, with a truncate small end

and a conspicuous but readily deciduous coma. On one face

the embryo is visible as a slightly elevated central area,

ovate in shape, ±2.5 mm long and 1.5 mm wide. Around

this ovate ares, is a broad wing which has a smooth inner

band and a wavy outer band . On the other ^a.cs o-f the seed

the ovate central area is outlined but not elevated, and

there is a narrow straight line which extends from the

truncate end into the central area. The coma consists of

many fine silky white hairs, ±1.2 cm long.

Surface irregularly wrinkled, with a rough papery

texture. Dark orange-brown. The outer band of the wing is

a paler shade than the inner band and central area.

Length 5.4—6.0 mm; width 3.7—4.3 mm; thickness

±0,2 mm.
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130.

0,3 tur^ strsimonium L.

Jimson weed ^ #

Solanaceae

Outline like a circle with a large notch, or most o+ a

circle with one straight edge. Uross section rounded

triangular. F-orm like a wedge, narrowed toward one end;

there is a notch in the thinner edge. The hilum is located

in the notch, near the narrow end of the seed. The hilum

IS triangular, ±1.2 mm long and 0.7 mm wide, pointing

to the narrow end.

The sur-face is uneven and dull . It appears slightly

ridged or wrinkled. Ht Idx magni+ ication a fine mesh-1 ike

pattern is visible in addition to the larger wrinkles, and

there is a slight sheen. Black; the area near the hilum is

paler, and the hilum is orange.

Length J. 4—3.B mm; width 2.B—3.2 mm; thickness

1 .4— 1 .7 mm.

11 -i



131.

F/>.>'S<i/js fieterophyl 1^ Nees

Claimi)' ground cherry •

bolanaceae

Outline variable, generally ovate. Cross section

narrowly elliptical. Form like a thin chip of irregular

thickness. The edges a.rs rounded, and the whole seed may

be slightly bent. Ihe hilum is a narrow ellipse, ±0.7

mm long, on the margin o+ one long edge of the seed.

The surface is finely roughened and glossy. When seen

with magnification it appears areol ate or pitted.

Orange-yel I ow.

Length 1.8—2.4 mm; width 1.6— 1.8 mm; thickness

0.2—0.5 mm.
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132.

P/>.ys:^'is /ongifo/i J Nutt.

Cofnnon ground cherry • •

Solanaceae

Outline variable, but rounded and generally ovate.

Cross section thin, elliptical. horm flattened, ovoid,

thickness irregular, with a narrow marginal rim. Ihe hllum

IS small and narrow, located in a small notch in the rim.

The sur+ace appears smooth and dull when seen without

magnit icat ion . rtt lux, the sur-face appears to be covered

with shiny granules. At high magnl+ icat ion , these appear

to be closely spaced tubercles. Dull orange-yellow.

Length (1.5) 1.9—2.2 mm; width (1.2) 1.5— 1 .a mm;

thickness u.6—O.B mm.
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133.

Sol^num C3ro/ inense L.

Carolina horse-nettle •,*

Sol anaceae

Outline somewhat ovate but variable. Cross section

narrowly elliptical. Form flat, ovoid, thickness

irregular; the whole seed may be bent or curved. There is

a shallow notch, ±1 mm long, along one edge near the

smaller end of the seed. The hilum is a deep elliptical

pit in this notch.

Surface smooth, glossy. When seen with magnification

a fine mesh-like pattern is visible. Yellow to

orange-brown

.

Length 1.9—2.8 mm; width 1.4—2.1 mm; thickness

0.6—0.8 mm. (The size varies considerably, with many

apparently fully developed seeds smaller than the most

common size, which is 2.7—2.8 mm in length.)
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134.

So/^num el e£igni -fol ium Cau .

Siluer-leaf nightshade -

Solanaceae *

Outline variable, but usually ovate, 3-sided, or

oblong. Cross section narrowly elliptical. Form a flat

thin chip with smooth rounded edges. Usually both faces

are slightly convex. There is a shallow notch in the

margin near one small end of the seed. The hi 1 urn is a deep

ovate cavity in this notch.

Surface smooth, semi-glossy. At high magnification it

appears very finely textured. Medium or dark yellow-brown.

Length 2.6—3.5 mm; width 1.9—2.5 mm; thickness

0.6—0.8 mm.

1?8



139.

So/^num ptycsnthum Dun. ex DC.

Black nightshade ,\

Sol anaceae

Outline asymmetrically ovate, with a blunt tip at the

small end. Cross section an irregular ellipse. Form a

rounded chip o-f irregular thickness. The inconspicuous

hilum is located just below the tip, on the straighter edge

of the seed

.

Sur-face smooth, dull. When seen at 7x magnification,

it appears -finely pitted and shiny. At high magnification

there appears to be a translucent shiny mesh laid over an

opaque seed. Yellow-brown to orange-brown; the rim may

appear darker.

Length 1.7—2.1 mm; width 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness

0.6—0.7 mm.
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X36.

So/tsnum rostra turn Dun.

Buffalo bur ••

Solanaceae

Outline irregularly ovate, with one side nearly

straight and slightly notched. Cross section a narrow

oblong. Form flattened, ovoid. The hilum is in the notch.

Surface dull. At 7x magnification a fine reticulate

pattern is visible. When seen at lOx magnification, the

raised edges of the meshwork appear shiny or light colored,

while the pits sre very dark. Dark red-brown to black.

Length 2.4—2.7 mm; width 2.0—2.1 mm; thickness

O .9— 1 .0 mm.
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137.

Solsinum tri florum Nu 1 1

.

Cut-leaved nightshade *

Sol anaceae

Outline variable, but usually elliptical, with a short

straight edge near one end of the ellipse. Cross section

narrowly elliptical. Form flat, ellipsoid, thickness

irregular. The 2 faces are slightly convex, and the

margins are thin. The hilum, located on the straight part

of the margin, is very narrow.

Surface finely roughened, dull. At high magnification

small irregular tubercles are visible. Yellow-brown to

brown .

Length 2.0—2.2 mm; width 1.2— 1.5 mm; thickness

0.4—O.S mm.
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138.

Ca /.vs fep>d septum <L.) R. Br.

subsp . dingul^ta Brummitt

Hedge bindweed ^^
Convol ul aceae

Outline obovoid. Cross section usually quarter round,

sometimes nearly round. Form like a quarter sector of an

obovoid +orm, with a distinctly extended base; some seeds

appear to be half of an obovoid form. The dorsal face is

convex; on the ventral side there s^re typically 2 flat

faces which meet at an angle. The base is oblique on the

ventral side and has 3 shallow lobes at the lower edge.

The hilum, on the oblique area, is ±0.9 mm long and O.b

mm wide, crescent-shaped (with ends pointing downward); it

IS nearly level with the surface except for a narrow groove

around the margin. All faces of the seed may appear

shrunken or lumpy, and the angles arB rounded.

Surface dull, finely roughened or scurfy at low

magnification. At high magnification it has scattered

warty projections on a finely textured background. Dark

brown to black; the hilum is orange.

Length 4.6—5.1 mm; width 3.2—3.7 mm; thickness

3.0—3.6 mm.
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139.

Convolvul us Jirt-'ens] s L.

Field bindweed ' A

(Jonvol vLiI aceae

Outline obovate with a truncate small end. Cross

section quarter round. Form like a quarter sector of an

obovoid form; typically there 3.re 2 flat faces at right

angles and a strongly convex face. Some seeds have an

angle greater than 70° between the flat faces. The

faces sometimes appear shrunken. At the small end there is

a small flat area, oblique or at a right angle to the main

angle of the seed. Ihe hilum, placed crosswise in this

flat area, is oblong, ±0.5 mm long.

Surface very dull, uniformly covered with small rough

irregular tubercles. Dark gray-brown; less mature seeds

are reddish.

Length 3.3—3.7 mm; thickness 2.7—3.0 mm.

ao3



140.

Ipomoes heder^ice^ Jacq.

Ivyleaf morning-glory

Uonvol vul aceae
*•

Outline a half circle. Cross section a wedge, varying

+ rom about 1/6 to 1/4 o-f a circle, with a depression in the

center of the curved edge. Form a sector, with 2 -flat

ventral faces which meet at an angle o-f 90° or less,

and a convex dorsal face which has a lengthwise depression.

There is a si ight rim around the edge of the convex face.

The entire seed appears somewhat wrinkled and irregular.

The hilum is located in a shallow notch which occupies the

lower third of the angle formed by the flat faces.

Surface dull , finely granular or scurfy. ftt 7x

magnification a covering of short fuzzy brown hairs is

visible. The hairs Are more abundant near the angles. Dark

brown-bl ack .

Length 4.8—5.6 mm; width 3.4—4.2 mm; thickness

3 .3—4 .5 mm .
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141.

fpomoeis /jicunosdi L .

White morning-glory m ^
Convol vul aceae

Uutl ine rounded triangular. Cross section a wedge,

with an angle slightly less than yu° . Korm a quarter

sector, with 2 nearly flat faces on the ventral side and a

broad, curved dorsal face which is distinctly bowed out in

the middle and flat toward the base and apex. The faces

usually appear lumpy or shrunken. There is a shallow notch

in the angle, extending about 1/3 the distance from the

base. The hilum, in the notch, is circular, ±0.9 mm in

diameter, and is level with the surface except for a groove

around the circumference.

Surface smooth, with a soft sheen. Black, tinged with

red-brown

.

Length 4.2—4./ mm; width (across the dorsal face)

^7—4.8 mm; Thickness 3.5—3.6 mm.
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142.

Ipomoe<a purpurea (L.) Roth

Conmon morning-glory ^

Uonvol vul aceae

Outline semi-circLiI ar . LToss section a wedge with 2

long straight sides and a shorter curved or indented side.

Form a sector, having 2 + 1 at ventral -faces which meet in an

angle, and a rounded dorsal face which sometimes has a

central furrow. I he entire seed is somewhat wrinkled and

irregular in form. I here is flattened area at one end of

the angle; the hilum, ±0.7 mm in diameter, is in this

sres .

Surface dull , densely covered with tiny brownish

transparent hairs and transparent granular processes,

visible at lux magnification. At lower magnification the

surface may appear granular. Black to brown black.

Length 4.6—5.1 mm; width (of dorsal face) 2.8—4.1

mm; thickness 3.4—4.0 mm.

zod.



143.

Cuscut^ indecors Choisy

Large al-falfa dodder ,«,

Cuscutaceae

Uutline variable, usually asymmetrically round. Cross

section Is 1/4 or 1/3 o+ a circle. Form sector-like, with

a convex dorsal face and 2 flat or slightly concave faces

which meet in an angle on the ventral side. The angle is

most commonly ±120°, but may be smaller or

larger; a few seeds are hemispheric. The edge where the

convex face joins the flat faces is very rounded. The

ventral side is obliquely truncate at the base. Ihe hilum,

in the truncate Area, is a circular patch with a small

whitish scar in the center.

Surface finely granular, scurfy, and dull. At high

magnification a fine reticulate pattern can be seen. Dull

yel 1 ow to orange-brown .

Length 1.5— 1.8 mm; width 1.2— 1.5 mm; thickness

0.7— 1 .2 mm.
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144.

Cusci/tsi pent^gona Engelm.

Field dodder

ULiscLctaceae

Uutline ovate, often with a obliquely truncate base.

Cross section ovate or like a broad wedge. Form

sector-like, irregular; or ovoid, compressed. The dorsal

face IS convex, and the ventral side may be nearly flat or

composed of 2 flat faces which form a large angle. The

hilum, ±0.3 mm in diameter, is in the truncate or

notched area at the base of the ventral side.

surface smooth, dull. At high magnification it

appears finely colliculate. Orange-brown.

Length 1.1— 1.2 mm; width (across the dorsal face)

'-'•'^— 1.1 mm; thickness 0.6— 1.0 mm.
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145.

El/isi^ nxctele^ L.

Udterpod %*

Hydrophyl 1 aceae

Outline round. Cross section round. Form globose,

but with one somewhat flattened a.reA. The hilum is very

small and inconspicuous.

bur-face smooth, dull. At 7x magnification, a fine

honeycomb-like pattern of ridges is visible, with the

interspaces appearing glittery or shiny. Black.

Diameter 2.2.—2.8 mm.
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146.

Li thosp&rmum sri^ens^ L,

Corn groniwel 1 t

Boraginaceae

Outline peap—shaped. Cross section short ovate. Form

pear-like, with the small end bent to one side, and the

base slightly truncate at an oblique angle. There is a

distinct ridge from the base to the apex; on the opposite

face is a less prominent ridge from the apex halfway to the

base. The truncate basal area is rhombic, ±1.4 mm long

and 1.0 mm wide. There is a slight rim around the basal

area, with 2 small projections which Are aligned with the

ridges

.

Surface covered with small tubercles and wrinkles.

The wrinkles are mostly lengthwise. At low magnification

the wrinkles and tubercles appear hard and shiny. I he base

is dull and finely textured. Light gray-brown overall ; the

ridges, wrinkles and tubercles are light colored, and the

low relief areas and the base a.re darker.

Length 2.2—2.8 mm; thickness 1.3— 1.8 mm.
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147.

Verbena br^sc tesita Lag & Rodr .

Prostrate vervain

Verbenaceae

Outline a rounded rectangle. Cross section like a

quarter sector with a bulging curved side. Form oblong

with 2 -flat faces and one larger, strongly convex -face; the

edges o-f the convex face are distinctly rimmed. The hilum

is a quarter-round aresi at the base.

Surface dull; with magnification the convex face is

somewhat shiny. The convex face is strongly reticulate,

and has 3 or 4 1 ow lengthwise ridges; there a.re also a few

irregular crosswise ridges, mostly near the basal end.

When seen at lOx magnification, the flat faces appear to

have a dense covering of white or reddish granules. At

high magnification these are visible as distinct barb-like

processes. Brown, with a whitish hilum.

Length 1.8—2.2 mm; thickness (across the convex face)

0.6—0.7 mm.
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148.

i'ertienjt Ad s fct fj L .

^

Blue ueruain *

Verbenaceae

Outline elliptical . Cross section quarter-round.

Form an elongate quarter sector. The dorsal -face is convex

and has a narrow -flaring marginal wing. Dn the ventral

side there are 2 flat faces which meet at a right angle,

with a slight ridge along the angle. The hilum is a

conspicuous whitish scar near the base on the ventral side.

Surface nearly smooth, somewhat shiny. On the convex

face there are 3 faint lengthwise ridges, as well as

several faint crosswise wrinkles near the apex. The flat

faces may appear scurfy, with scattered white flecks. At

high magnification these flecks appear to be short, thick

appressed hairs. Orange-brown with a translucent marginal

Ming .

Length 1.7— 1.9 mmj width 0.7—0.8 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.

Ill



149.

1,'erben^ strict^ Vent.

Hoary vervain ^

Verbenaceae

Outline a rounded oblong. Cross section

quarter-round. Form an elongate sector, with a convex

dorsal -face; on the ventral side there are 2 flat faces

which meet at a right angle. There is a thin rim all

around the convex face. At the base of the angle on the

ventral side there is a hollow area with a ragged remnant

of the seed stal k

.

Surface semi-glossy. On the convex face there are

about 5 narrow lengthwise ridges and a reticulate pattern

of wrinkles. The wrinkles sre more prominent toward the

apical end. The spaces between the wrinkles are finely

textured. The flat faces appear sparsely to densely scurfy

with white flecks, fit high magnification these flecks are

seen to be opaque, very short appressed hairs. Dark

red-brown

.

Length 2.7—3.1 mm; width 0.8— 1.0 mm; thickness 0.7

mm

.
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130.

{,'erbenji ur tj cj fo/ J'si L.

Nettle-leaved vervain ,'

Verbenaceae

Outline a rounded oblong, somewhat narrower at the

base than the apex. Cross section quartei—round. Form an

elongate sector with a large, convex dorsal -face and on the

ventral side, 2 flat -faces which meet at a right angle.

The margin o-f the convex face has a narrow rim. The hilum

is a quarter-round area at the base of the seed.

Surface smooth, dull. With magnification, the convex

face appears shiny and has about 3 faint lengthwise ribs

and a few irregular crosswise wrinkles, while the flat

faces appear slightly granular or scurfy. Dull

orange-brown

.

Length 3.3—3.6 mm; thickness (across the convex face)

1 .5— 1 .6 mm.
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151.

e/ecomj heder-aces L.

Ground ivy ' »

Lamiaceae

Outline obovate. Cross section a quarter circle.

Form an elongate sector; dorsal face convex, and the

ventral side with 2 -flat faces which meet in a lengthwise

angle. The hilum, ±0.2 mm in diameter, is located in a

depression with a thin collar, near the base on the ventral

side. A remnant of the white seed stalk may be present.

Surface smooth, with a slight sheen. Under high

magnification it appears slightly roughened. Dull brown,

with a faint dark midvein on the dorsal side and a dark

area around the collar.

Length 1.6— 1.7 mm; width 1.0— 1.1 mm, thickness

O.fj—0.7 mm.

lis



152. -' -

Lsimium smplexicsuls L.

Hanbit « '

Lamiaceae

Outline I ong-obovate . Cross section a quarter circle.

Form obovoid, sectot

—

like, with a convex dorsal face; on

the ventral side there are 2 flat faces which meet in a

right angle. There is a narrow line along this angle. The

apical end of the seed is obliquely truncate. There is a

conspicuous caruncle which extends from the basal end along

the 3 angles formed by the faces.

Surface smooth, dull. At high magnification a fine

alveolate pattern is visible. Dark gray-brown, but with

many distinct white mottles which are more abundant toward

the apex; the caruncle is yellow.

Length 1.6—2.0 mm; width 0.9— 1.0 mm; thickness

±0.7 mm.

X\U



153.

S=i/vj<si rei-'lex=i Hornem.

Lance-leaued sage

Lamiaceae

Outline elliptical , with one end more rounded than the

other. Cross section a quarter circle. Form an elongate

sector, with a convex dorsal face; on the ventral side

there are 2 -flat faces which meet in a rounded right angle.

The basal end of the seed is slightly pointed. Near the

base on the angled side is a slightly elevated area; the

hilum is an elongate scar in this area.

Surface smooth, dull. When seen at high magnification

it is semi-glossy with scattered orange resinous dots. Tan

with brown mottling; the hilum whitish.

Length 2.2—2.3 mm; width 1.5— 1.6 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .1 mm.
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154.

Pldint<sgo Ijinceol^tdi L.

Buckhorn plantain t '«

PI antaginaceae

Outline elliptical to long ovate. Cross section like

a thick dish. Form ellipsoid, flattened, slightly

concave-convex, with the margins rolled toward the concave

side. Ihe hilum is an elliptical scar placed lengthwise in

the center of the concave face. From the ends of the hilum

a low ridge runs to each end of the seed.

Surface smooth when seen without magnification; at lOx

it appears finely roughened. The concave surface is dull ,

but the convex face and the inrolled margins are shiny.

Translucent, orange-brown; on the convex face there is a

broad central lengthwise stripe which is paler and opaque,

and the hilum is dark or black.

Length 2.0—2.3 mm; width 1.0— 1.2 mm; thickness

0.5—0.7 mm. (Thickness measured from rim to high point of

convex ity .

)
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155.

^/^nt^go p^t^ganjc^ Jacq.

Patagonldin plantain

PI antaginaceae

Outline long ovate. Cross section dish-shaped. Form

long-ovoid, with a smoothly convex dorsal face and a

concave ventral face. There is a faint groove across the

center of the convex face. Dn the concave face the hilum

IS visible as 2 small depressions in the center.

burface finely roughened, dul 1 . At high magnification

a colliculate pattern is visible. Urange-brown , with a

translucent margin; on the convex face, there is a paler

central area, and on the concave face there is an orange

central area surrounded by an ovate white ring and an

orange border.

Length 1.9—2.1 mm; width 1.0—1.1 mm; thickness
0.6—0.7 mm.
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ISb.

Pljintngo rugelii Dene.

,<
Rugel's plantain ,"

PI antaginaceae

Uutline variable; may be long triangular with either

rounded or angular corners, an ellipse with one truncate

end, or variously long and angular. Cross section a thin

wedge or ellipse. From chip-like, irregular, with one

strongly convex +ace and one convex or slightly concave

face. These faces meet in a narrow rim around most o+ the

periphery, but there is a narrow marginal face on one short

edge. The hilum is an elliptical scar in the center of the

less convex face of the seed.

Surface very finely wrinkled, dull . Ht high

magnification there appears to be a translucent, somewhat

shiny surface layer. Very dark red-brown to near black;

hilum light brown.

Length 1.5—2.0 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.
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157.

PIcin tsgo i'jrgjnj c=i L.

Pale-seeded plantain

PI antaginaceae

Outline long ovate. Cross section a thin

concave-conve:-! lens shape. Form ovoid, compressed, thin,

with margin extended toward one face to form one concave

face and one convex face.

Surface smooth, but appears very finely textured under

magnification. The convex face is shiny, the concave face

dull. Light orange-brown, translucent near the the

margins

.

Length 1.6— 1 .8 mm; width 0.8— 1.0 mm; thickness

0.5—0.6 mm.

ill



158.

{'erbjiscum ii / Ji t tjtri ji L.

Moth mul I ein

Scrophul ariaceae

Outline variable, roughly rectangular or trapezoidal.

Cross section irregular, rounded. Form cylindrical , or

truncate conical , with a flat base and more rounded apex.

The hilum is at the center o-f the base. There are 7 or B

1 engthwise rounded ridges and about 6 crosswise ridges

which intersect to -form deep crosswise pits.

Surface dull , roughened by the ridges. At 25x

magnification a finer pattern of small , mostly lengthwise

wrinkles is also visible. There Are fine striations,

visible at 1 5x , which radiate from the hilum and extend

lengthwise over the whole surface. Dark gray-brown; the

rim of the base is black, and there is a small black spot

at the centers of the apex and base.

Length 0.7— 1.0 mm; diameter 0.4—0.7 mm.

ill



159.

i-'erb^scum t/><apsus L

.

Conmon mullein

Scrophul ariaceae

Outline variable, oblong or elongate trapezoidal.

Cross section round or angled. Form variable, somewhat

1 ike a truncate cone with an obi ique base and a rounded

apex. Hilum small , at the center of the base. There are

8— 10 wavy lengthwise ridges which are intersected by

several irregular crosswise ridges, -forming oblong

projections separated by deep grooves.

Surface conpicuously knobby, dull , and marked with a

very fine reticulate pattern. Dark gray-brown.

Length 0.7—0.9 mm; diameter 0.4—0.5 mm.

il3



160.

Field speedwel

1

Scrophul ariaceae •

OutUne ovate. Cnoss section dish shaped. Form thin,
ovate, strongly concave-convex. The .argxns are son„et..es
rolled toward the concave face. The convex face has a
f^int central lengthwise ridge. In the center of the
concave face there may be remnants of the funiculus.

Surface dul
1 . The concave face is smooth; the convex

face is covered with crosswise wrinkles, clearly visible at
"7x magnification. Pale yellow.

Length 1.3-1.6 mm; width 1.0-1.3 mm; thickness
±0.1 mm.
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161.

i-'eronj C3 ^ruensj s L.

Corn speedwell ' ;'

Scrophul ariaceae

Outline ovate with a notch at the small end. Cross

section a thin dish or V-shape, with a small knob at the

center o-f the concave side. Form like an ovate chip,

somewhat concawe-conyex . Hi 1 urn a raised ellipse, ±0.4

mm long, in the center o-f the concave face.

Surface dull. When seen at lOx magnification, it has

a waxy sheen. Both faces are covered with fine wrinkles

which are visible at 7x magnification. Pale dull orange,

somewhat translucent; the hilum is darker.

Length O.V— 1.2 mm; width 0.6—0.7 mm; thickness

±0 .3 mm.
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162.

i'eronjcsi peregrine L.

Purslane speedwell

Scrophul ariaceae ,

Outline elliptical . Cross section a very narrow

ellipse with a small knob at the center o-f one long edge,

f-orm like a very thin chip, variously bent. One face has a

central ridge, extending from one end most of the length of

the seed. The hilum is on this ridge.

Surface smooth, shiny. Light orange-brown,

translucent; the ridge is red-brown.

Length 0.8—0.9 mm; width 0.4—0.5 mm; thickness

0.2—0.4 mm.



163.

Proboscises louisisnics (P. Mill.) Thel I .

Deu i I
' s c I aw ^^

Pedal laceae

Outline obovate with ragged edges. Cross section

narrowly ovate and rough. Form obovoid, compressed; one

face Is nearly -flat, and the other face has a ridge which

extends from the small end of the seed to the center. The

seed is usually thicker toward the wide end. The hi 1 urn is

a cavity in the end of the ridge, near the base of the

seed .

Surface is very rough, with irregular angular knobs;

glittery. There is also a fine overall reticulate pattern,

which IS Visible at 7x magnification. Black.

Length V.O—V.Si mm; width 5.4—6.0 mm; thickness

1 .5—2.2 mm.
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164.

Hedyotis cr^issi f'ol i=i Ra+

.

Small bluets

Rubiaceae

Uutl ine ovate. Cross section C-shaped . Form ovoid,

hollow. There is a large round opening in one side, and

the hilLim is inside.

Surface dull, -finely textured. ftt high iiiagni+ ication

it appears distinctly reticulate with narrow ridges and

shiny interspaces. Urange-brown

.

Length u.7—0.8 mm; width 0.5—0.7 mm; thickness

U.4—U.5 mm.
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165.

Hecfyotis nigricans (Lam.; Fosb.

Marrow-leaved bluets

KutJi aceae

Outline a rounded oblong. Uross section oblong or

irregular. Form oblong, rounded, compressed, with thin

margins. ihe seed is usually bent and generally irregular

and wrinkled. There is a thin marginal wing around one

small end. The hilum is near the center of one face.

Surface dull, finely textured. At ISx it appears

shiny and a fine alveolate pattern is visible. Black.

Length 1.1— 1.2 mm; width 0.5—0.6 mm; thickness

±0.3 mm.
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166.

Symphoricsrpos orbicu I^tus ^osr^c^

Coral berry, Buckbrush •.

Caprifol laceae

Outline biconvex. Uross section elliptical with one

straight edge. t-orm ellipsoid, compressed, with one flat

+ace and one convex face. There is a narrow tip at each

end .

Surface smooth, dull. Under high magnification it

appears finely textured. Pale tan.

Length 3.4—3.9 mm; width 2.0—2.2 mm; thickness

1 .1— 1 .2 mm.
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167.

Pipsjicus full on urn L.

Common teasel

Dipsacaceae ^ f^

Achene:

Outline nearly rectangular. Cross section square.

Form like a long box with a ridge on each long angle.

There is usually a lengthwise ridge on the center o-f each

long ^Acs. The style base extends slightly beyond the

depressed apex; a large ciliate stigma may be present. The

attachment point is at the center of the base.

Surface conspicuously ridged, dull . There a.re very

fine straight white hairs over the entire surface; these

are visible at lOx magnification. Light brown, with pale

ridges

.

Length 3.1—3.7 mm; thickness 0.8— 1.1 mm.
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168.

Achi I le<s mi 1 1 e-fol turn L.

Yarrow

Hsteraceae ' '

ttchene :

Outline long obovate. Cross section narrowly

elliptic. Form obovate, compressed. The seed itself is

obovate; it is enclosed in a larger membranous pericarp

which has a marginal wing. Ihere is a small round rim

around the basal attachment point, a short apical collar,

and a. short beak. There is no pappus.

bur-face membranous, slightly striate, with a sheen.

The pericarp is white, but the seed is dark brown and

visible through the pericarp.

Length 1.6— 1.8 mm; width y.4—0.5 mm; thickness

U.2—0.3 mm.
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169.

/^mbrosi^ ^rtemj si i tol j^ L.

Comnon ragweed ^

ttsteraceae

I he unit of dispersal is the bur, an involucral

structure enclosing an achene.

Outline obovate with an extended beak. Cross section

round or somewhat 3-sided. l-orm like a top. I he beak,

projecting +rom the center ot the broad end, is ±1 mm

long and 0.5 mm broad at its base. Under high

magni+ication several teeth are visible around an opening

at the tip o+ the beak. l-rom the widest part ot the bur a

series of (6—7) 8 pointed tubercles project upward. These

tubercles are ±0.3 mm long. There is an oblique, round

attachment scar at the base of the bur.

Surface dull , striate. There are scattered white

granules, mostly on the upper half. Fine white strigose

hairs are present above the tubercles and on the beak.

Dark gray-brown .

Length 3.5—3.9 mm; thickness 1.6—2.0 mm.

(The burs are often found in varying stages of

deterioration. The tubercles &re easily worn off. Ihe

achene itself is obovate with a small beak, smooth, light
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brown; length ±3.1 mm, beak ±0.4 mm long.)
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170.

Amtrosist gr^yi ;A. Nets.; Shinners

Bur ragweed W
ttsteraceae

The unit o+ dispersal is the bur, an involucral

structure enclosing 2 achenes.

Outline obovate with stout spreading spines and Z

incurved teeth at the apex. Cross section round or

slightly compressed, very spiny. Form obovate, with a

narrow blunt base. At the apex there are 2 inwardly curved

tine-tipped beaks, ±1 mm long. Dn the body of the bur

there are about 12—m spreading spines, ±1 mm long.

The spines Are narrower than the beaks and are usually

hooked at the tip.

Sur+ace tough, woody, dull ; densely covered with

transparent yellow resinous droplets which are visible at

lUx magnification. Ihere are scattered long white hairs.

Light olive color.

Length 4.0—6.5 mm; diameter 2.8—3.7 mm.

(Measurements exclude spines and beaks.)

(There are 2 achenes in each bur. The achene is long

ovate in outline, plano-convex in cross section. Ihe

surface is striate and streaked with black and dark brown.

%2S



Length ±4.1 mm; width ±1.8 mm; thickness ±1.2

mn.)
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171.

f^brosj\=i psj /cist3c/jysi DC.

UJestern ragweed ^

ttsteraceae

The unit of dispersal is the bur, an involucral

structure enclosing an achene.

Outline otjovate with a small beak. Cross section

round to rounded triangular. Form ovoid, irregular, with a

narrow, oblique base from which a rounded keel runs halfway

up the side, and with a small apical beak. Under

magni+ication the beak appears papery, with several small

teeth at the tip. It is ±u.5 mm long and ±0.3 mm

broad at its base. Small tubercles may project upward from

the widest arss of the bur. mere are 1 or 2 of these, or

they may be absent; rudimentary tubercles may be visible

with magnification. The tubercles are up to 0.3 mm long.

Surface dull , with a papery texture; there are a few

irregular wrinkles. There are white strigose hairs; these

are more abundant on the upper half of the bur and on the

beak. Mottled dark and light gray-brown.

Length 3.2—3.5 mm; thickness 1.7—2.0 mm. , . f
"',

(The achene is obovate with a slight beak, smooth,

very dark brown.)
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172.

f^iirosjs trj^idis L.

Giant raigweed *^
Asteraceae

The unit of dispersal is the bun, an involucral

structure enclosing ah achene.

Outline obovate with an eKtended beak. Cross section

rounded and b-sided. Form like a top, somewhat 5-sided,

with a small blunt base and a narrow cuspidate beak. There

are 5 lengthwise rounded angles which extend from the base

to just above the broadest part of the bur. Each of these

angles terminates in a small acute vertical tooth. Above

this ring of 5 teeth there may be a second series of 1, 2,

or 3 similar teeth, alternate with first series. Ihe basal

attachment scar is round.

Surface (lower portion of the bur) smooth, papery,

with fine striations. The upper portion and the beak ars

wrinkled and have white strigose hairs, which are more

abundant on the beak. Greenish-tan; there are deep purple

streaks and mottles on the upper portion and between the

angles on the lower part.

Length 5.6—6.3 mm; thickness 3. (J—3.B mm.

The achene is obovate with a very small apical beak.
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smooth. (jray-brown ; under magnification black and brown

patches are evident.
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173.

Arctium minus Bernh .

Common burdock a #

Asteraceae

Achene:

Outline clavate. Uross section dish-shaped. Form

clavate, very flattened, often curved to one side; one

broad face is slightly convex, the other slightly concave.

Both the base and the apex Are truncate. The attachment

scar, at the base, is ±0.8 mm in diameter. There is a

slight apical nm, ±1 mm in diameter, and a very short

beak. The readily deciduous pappus consists of barbed

yellow bristles, ±1.5 mm long.

Surface finely textured, with a slight sheen. There

is usually a narrow central ridge on each broad face. With

high magnification, many small lengthwise wrinkles or

turbercles are visible. Mottled brown and very dark brown.

Length 5.7—6.1 mm; width 2.2—2.4 mm; thickness

0.8— 1 .0 mm.

IHC



1 74

.

ArtemjsiJi I udovici<an^ Hutt

.

Uhite sage

Asteraceae

Achene

:

UutI ine oblong to elliptical. Cross section 5-sided.

Form 5-5ided, elongate, tapered slightly to both the base

and the apex. Ihe whole achene is often slightly curved.

There is a small apical collar.

Surface distinctly striate, with a silky luster.

Yellow-brown, somewhat translucent.

Length 1.0— 1.2 mm; thickness 0.4—0.5 mm.
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175.

faster ericoides L.

Heath aster

ftsteraceae '

Achene:

Outline oblong, but narrowed toward the base. Lross

section very thin.

f-orm oblong, compressed, very thin, with one or both long

edges curved inward to the narrow base. There is a small

thin apical collar and a pappus o+ many minutely barbed

capillary hairs, ±3.6 mm long,

Sur+ace covered by many short white appressed hairs

which may give the achene a shiny appearance. Light brown;

the pappus is tan.
(

Length 1 .u— 1.3 mm; width 0.3—0.4 mm; thickness

i4i



176.

e^cc/iisrj s S3ilicinji T. & 6.

Ulllow baccharis

ttsteraceae ,

'

Achene:

QuH ine oblong, but apex obliquely truncate, and

narrowed toward the base. Cross section several -sided

.

l-orm oblong, tapered to a narrow base; with 10 lengthwise

ribs. mere is a small thin flaring apical collar. At the

center o-f the apex is a short style base. A pappus of

about 25 fine straight straw-colored hairs, ±V mm long,

arises from the collar.

Surface ribbed, dull. At high magnification fine

lengthwise striations a.rs visible between the ribs. Light

yellow; the ribs and collar a,rs paler than the body.

Length 1.4— 1.5 mm; thickness 0.4—0.5 mm.

'\f^\
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177.

BJ dens bipi nn^ts L.

Spanish needles

Asteraceae
/

Achene:

Outline a very narrow ellipsoid with 2, 3, or 4 awns

flaring from the apex. Cross section rhombic. Form

4-sided, very long, 4-5ided, narrowed slightly to both the

base and the apex. The base is obliquely truncate. The

attachment scar, in the truncate area, is large and has a

smooth circular rim. The pappus of 2 , 3 , or 4 stout awns,

±1.5—3.5 mm long, arises from the apex. The awns are

retrorsel y barbed with stiff transparent spines which are

±0.5 mm long. There are about 8 lengthwise ridges on

the body of the achene; one on each of the 4 lengthwise

angles, and usually one on the center of each face.

Surface smooth, dull. At high magnification it

appears finely papillate. Dull brown, appearing mottled at

high magnification; the truncate area, and the awns are

pal e .

Length (0.8) 1.1— 1.6 mm; width 0.9— 1.2 mm; thickness

O.b— 1 .0 mm.
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17S.

BJdens frondos^s L.

Beggar-ticks

Asteraceae
^

Achene:

Outline obovate with 2 prominent awns spreading -from

the apex. Cross section very thin, concave-convex or

biconvex. Form oblong, very thin, slightly bent. There is

a lengthwise ridge in the center of each face. The base is

truncate with a smooth rim. The 2 rigid awns of the

pappus, about 2.5—4.5 mm long, are retrorsel y barbed. The

apex is concave with the concavity extending up the inner

surface each awn. A small remnant of the style may be

present at the center. There may be a small tooth on the

rim of the concave srea at the center of each face.

burtace scabrous, very dull. It appears warty under

magnification. At high magnification the entire surface

appears finely striate. Ihere are sparse short straight

brownish hairs arising from the midribs and warts. The

awns have short stout retrorse barbs in J rows. Dark brown

to brownish black; the awns are paler.

Length 4.7—7.3; width 1.5—2.8 mm; thickness

IJ.5—0.8 mm.
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179.

C^rduus nutans L.

Musk thistle

Hsteraceae

\^^

Achene:

Outline elliptical, curved. Cross section variable,

somewhat elliptical. horm ellipsoid, compressed, curvedj

sometimes faintly 4- or S-sided. The attachment point is a

b-sided hollow at the base. The apex is obliquely truncate

and has a distinct, thin, slightly flaring collar. There

is a large conical style base at the center of the apex.

This beak is ±u.7 mm broad at the base and projects

±0.5 mm beyond the collar. The pappus, which is

readily shed, consists of many fine bristles arising from

the collar. The pappus bristles are straight and

tannish-white, about 15 mm long. At high magnification

many fine, very short barbs Ars visible on the bristles.

Surface smooth, very shiny. Ihere are many slight

lengthwise ridges. Straw-colored; the style base is

yellow-brown or orange, and with magnification dark, faint,

lengthwise dotted stripes can be seen on the body of the

achene.

Length (including beak) 3.4—4.5 mm; width 1.3— 1 .v



mm; thickness 0.8— 1.3 mm.

iM7



180.

Centaure^ cy^nus L.

Uornf lower

r
Hsteraceae

Mchene:

UutI ine oblong but somewhat tapered to the base, and

with a large notch missing +rom one side near the base;

there is a pappus of bristles about as long as the achene.

Cross section elliptical . l^orm oblong, compressed, with a

narrow base and truncate apex. Along one margin, near the

basal end, is a conspicuous notch, ±1.2— 1.5 mm long.

I here is a deep cavity in this notch at the attachment

point. fit the apical end there is a thin, slightly flaring

collar, ±0.2 mm long. The pappus o-f many broad

bristles arises -from within the collar. The bristles are

short-plumose and vary from ±0.4—3.0 mm in length.

Surface smooth, shiny, with faint narrow lengthwise

ridges. It is covered with many fine short white hairs

which are easily worn off. There is also a tuft of white

hairs at the base of the achene. Bl aucous pale reddish

brown; the collar and notch area Are hairless and straw

colored. The pappus is dull orange to purplish.

Length (excluding pappus) 3.2—4.0 mm; width 1.2— l.bj

i48



mm; thickness O.V— 1.3 mm.

-2 49



181.

Cen tdure^s repens L .

Russian knapweed

Hsteraceae

/%

Achene:

Outline oblong, but tapered to a narrow base. Cross

section a narrow oblong. Form oblong, compressed, very

thin, narrowed to the base and truncate at the apex. There

are several lengthwise ridges on each face. The deciduous

pappus IS a ring o+ bristles arising from the apex. These

bristles sre white to straw-colored, slightly flattened and

short-plumose. Ihey are of mixed length, from

±0.3— 1 .3 mm.

Surface covered with many fine soft white hairs,

bray-brown .

Length 2.1—2.4 mm; width (J. 6—0.7 mm; thickness

±0 . 3mm

.
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182.

Cichori um mtybus L.

Chicory ,

Asteraceae

Achene:

Outline long-triangular with more or less curved

sides. Cross section somewhat angular with about 3—

5

unequal sides. F-orm oblong, narrow at the base and

truncate at the apex, irregularly curved, ridged, and

angled. (here Are about 10 lengthwise ridges. The pappus

is a fringe o-f membranous rounded teeth, ±0.2 mm long,

around the apical end. Within this fringe is a smooth flat

ring, with a short style remnant, ±0.1 mm long, in the

center. I he attachment point is at the base.

Surface smooth, with a slight sheen. ftt 10k

magnification it appears finely textured. At high

magnification a fine pattern of crosswise wrinkles is

visible. Ijray-brown , with pale base and apex; with

magnification light and dark brown mottling is apparent.

Ihe pappus is off-white.

Length (including the pappus) 2.1—J.o mm; thickness

O. I— 1 .4 mm.

251



183.

Cirsium <sl ti ssimum <L.) Spreng.

rail I thistle m
|

ftsteraceae

Achene

:

Outline roughly oblong, but narrowed toward the base

and slightly narrowed toward the apex. Cross section

biconvex to rhombic. l-orm ellipsoid, with one straight

long edge; the other long edge is curved, or bent inward

near the apex. The attachment point is at the base. The

apex IS truncate at a slight angle. There is a thin

apical collar +0.1 rnm long. A blunt beak, ±0.4 mm

in diameter, extends ±0.3 mm beyond the collar. the

deciduous pappus of many bristles is white, ±2.7 cm

long, and feathery with very fine soft hairs ±2— 3 mm

1 ong .

Surface highly glossy in the apical fifth and slightly

glassy in the lower portion; it is finely striate. Light

yellow in the apical fifth, light brownish straw-colored in

the lower portion.

Length (including beak) (4.6) 4.9—5.1 mm; width

1 -tl— 1 '5' mm; thickness O.B— 1.0 mm.

asi



184.

Cirsium ciruense (.L.) Scop.

Canada thistle j.

Asteraceae

flchene;

Outline elliptical, but the apex is truncate. Cross

section rounded and often 3- or 4-sided. Form ellipsoid,

slightly compressed, often 4-sided; the whole achene is

often curved to one side. (he base is small and blunt.

The apex is truncate and has a thin apical collar, ±0.2

mm long. The Deak extends ±0.2 mm beyond the collar.

I he deciduous pappus arises from the collar. It consists

of many tan bristles, ±2.8 cm long, which are feathery

with many fine soft hairs, ±2 mm long.

Surface finely striate, glossy. Light brown; the

col I ar IS yel 1 ow.

Length (including the beak) 3.3—4.0 mm; width

1.0— 1.2 mm; thickness 0.7—0.9 mm.

2S3



185.

Cirsium ochrocentrum (^. Gray

Yellow-spine thistle

Asteraceae

Achene:

Outline somewhat elliptical but with a truncate apex.

Cross section elliptical. t-orm ellipsoid, compressed. The

attachment scar is an ovate cavity in the oblique base. The

apex is oblique and there is an apical collar, ±0.2 mm

long and ±1.4 mm in diameter. The beak, ±0.4 mm in

diameter, projects ±0.3 mm beyond the collar. The

pappus, which arises from the collar, is readily shed and

tends to fall as a unit. It consists of many tan bristles,

±2.3 cm long, which are feathery with many fine soft

hairs, ±1 mm long.

Surface glossy, but finely roughened with faint

ridges. Light orange-brown with fine red-brown streaks;

the collar is yellow.

Length 4.9—5.5 mm; width 2.7—3.1 mm; thickness

1 .S— 1 .8 mm.

25t



186.

Cirsium undu lAtum (Nutt.) Spreng.

UJdvyleaf thistle "#

Asteraceae

ftchene:

Outline roughly elliptical , but tapering to an acute

base and obliquely truncate at the apex. Uross section

ovoid. Form ellipsoid, compressed, sometimes slightly

curved. There is a thin flaring apical collar, ±0.7 mm

long, and a conspicuous beak, +0.6 mm in diameter,

which extends ±0.b mm beyond the collar. The deciduous

pappus arises from the collar. It consists of many

straight white or slightly tawny hairs, ±3.5 cm long,

which are feathery with many fine soft hairs, ±0.3—0.5

mm 1 ong .

Surface smooth, glossy. There are faint lengthwise

stnations, and under magnification the surface appears

slightly rugose. Pale straw color; the collar is paler,

and there &re a few pale narrow lengthwise stripes, with

darker mottling between the stripes.

Length 5.3—6.3 mm; width 2.2—2.5 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .5 mm.

3.SS



187.

Cirsium vu/g^re (Saui) Ten. ';

Bull thistle ^^
Asteraceae

., ,

*,-•'..•*> - • ^'

Achene

:

Outline roughly oblong, but narrowed toward the base

and swollen near the apex. Cross section variable,

somewhat 4-angled. Form spindle-like, straight or slightly

curved. The apex is truncate obliquely or at a right

angle. Ihere is a thin apical collar, ±0.1 mm long,

and an apical beak which is ±0.3 mm in diameter and

extends ± 0.2—0.3 mm beyond the collar. The deciduous

pappus consists of many straight white hairs, ±1.4—2.0

cm long, which s.re -feathery with many very -fine so-ft hairs,

±0 .2— .5 mm 1 ong.

Surface smooth, glossy; there s.rs slight lengthwise

striations. Uull orange-brown to pale gray-brown; the

collar is paler and there 3.re a few dark, narrow lengthwise

streaks

.

Length 3.2—4.0 mm; width 1.2— 1.3 mm; thickness

0.8— 1 .0 mm.

iJb



188.

Con.yz.s can^densi s (L.) Cronq.

Horseweed ' -

Asteraceae

Achene

:

Outline oblong, but narrowed toward the base, and with

a persistent pappus o+ hairs extending from the apex.

(Jross section elliptical. Form oblong, compressed, with

thin side margins. There is a smooth circular rim around

the basal attachment point. At the apex there is a small

collar. The pappus, arising from the collar, is a ring of

about 20 minutely barbed hairs, ±2 mm long.

Surface smooth, with a silky sheen. There Are many

short appressed white hairs. Pale straw color; the basal

rim, collar, and pappus are off-white.

Length 1.0— 1.2 mm; width ±0.3 mm; thickness

±0.2 mm. (Measurements exclude the pappus.)
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189.

Con.y^^ r=imosi ssjmsi uronq.

Spreading fleabane -^

ftsteraceae

Achene :

Uutline oblong, but tapered to a narrow base and with

a persistent pappus of hairs spreading from the apex.

Cross section a very thin ellipse. Form oblong,

compressed, with a narrowed, obliquely truncate base. The

2 long edges are narrowly winged. The attachment point, at

the base, is small and round. Ihere is a slight apical

collar. I he pappus, arising +rom the collar, consists of

minutely barbed hairs, ±2.2 mm long.

Sur-face covered with many short, straight appressed

hairs. The hairs have a so+t sheen when seen with

magnit ication . Pale yellow.

Length 1.2— 1.3 mm; width U.3 mm; thickness 0.1—(J.2

nun .

2S&



190.

Erigeron s tr i gosus V\\i\\\ . ex Willd.

Dais/ fleabane

PiBteraceae - ' ''"

flchene:

UutI ine a rounded oblong, slightly wider at the apex.

Cross section a thin ellipse, or somewhat rhombic. Form

oblong, compressed, very thin, with narrow marginal wings

on the long edges. There is a slight lengthwise ridge on

the center of each -face. There is a smooth circular rim

surrounding the basal attachment point. The pappus

consists of an inner ring of bristles and an outer ring of

membranous teeth. I here are about 10 of these bristles,

±1.7 mm long, and minutely upwardly barbed; they are

easily broken off. The teeth are flaring, ±0.1 mm

long, and persistent. There is a very small style remnant

at the center of the apex .

Surface finely striate, with a silky sheen. There sre

scattered short, white appressed hairs. Pale straw color,

somewhat translucent.

Length 0.8—0.9 mm; width 0.3 mm; thickness 0.1—0.2

mm

.
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191.

Grinael 1^ sgu^rros^ (Pursh) Dun.

Curly top gumuieed

Asteraceae

Achene

:

Outline roughly oblong, usually curved, with the sides

tapered to a blunt-tipped base. Cross section variable,

usually rhombic. Form oblong, compressed, o-ften bent, with

a narrow base and obliquely truncate apex. I he long edges

are slightly winged. Ihe attachment point, at the base, is

small and round. Ihere is a slight thin apical collar and

small style beak, ±0.1 mm long.

Surface smooth, papery, with a silky luster. There

Are several fine lengthwise ridges. Pale grayish tan.

Length 2.9—4.0 mm; width 1.6

—

2.3 mm; thickness

U.U— 1 .4 mm.

ito



192.

Gu tierreziis drscuncu I aides ;L>U.; Blake

Broomweed '«
,

Hsteraceae

Achene:

Outline obovate. Cross section round to 3-sided.

Form obovoid, tapered to a narrow point at the base;

sometimes slightly compressed. There is a small attachment

scar at the tip d+ the base. The pappus is a ring of short

membranous teeth extending from the apex. It is ±0.1

mm long and 0.3 mm in diameter.

Surface dull, but at high magnification it appears

finely reticulate and glittery. The achene is noticeably

hairy with about 6—8 distinct rows of bristly white hairs.

Liark brown, with pale stripes underlying the rows of hairs.

Length 1.9—2.2 mm; thickness U.U— 1.1 mm.

^lol
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193.

Helenium ^utumn^le L.

Sneezeweed

Asteraceae

Achene

:

Outline triangular, with lacerate teeth from the wide

end. Cross section round to elliptical . Form conical
,

slightly compressed, with 5 distinct ribs. The apex is

flat. The pappus is a persistent crown of 5 membranous

teeth. The teeth are lacerate and awn-tipped, +1 mm

1 ong .

Surface conspicuously ribbed; there are long,

straight, appressed hairs on the ribs. There a.r&

transparent resinous droplets on the surface of the grooves

between the ribs. These droplets ars visible at lOx

magnification. The hairs and droplets Are shiny.

Orange-brown; the ribs are lighter colored and the pappus

IS pale orange

.

Length 1.0— 1.2 mm; diameter 0.5—0.6 mm.

(Measurements exclude the pappus.)

2<.l



194.

Hel 23nthus ^nnuus L.

Convnon sunflower

Asteraceae '

'
: !

' ;*

Achene:

Dutl ine a rounded long triangle. Cross section

rhombic, or biconvex with narrow wings. Form oblong,

compressed, narrowed to a small base and with wing-1 ike

side margins. Along the center o+ each face is a prominent

broad lengthwise ridge. ihe apical end is nearly flat.

There is a smal 1 , si igh 1 1 y el eya ted apical col 1 ar , ±0.5

mm in diameter, which includes a short style base. Ihe

pappus is very easily shed. It consists of A acute,

lacerate white teeth, ±2.5—3.0 mm long, on either side

of the apical rim.

Surface initially covered with many soft straight

white hairs. These hairs are ±0.5 mm long, oriented

lengthwise and uniformly distributed over the surface.

However these hairs are easily worn off; when they Are

absent, the surface is nearly smooth and has a slight

sheen. With magnification, the surface appears striate.

I here are about 20 fine lengthwise grooves on each broad

face of the seed. Ihe spaces between the grooves Are

^(.3



rough, and at high maghif icat ion appear finely tuDerculate.

Gray-brown, but whitish when hairs s^re present; there is a

pale smooth area at the base, and the apical rim is

whitish .

Length 4.0—4.9 mm; width 2.3—2.6 mm; thickness

1 .4— 1 .9 mm.

24.4



195.

HsI i=inthus cj/i^ris DU.

Texas blueweed

flsteraceae •

ttchene

:

Outline a rounded oblong, narrowed toward the base.

Cross section biconvex to rhombic. Form somewhat oblong,

compressed, widest and thickest near the apex, and thin

near the margins. The basal attachment scar is small and

oblique. Ihere is a slight apical collar, ±0.5 mm in

diameter.

Surface finely striate, shiny. With magnification

small rounded tubercles can be seen. Silvery gray, or

mottled light and dark brown.

Length 2.8—3.2 mm; width 1 .8—2.0 mm; thickness

1 .1— 1 .3 mm .

24.S



196.

Hel isnthus petiol^iris Nutt.

Plains sunflower

ftsteraceae ^

ftchene:

Uutline obovate. Cross section elliptical to rhombic.

Form obovoid, compressed, with a prominent rounded

lengthwise ridge on the center of each -face. Each face is

concave between the ridge and the side margins. The

attachment area is oblique at the base. It has a smooth

rim with a distinct notch which runs from front to back.

There is a wery small round apical collar, ±0.7 mm in

diameter

.

Surface covered with abundant hairs. They are

yellowish, soft and straight, ±1 mm long, and are

easily worn off. Without the hairs, the surface is smooth

and has a slight sheen. At lOx magnification small

tubercles in narrow lengthwise rows are visible. Dark

gray, with pale mottling near the edges; some achenes ars

paler and mottled all over.

Length 6.1— 7.0 mm; width 2.0—2.9 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .5 mm.

a<<b



Camphor weed ^1/

ftsteraceae

\'<

This species produces achenes of two distinct forms in

the same in+ 1 orescence

.

Ray achenes;

Outline elliptic, with a blunt base and small -tipped

apex. Cross section a narrow wedge. Korm unequally

3-sided and 3-angled, elongate, tapering to both the base

and the apex. I he 2 large ellipsoid taces are flat or

slightly depressed and meet in a narrow angle. They are

joined to a narrow curved face by 2 prominent angles. At

the base is the circular rimmed attachment scar. There is

no pappus.

Surface finely striate, with a silky luster. ftt high

magnification a sparse covering of very short brown hairs

can be seen. Light yellowish or grayish brown.

Length 2.4—2.7 mm; width l.l— 1.4 mm; thickness

U.4—0.7 mm.

Disc achenes:

Outline obovate, with a pointed base and a truncate

a<.7



broad end. Cross section very thin. Form obovoid
,

compressed, thin. There is a very small attachment point

at the base. There is an apical nm, a small beak, and a

persistent pappus in 2 series, arising from the rim. The

pappus consists o+ a ring of thin white teeth, ±U.5 mm

long, and a ring of yellowish minutely barbed capillary

hairs, ±0.5 mm long. There is usually a central line

or ridge on each face.

The surface has a moderate covering of long straight

white hairs, aligned lengthwise. Light brown with darker

ridges.

Length 2.1—2.5 mm; width 0.8— 1.1 mm; thickness

±0.2 mm

.
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198.

Marsh elder

Asteraceae

• •

Achene:

Outline pear-shaped, but variable in proportions.

Cross section plano-convex. Form like a compressed,

2-sided pear. Usually one face is distinctly convex and

the other face flat or slightly concave; the 2 faces meet

in a narrow margin. The attachment point is at the small

end of the achene. There are 3 lengthwise ridges on each

face, though sometimes the center ridge is obscure.

Surface dull ; smooth, apart from the ridges. With

magnification it appears finely textured or striate.

Medium or dark gray-brown, finely mottled.

Length 2.7—3.8 mm width 2.1—2.9 mm; thickness

0.8— 1 .0 mm.

2l«9



199.

/(.'^ xstnthifoli^a Nutt.

Marsh elder ^4
Asteraceae

Achene

:

Uutl ine obovate . Cross section elliptical . Form

clavate, slightly compressed, with a narrow blunt base, a

smal
I
marginal rim, and a lengthwise ridge from base to

apex on each *a<ie.

Surface finely textured, dull. fit lOx magnification,

a pattern of fine shiny tubercles, arranged in lengthwise

rows, IS visible. There Are a few coarse white hairs near

the apex. Black, tinged with purple; the basal attachment

point IS white.

Length 2.5—2.8 mm; width 1.3— 1 .0 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .2 mm.
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200.

Kuhnia eupstori oides L.

False boneset

ftsteraceae

/

Achene

:

Outline oblong but narrowed toward the base. Cross

section variable, generally oblong. horm oblong,

compressed, flaring slightly from the base to the apex.

There is a smooth knob around the basal attachment point.

At the apex there is a small flared apical collar with a

persistent pappus of about 20 plumose tan bristles,

±5.5 mm long, and a conspicuous cup-shaped style base.

Surface ribbed, striate, with a sparse covering of

short white hairs. The hairs are more abundant toward the

apex. Dark gray to black.

Length 3.2—4.1 mm; width 0.5—0.7 mm; thickness

O.J—U.5 mm.

ill



201 .

Willow-leaved lettuce

«ste.acea.

Achene:

Outline elliptical , but broadest above the middle;

there is a long +ili+orm extension of the apical beak which

may be present, wholly or partly. Cross section a very

narrow ellipse. Form ellipsoid, -flattened, thin, widest

near the apex . There is a very narrow wing on the side

margins. There is a smooth rim around the truncate basal

attachment point. The filiform portion of the beak is

±2.5 mm longj the readily deciduous pappus consists of

many fine white bristles spreading from the end of the

beak. Ihe bristles are ±3—5 mm long and appear

jointed when seen at high magnification.

Surface with a slight sheen. Ihere are 5—a narrow

ribs on each face. The ribs and wings are barbed near the

apex. Light brown, with yellow ribs and wings, and a white

beak .

Length 2.7—3.0 mm; width O.b—0.8 mm; thickness

±0.1 mm. (Measurements exclude the beak and pappus.)
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202.

L^ctuc-£i serrio/ji L.

Prickly lettuce

Hsteraceae

Achene:

Outline oblanceolate with a small beak. Cross section

narrowly elliptic or concave-convex. Form elongate, very

thin, narrow at the base and rounded at the apex. The 2

long sides have narrow marginal wings. Ihere are about

S 7 lengthwise ribs on each face. Ht the apex there is a

fine white extension, ±3.0—3.5 mm long. Ihe pappus of

many very fine white bristles, ±3 mm long, arises from

the end of the extension. Ihe pappus and all or part of

the extension may be broken off .

Surface ribbed, dull . Both the ribs and the marginal

wings are minutely upwardly barbed; toward the apex these

barbs extend into short straight white hairs. Light olive

brown; the ribs and wings are pale yellow.

Length 2.7—3.0 mm; width 0.7—0.9 mm; thickness

±0.1 0.2 mm. (.Measuremen ts exclude the extension and

pappus.)

273
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203.

Si Iphi urn intepri-folium Michx.

Uhole-leaf rosin weed ^V

ftsteraceae

ttchene

:

Outline obovate; at the wide end there are 2 prominent

teeth with a large V-shaped notch between them. Lross

section very narrow. Form obovoid, compressed, very thin;

the whole achene may be curved. Ihere is a smal I ridge

+rom the base to the apex on each face. There is a very

thin marginal wing, ±1.0 mm wide, which is extended to

+orm the pointed apical teeth. Ihe notch between the teeth

IS ±3.5 mm wide and includes the style base.

Surface slightly striate, with a soft sheen. The wing

15 sti-f-f and papery, becoming lacerate toward the apex.

Fine short hairs may be present on both faces. bray; the

wing IS light brown.

Length 1.0— 1.1 cm; width 6.1—7.3 mm; thickness

±LI . 1 mm

.
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204.

Si Iphi um ijicjni^ituiTi L.

Compass plant ^V
ftsteraceae

Hchene;

Outline a rounded oblong or triangle; at the wide end

there are 2 teeth with a rectangular notch between them.

Cross section a narrow curved line, thicker in the center.

Form trapezoidal to rounded triangula, compressed, very

thin, with the whole achene or the margins curved toward

one face. « central lengthwise rib may be present on one

or both -faces. Ihere is a small pointed tip at the basal

attachment point. rtt the apex there are 2 distinct teeth;

the rectangular notch between the teeth includes an

elliptical depression. Ihe rim o+ the depression is ragged

or has 2 lacerate teeth on each side.

Surface smooth, lustrous. With magnit ication it

appears striate and finely textured. Ihe ventral face,

except for the margins, has a dense covering of white

strigose hairs. Streaked purple and green; the color of

the ventral surface is obscured by the hairs.

Length 1.1— 1.2 cm; width 7— 9 mm j thickness ±1.1

mm .
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205.

Silphium pertol ijttum L.

Cup plant ^^
Asteraceae

ftchene;

(Jut line obovate; at the wide end there are 2 small

acute teeth with a U-shaped notch between them. Cross

section a very narrow ellipse. Form obovoid, compressed,

thin, often bent. Un each ^Ace there is a rounded ridge

extending -from the base about 1/2 the length of the achene.

There is a uery thin marginal wing, ±0.5 mm wide, which

extends to form the apical teeth. The notch between the

teeth is ±1,5 mm wide and includes the style base.

Surface smooth, with a soft sheen. it is finely

striate and has many small red-brown resinous dots, visible

with magnification. Ihe wing is stiff and papery,

eray-brown ; the wing is light brown.

Length 8.9— 10.3 mm; width 6.2—7.3 mm; thickness

±1.0 mm.

J74.



206.

Solidago rigidsi L.

Stiff goldenrod
1

ttsteraceae

Achene

:

UutI ine oblong, but narrowed toward the base. Cross

section oblong or 5-sided. t-orm oblong, compressed. There

IS a small thin flaring apical collar; the persistent

pappus of minutely barbed white hairs, ±4 mm long,

spreads from the collar.

Surface with closely spaced smooth lengthwise ridges;

there are about 8 ridges on each of the 2 broad faces, and

the interspaces are very narrow. The ridges are pale tan,

the interspaces brown

.

Length 2.4—3.0 mm; width O.S—0.7 mm; thickness

IJ.3—(.1.5 mm.
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sm.

Sonchus <ssper (L.> HiH

Prickly sow thistle

Wsteraceae

ttchene:

Uutline somewhat elliptical , gradually tapered to the

base and abruptly narrowed at the apex. Uross section a

very thin ellipse. Form ellipsoid, compressed; the margins

are winged and there sre 3 tine lengthwise ribs on each

face. There is a small white apical collar, ±0.2 mm in

diameter. Ihe pappus o+ many -fine soft white hairs, ±7

mm long, spreads from the collar.

Sur+ace smooth, dull. When seen at lOx magnification

It appears very finely roughened and has a slight sheen,

ttt high magnification minute barbs on the marginal wings

and a few barbs on the ribs sre visible. Light to medium

red-brown, with paler wings and ribs.

Length 2.7—3.0 mm; width 1.3— 1.5 mm; thickness

±0 . 3 mm

.
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20B.

T^r^x^cum /^ei'ig^tum ^Willd.) DC.

Red-seeded dandel ion

Pisteraceae
/;

Achene:

ULitline elliptical, but narrowed toward the base.

Lross section biconvex or concave-convex, thin and ridged.

F-orm ellipsoid, compressed, sometimes curved. There are

about 10 lengthwise ridges on the achene, interspersed with

about 5 grooves, all irregularly spaced. The base is

truncate with a small dark sunken attachment scar. ft

filiform extension, ±7— 8 mm long, projects from the

apex but is easily broken. (he pappus consists of many

hairs spreading from the end of the extension. These hairs

are ±5 mm long, white, and finely barbed.

Surface finely textured, dull. Each of the ridges has

about 5 thin upwardly directed teeth. These teeth are

larger and more flared toward the apex. Orange-brown.

Length 3.8—4.0 mm; width 0.7—0.9 mm; thickness

±0.4 mm. (Measurements exclude the extension and

pappus .

)
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20V.

TdZ-jAdci//?) o^fj cjn<s/e Weber

Comnon dandelion

Asteraceae

rtchene

:

Uutl ine elliptical. Cross section a thin oblong.

Form oblong or spind I e-1 ike , compressed, with about 10

lengthwise ridges. A +ili+orm extension, ±6.5— 7.0 mm

long projects from the apex but is easily broken. The

pappus consists of many fine hairs spreading from the tip

of the extension. These hairs are ±5 mm long, white,

and finely barbed.

burface dull . When seen at high magnification it

appears finely striate. The ridges Ars slightly toothed

near the basal end, with the teeth becoming more prominent

toward the apex. In the apical 1/3 the teeth are flaring

and upwardly directed. Dull olive.

Length 3.3—4.0 mm; width 0.6— 1.0 mm; thickness

±0.4 mm. (Measurements exclude the extension and

pappus.

)
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210.

Trsgopogon dubius Scop.

Goat's beard

ftsteraceae

Achene:

Uutline a very thin ellipse, often curved, with an

oblique base and a long apical stalk ending in spreading

hairs. Cross section 5-angled. Form ellipsoid, very long,

somewhat 5-sided, variously bent or curved, with an oblique

base and an extended beak. The base is hollow and has a

small remnant ot a stalk. I here are 10 lengthwise ribs; b

o+ these form distinct angles which alternate with 5

less-defined ribs. 1-rom the beak arise many firm bristles,

±2.3 2.7 cm long. These bristles are feathery with

short soft hairs. Ihe beak is usually persistent on the

achene, but the bristles &re readily shed.

Surface rough, dull . ttl l lO ribs a.rs covered by thin

flaring upwardly directed teeth. Ht 20x magnification

these teeth appear to be covered with tiny scales which &re

oriented lengthwise. Buff to dull brown, with the beak and

bristles paler; the teeth are sometimes paler than the

spaces between them.

Length (including beak) 2.V—J.4 cm; length (toothed



portion only) 1.2— 1.4 cm; thickness 1 .i,— i,

XSi.



211.

<-'erno/7JiS bs I dwini j lorr.

Western ironweed

Hsteraceae
>

Achene!

UutI ine oblong, narrowed toward the base. Uross

section elliptic or 5-sided. horm terete or slightly,

narrowed slightly to the blunt base. There is a smooth rim

around the basal attachment point. The apex is flat, and

the pappus is persistent on a very short apical collar.

The pappus consists o+ 2 series o+ shiny, purple, barbed

bristles. The inner series is ±6 mm long; the outer

series is ±1 mm long. There are about b narrow ribs on

the body o+ the achene.

bur+ace dull . Ihere a.rs very fine hairs on the ribs,

visible with high magnit icat ion . In the intervals between

the ribs there are many small clear resinous droplets.

Yellow-brown; there are some dots or streaks of purple,

mostly in the intervals.

Length 2.4—2.8 mm; width (.i.B— 1.1 mm; thickness

^'li—O.V mm. (Measurements exclude the pappus.)
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212.

Vernonj^ ^^sci cu/.st^ tMchx .

Ironweed

A-
Asteraceae

Achene:

Uutl ine oblong, narrowed toward the base. Cross

section round or elliptical , distinctly toothed. Form

terete or slightly compressed, narrowed slightly to the

blunt base. There is a circular rim at the basal

attachment point. Ihe apex is -flat, and the pappus is

persistent on a very short apical collar. The pappus of

shiny, purple, barbed bristles is in 2 series. Ihe inner

series is ±6 mm long; the outer series is ±1—2 mm

long. I here are about 10 prominent narrow ribs on the body

of the achene.

burface dull . There are some very fine hairs on the

ribs, visible with high magnification. In the intervals

between the ribs there are many small yellow resinous

droplets. Tel I ow-brown ; there are small flecks of purple

in the grooves.

Length 3.0

—

3.h mm; width 0.8— 1.0 mm; thickness

0.6— 1.0 mm. (Measurements exclude the pappus.)
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213.

Xanthium spinosum L.

Spiny cocklebur

ttsteraceae
tf

I he unit o+ dispersal is a bur (an involucral

structure) with 2 chambers, one achene in each chamber.

Bur:

Uutline elliptical and spiny. Cross section

elliptical. F^orm ellipsoid, slightly compressed, with a

blunt base. At the apex there are 2 acute beaks, ±0.5

mm long; typically, just below one o+ the beaks is a stout

straight spine, 1— 3 mm long. (here are many spreading

spines, ±1.5—2.0 mm long; these are straight except

+or a distinct hook-shaped curve at the tip. Surface

uneven, shiny. it has tine lengthwise ridges, but is

mostly covered with many tangled short white hairs and

yellow resinous droplets. Light yellow-brown.

Length 1.0— 1.2 cm; width ±7.0 mm; thickness

±6.0 mm. (Measurements include the spines and beaks.)

The achenes are elliptical in outline and plano-convex

in cross section. Dark gray, striate. Length ±9 mm;

width ±2 mm; thickness ±1 mm.
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214.

Msnthi um strumsrium L.

Cock) ebur

Asteraceae

The unit of dispersal is a bur (an involucral

structure) with 2 chambers, one achene in each chamber.

Wur:

Outline long ovoid, with many hooked spines, and with

2 hooked teeth spreading from the apex . Cross section

round. l-orm long-ovoid, tapered to a small blunt

attachment point at the base, very spiny. There s.rs 2

beaks, each ±5 mm long and curved inward to a hooked

tip; the beaks form a V at the apex.

Surface dull , covered with many curly hairs. Ihe

bases of both the spines and the beak s.vb also hairy.

Light brown

.

Length 2.2—2.8 cm; diameter 1.4— 1.7 cm.

(Measurements include the spines and beaks.)

The achenes are compressed ellipsoid in form, broadest

below the middle, with a small basal attachment point.

Cross section plano-convex. The seed itself is tan, but it

IS enclosed in a striate papery pericarp which is



silvery-black. The pericarp has lengthwise ridges and is

tapered to a fine tip at the apex. Length £10 mm;

width £3 mm; thickness 1.2 mm.

A«7



215.

fiiegilops cyl indrics Host.

Godt grass m
Poaceae

Usual ly -found as a spikelet of 2 or J, florets firmly

attached to a segment of the rachis.

The spikelet and associated rachis form a cylindrical

unit. The rachis has ±9 slightly barbed nerues; it

flares and becomes thicker toward the top. The spikelet

tits closely into the rachis. Two nearly equal glumes and

the awns of 2 lemmas are visible. The glumes are thick and

firm, with ± 7 slightly barbed nerves. bach glume has

a bifid apex with the outer tooth expanded into a barbed

awn. The lemma is membranous, firm; there is a short awn

from the back of the lacerate, bifid apex. The pal ea is

membranous, thin. It is concave, adherent to the caryopsis

and has a ciliate margin. The length of the awns varies

greatly with the position on the rachis. Awns of glumes

range from ±4 mm long (lower spikelets) to ±10 mm

(upper spikelets), with that of the uppermost spikelet much

longer, ±6 cm. The awns of the lemmas range from

±1.5 mm to 7 mm long. Straw colored or greenish.

Length (entire unit) ?.5— 10.5 mm; diameter ±3 mm.
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The lemma is ±y.5 mm long, ii.5 mm wide.

'
>
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2lif>.

Agropyron repens tL.; Beauv.

Quackgrass ^
Poaceae

May be -found as a floret or as a spikelet. F- 1 oret

:

Outline elliptical, broadest below the middle. Cross

section C-shaped . Form ellipsoid, convex on the dorsal

side and concave on the ventral side. The caryopsis has a

U-shaped cross section. The 1 emmma (convex side) is

±9— lU mm long, l.u— 1.2 mm wide, with ciliate margins,

and an awn from the apex . The basal attachment area is

oblique, li-sided. The rachilla may be present; it is

pubescent and ±1.0 mm long.

Both the lemma and pal ea are thin and firm, with

obscure nerves. At high magnification the lemma appears

very finely tuberculate. Straw colored; the caryopsis is

brown

.

Length ±10.0 mm; width ±1.7 mm.

190
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217.

Bremus inermis Leyss.

subsp. inermis

Smooth brome

Poaceae

/

F I oret

:

Outline elliptical, widest above the middle. Lross

section a slightly curved line. Form ellipsoid, thin,

flat. The lemma is 3-nerved and has very thin marginal

wings which are inrolled in the lower half. The palea is

3-nerved, slightly shorter than the lemma and is adherent

to the caryopsis. The basal attachment area is oblique.

With the circular scar visible on the palea side. The

rachilia is usually present and is about 1/3 the length of

the f I oret

.

The lemma and palea appear smooth and membranous. The

rachilia and the nerves of the lemma and palea a.re minutely

scabrous with short hairs which Are visible at lOx

magnification. Light yellow-brown, with the dark brown

caryopsis evident through the palea. The lemma margins sre

transparent; the rachilia and attachment area, are pale.

Length 9.5— 10.6 mm; width 1.9—2.7 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.

2 91



21 S.

Bromus jsponicus Thunb. ex Murr.

Japanese brome

Poaceae
>

Found as a spikelet of about 6— 10 -florets, or as a

•floret. The +1oret:

Outline a narrow ellipse with a long awn -from the

apex. Cross section C-shaped . t-orm I ong-ei 1 ipsoid , with

one concave face. The lemma, on the convex face, is

rhombic, with a bifid apex. It is 7-nerved and has

transparent inrolled margins. A minutely barbed awn,

±1.0— 1.2 cm long, arises from the back of the lemma,

about 1/4 the distance below the apex. The pal ea is thin

and adherent to the caryopsis. fhe base of the floret is

oblique, with a round attachment scar. The rachilla may be

present in the groove on the pal ea side.

I he lemma and pat ea are membranous, smooth, and have a

slight luster. There are scattered very short hairs on the

lemma; the palea has scattered marQinal hairs, ±0.5 mm

1 ong . Straw-col ored

.

Length 7.9—9.0 mm; width 1.0— 1.6 mm. (Measurements

exclude the awn.)
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219.

Bromus sec^ I i nus

Cheat

Poaceae

Found as a floret;

Outline ellipsoid. Cross section U-shaped. Form

ellipsoid, folded lengthwise, with a deep groove on the

ventral side. Ihe lemma is rounded and slightly keeled.

It has a straight or reflexed scabrous awn, ±ti— 7 mm

long, which arises just below the ape>; . The palea has

ciliate margins; it Is thin and adherent to the caryopsis.

Ihere is a smooth white rim at the base, visible from the

dorsal side. Un the ventral side there is a circular

attachment scar at the base. The rachllla is conspicuous,

±l.b mm long! it lies above the groove and is curved

outward .

The lemma is thin and membranous, with translucent

margins. Tan or greenish; the caryopsis is brown.

Length 7.3—7.9 mm; width (side to side) u.9— 1.7 mm;

thickness (dorsal -ventral ) 1.7—2.1 mm.

29i



220.

Bromus tectorum L

Downy brotne

Poaceae

Found as a spike) et of about 4— 7 florets, or as a

floret. Floret:

(Jutl ine narrowly elliptical, widest just above the

middle, and with a long awn from the apex. Lross section

C-shaped . Form long-ellipsoid, thin. The floret appears

to be rolled around the lengthwise axis and then reflexed.

The lemma is elliptical with a bifid apex and thin

transparent margins. It has / nerves. tt minutely barbed

stiff awn arises from the back of the lemma, ±2 mm

below the apex. Ihe awn may be straight or reflexed. The

palea is elliptical and 3-nerved . There is a thin smooth

callus area at the base, with a round attachment scar. Ihe

rachilla, i2 mm long, may be present.

Ihe lemma and palea are membranous and dull . The

lemma has straight white hairs, with longer hairs near the

margins. The palea has scattered long hairs on its

margins. Tan, with a red tinge.

Length lu.5— i:<!.l mm; width 1.1— 1.5 mm.

(Measurements exclude the awn.)

zii
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221.

Ch/oris vertici I l<stdi Hutt

.

Ulindmlll grass

F'oaceae '
^

Caryopsis

:

Uutl ine elliptical. Uross section rounded triangular.

Form long-ellipsoid, 3-sided, with two -flat -faces and one

curved +ace. Ihe scutellum is a depressed area at the base

ot the angled side ot the seed. Ihe scutellum extends

1/3—2/3 the length o+ the seed. it has a central

lengthwise ridge and a very small rim.

Ihe sur-face is -finely striate and appears somewhat

glossy when seen with magni-f ication . Translucent yellow;

the basal end of the curved -face is brown.

Length 1.4— 1.6 mm; thickness 0.5—0.6 ram.

2 95



222.

Cynodon dsctylon CL.) Pers.

Bermuda grass '*

Poaceae

Fl oret

:

Outline somewhat elliptical; one long edge is nearly

straight, the other distinctly curved. Cross section a

narrow triangle. Form ellipsoid, compressed, with two

broad -faces and one very narrow -face. The lemma encloses

the broad faces and is keeled along the curved edge. The

pal ea clasps the narrow face. The rachilla lies along the

palea and is about 3/4 the length of the floret.

I he lemma and palea appear slightly striate and have a

sheen. At high magnification a striate-ret icul ate pattern

is visible. Ihe keel of the lemma is pubescent. Purplish

brown .

Length 1.9—2.2 mm; width 0.8—0.9 mm; thickness

0.4—o.b mm.
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223.

Digit,3riJi ciljsiris (Retz.) Koel .

Southern crabgrass ^^

Poaceae

Found as a spikelet with 2 florets. Spikelet:

Uutline long-elliptical with a blunt base and narrow

apex, widest below the middle. Cross section plano-convex.

1-orm I ong-el I ipsoid , broadest below the middle, with one

•flat face. rhe +irst Qlume is ±0.4—0.5 mm long. The

second glume is 3-nerued, narrow, ±2.2 mm long, and has

conspicuous marginal hairs. Ihe sterile lemma is as long

as the spikelet; it has 3 nerves and ciliate margins. The

glumes and sterile lemma are thin and membranous. The

tertile lemma is +irm, and has an acuminate tip and

inrolled membranous margins which clasp the firm palea.

Only a narrow triangular area, of the palea is visible.

The glumes and sterile lemma are luster I ess.

Greenish, tinged with purple. The lemma and palea are

smooth and slightly shiny. When seen with magnif icat ion

the surface of the lemma appears finely roughened with

lengthwise rows of tiny pits. both the lemma and the palea

a-re straw-colored or greenish.

Length J.o—3.6 mm; width 0.9— 1.0 mm; thickness

.211



0.4—0.6 mm.
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224.

Pigj t^risi i scn=iemum (Schreb ex Schweigg.)

tjchreb . ex Muhl .

Smooth crabgrass

Poaceae

Found as a spike) et:

Outline elliptical with a blunt base and pointed apex.

L'ross section plano-convex. Form ellipsoid with one flat

face. Ihe first glume is lacking. The second glume and

the sterile lemma are both membranous, greenish, lightly

pubescent, and as long as the floret. The glume is

3-nerved and the sterile lemma b-nerved . Ihe fertile lemma

and the pal ea are thin but firm and shiny. The very thin

inrolled margins of the lemma clasp the palea, permitting

only a small strip of the palea to show. Ihe lemma and

palea s.re black. The lemma margins are whitish.

The surface of both lemma and palea appears striate

when seen at low magnification, but distinctly scalariform

at high magnification.

Length 1.9—2.0 mm; width 0.9— 1.0 mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm.
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225.

Di gj t3ri3 s^nguj nsi I i s (.L.) Scop.

Hairy crabgrass

Poaceae '

Typically found as a spikelet:

Outline long elliptical with a lanceolate tip and

DIunt base. Plano-convex in cross section, l-orm long

ellipsoid, flat on one face, and with a long tapered apex.

The first glume is very small, ±0.4 mm long, with an

acute tip. Ihe second glume is more than half as long as

the spikelet, has J nerves, pubescent margins, and a

lanceolate tip. Ihe sterile lemma is as long as the

spikelet, with 3 prominent nerves and ciliate margins. Ihe

glumes and sterile lemma are membranous. Ihe fertile lemma

and palea Are firm and clasp the grain securely.

rhe glumes and sterile lemma are tan and lusterless.

Ihe lemma and palea are nearly smooth, with fine

striations, dull olive in color, and with a slight sheen.

Length 2.7—3.0 mm; width 0.8—O.V mm; thickness

0.4—0.5 mm. (Measurements of entire spikelet.)
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226.

Echmoch lo3 crusgji 1 1 1 (L.;i Beauy.

Barnyard grass ^^
Poaceae

Unit of dispersal 15 a floret or spikelet.

Spikelet: The first glume (on the flat side) is about

1/2 as long as the spikelet, 3-nerved , with an acute tip.

Ihe second glume is as long as the spikelet, 3-nerved, with

a tapered tip. Ihe sterile lemma 15 as long as the

spikelet and clasps the fertile floret. It is 3-nerved,

with the central nerve extended into a very long awn. The

glumes and sterile lemma Are membranous, covered with short

hairs, and have spiny nerves.

Floret: Uutline elliptical with a long tapered apex.

L'ross section plano-convex. Form ellipsoid with one long

tip. mere is one flat face; the other face is strongly

convex or has a hump in the center, but is thin toward the

apex. The lemma margins clasp the palea, enclosing the

grain ,

The lemma and palea are smooth and very shiny. They

are tan with faint striate markings. Ihe lemma has 3—

S

taint, pale lengthwise stripes.

Length J. 5—4.2 mm; width 1.6—2.0 mm; thickness

301



1 .1— 1 .4 mm.
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227.

£leusine mdica (L.; liaertn.

Goosegrass ,,
'

.

'

Poaceae

Caryopsis

:

UutI me elliptical. Uross section heart-snaped . l-orm

elongate, somewhat 3-sided. There are 2 + 1 at +aces which

join at about 45° in a rounded angle. Ihe third face

has a distinct V-shaped lengthwise +urrow. Ihe apex is

rounded. Near the base on the grooved side is a -flattened

area with the round, slightly elevated attachment scar,

±0.1 mm in diameter. At the base on the angled side

the scutellum is an indented area oblique to the angle.

Ihe scutellum and the flattened Arss. together form a blunt

tip at the base d+ the grain.

burtace covered with 2 sets of arched concentric

ridges. Ihese arches begin at the scutellum, rise toward

the apex on each side and descend to the furrow. There are

about 10 arches on each face. The ridges 3.re narrow and

wavy. At high magnification a reticulate pattern is

visible between the ridges, and the surface appears shiny.

Uark orange brown. Ht high magnification the ridges Ars

dark and the interspaces s.rG I ight or medium orange.
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Length 1 .u

—

1 .J mm; width 0.4—o.b mm; thickness

O.b—0.6 mm (Width measured across both flat -faces.)
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229.

Elymus c-sn=tdensi s L. . ,
-.

Canada wi I d rye

Poaceae ^'
<

Fl oret

:

Outline elliptical with a very long straight awn from

the apex. Cross section ellipsoid, with a rectangular

notch in one long edge. Form ellipsoid, elongate,

tlattened. The lemma is 3-nerved and has a straight

scabrous awn, ±3 mm long, extending from the apex. The

margins o+ the lemma curve over the palea. The pal ea has a

rounded apex and recurved side margins which form a groove.

The base is oblique, with the attachment point visible on

the palea side. The rachilla, and sometimes a sterile

floret, may be present in the groove.

The lemma and palea &re membranous and dull . Tan.

The lemma has fine short white hairs; the palea is

gl abrous

.

Length (not including awn) 6.8—7.5 mm; width 1.1— 1.6

mm; thickness 0.8— 1.0 mm.
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229.

Er<3grostis ci/i<snensis (All.; £. Mosher

Stinkgrass

Poaceae

Usually found as a caryopsis!

Uutline ovate. Cross section round or slightly

compressed. Form ovoid with a tiny tip at the base;

slightly compressed sideways. The scutell um is a depressed

area on the dorsal face, extending from the base 1/3 or

more the length of the grain. Ihere is a distinct narrow

ridge in the center of the scutell um.

Surface smooth, dull. Ht high magnification a

low-relief reticulate pattern is visible. Orange-brown.

Ihere is a dark spot, the attachment point, near the base.

Length 0.5—0.6 mm; width 0.4—0.3 mm; thickness

±U .4 mm.
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230.

Festucsi octof'lors Walt.

Six-weeks fescue "

Poaceae "

Floret (disarticulation is above the glumes, so these

are lacking in the +loret):

Uutl ine elliptical with a truncate base and tapered,

awned apex. Uross section U-shaped. Form narrowly

ellipsoid, rolled, with the dorsal face convex and the

ventral ^ace deeply grooved. Ihe lemma (dorsal face) is

inrol led to meet the edges o-f the concave palea. An awn,

±U.5— CI. 7 mm long, extends from the apex of the lemma.

Ihe rachilla is usually present (on the palea side); it is

±U.S mm long and has a broad flat apex. The basal

attachment area is smooth and el I iptical .

The lemma is minutely scabrous. Yellow-brown,

translucent, with the caryopsis visible as an orange area.

Length (including awn) 2.6—J. 9 mm; width u.5—y.6 mm 5

thickness 0.4—0.5 mm.
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231 .

Hordeum pusi 1 1 urn Nu 1 1

.

Little barley

Poaceae

i

I he unit of dispersal is usual ly a segment o+ the

rachis with a fertile spikelet between 2 sterile spikelets.

I he sterile florets Are pedicellate and narrowly

elliptical. Ihe first glumes are lanceolate and awned

.

I he second glumes s^re awn-litce. The lemmas and paleas &re

narrow

.

The fertile spikelet is long-elliptical in outline

with a long awn from the apex. Uross section plano-convex.

Form long-ellipsoid shape, flat on one face. It has a

blunt base, long tapered apex, and is widest just below the

middle. Both glumes and the lemma of the fertile floret

are awned; the awns up to 7 mm long. Ihe lemma clasps the

palea. Ihe palea has a lengthwise groove; a rachilla

segment is in the groove. Ihe rachilla segment is about

3/4 the length of the floret.

The lemma is striate and has fine, short bristles.

Ihe palea is smooth. Both lemma and palea Are papery and

dull . Buff colored.

Length 5.9—7.0 mm; width 1.6— 1.8 mm; thickness

30%



1.0— 1.2 mm. (Measurements o+ the fertile floret,

excluding the awn.)
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232.

P^nicum capillAre L.

Common witchgrass

Poaceae /'

Floret!

Outline elliptical, with an acute apex and blunt base.

Cross section rounded elliptical . Form ellipsoid,

compressed front to back , and with one -face somewhat

flattened. The lemma, on the more convex face, has 5

nerves. The lemma margins clasp the 2-nerved palea. At

the base there is a small crosswise elongate attachment

scar

.

.-,»'.
I he surface of the lemma and palea is smooth and very

shiny. both are dark gray with pale yellow nerves,

margins, and base. When seen at high magnification, the

gray areas appear finely streaked.

Length 1.3 mm; width 0.8 mm; thickness 0.6—0.7 mm.

(Measurements of entire floret.)
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233.

Psnicum di chotomif I arum Michx.

Fa I 1 pan i cum , i

» I
'

I

Poaceae

Found 35 a spikelet or a floret.

Spikelet: Elliptical with a narrow apex. The glumes

and sterile lemma are loose and papery in testure. They

are bu+f to green in color, or sometimes purplish. The

first glume is blunt, 1/4 to 1/3 as long as the spikelet.

Ihe second glume has 3— 7 distinct nerves. The sterile

lemma has about 5 nerves. Length of the spikelet is

±2 . 6 mm

.

Floret! Outline elliptical, with a blunt base and

acute tip. Cross section elliptical. Form ellipsoid,

somewhat compressed, with one face convex, and the other

nearly flat. The lemma, on the convex face, clasps the

palea, enclosing the grain. The lemma has 5 distinct

nerves and 2 faint nerves, which all converge toward the

apex . The 3 nerves on each side of the central nerve

originate from a lateral point near the base.

The lemma and palea 3.re smooth and shiny. With

magnification the surface appears striate. Ihe color is

light to dark olive; the nerves, apex, and base Are paler.
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Length 2.0—2.1—mm; width u.b—o.V mm; thickness

'-'•S—0.6 mm. (Measurements of the + I oret .

)
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234.

P^nicum mi t lAceum L.

Broom-corn millet

Poaceae *

Floret:

Outline elliptical. Cross section elliptical. horm

short-el I ipsoid , compressed, with a blunt base and acute

apex. it IS thickest above the middle, appearing obovate

in edge view. Ihe V-shaped basal attachment scar is

visible from the pal ea side. The lemma and palea are firm

and completely enclose the caryopsis. The lemma has 7

taint nerves: 1 central , 1 near each margin, and a pair on

each side of the center, all converging at the apex. Ihe

palea has 4 nerves.

both lemma and palea are very smooth and shiny. When

viewed at high magnification, a very fine, low-relief

scalariform pattern is visible. Orange; the margins of the

1 emma are pale.

Length 2.9—3.2 mm; width 2.0—2.2 mm; thickness

1 .tj— 1 . 7 mm .
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235.

F3nicum virgstum L.

Swi tchgrass .

Poaceae

hound as a spikelet or a floret.

I-
1
oret : Uutline long-ovate. Cross section

plano-convex. Form long ovoid with one + 1 at +ace. Ihe

lemma, on the convex side, has margins which clasp the

palea. The lemma margins Are shaped so that the exposed

area o+ the palea has an hourglass shape. The base is

obliquely truncate, making the round attachment scar

visible on the flat face. From the convex side, the base

appears as a small callus tip.

Ihe lemma and palea Are smooth and shiny. Faint

lengthwise striations are visible with magnification. Both

the lemma and palea Are pale straw-colored; 5 pale nerves

may be visible on the lemma.

Length 2.8—3.0 mm; width 0.9— 1.1 mm; thickness

0.6—O.B mm.
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236.

Set^rj^ fitter J Herrm.

Giant foxtail «
•

PoscBse

Found as a spikelet or -floret.

Spikelet: Ellipsoid overall. The first glume is

±1 mm long, 3-nerved. The second glume (convex face)

is ± 2 mm long, 5-nerued. The sterile lemma is the

full length of the floret, S-nerved , with rolled margins.

The glumes and sterile lemma are membranous.

Floret: Outline elliptical , with acute ends. Dross

section plano-convex. l-orm ellipsoid, with one nearly flat

face and one strongly convex face. In edge view, the

floret appears thickest at or just below the middle. the

lemma, on the convex face, clasps the palea, completely

enclosing the caryopsis. the attachment scar is at the

base on the flat side.

Both the lemma and the palea are hard and shiny. With

magnification, small papillae arranged in lengthwise rows

are visible. The lemma also has fine cross-corrugations.

Un the palea there is a narrow smooth lengthwise strip on

either edge, next to the lemma margins. Usually

gray-brown, but may be light brown or pale green. there
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may be 2 pale lengthwise stripes on the lemma.

Length 2.5—2.8 mm; width 1.4— 1.5 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .2 mm.

(. i.
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237.

Setairjj p/ji/iTd <.L.; Beauv

.

Yel low toxtai

I

Poaceae
<

Found as a spikelet or a floret.

Spikelet: Ellipsoid. ihe first glume is ±1 mm

long, a-nerued. The second glume (convex face) is ±1.5

mm long with a blunt tip, 3-nerved . Ihe sterile lemma is

the -full length of the floret, 5-nerved . The glumes and

sterile lemma are thin and papery, greenish.

Floret: Outline elliptical with acute ends. Cross

section plano-convex with the convex side very strongly so.

l-orm ellipsoid, very short, with one flat face. The lemma,

on the convex face, clasps the palea, enclosing the

caryopsis. The attachment point is at the base.

Both the lemma and the palea are firm and dull . With

magnification they appear somewhat shiny. Both are finely

papillate. The lemma is cross-corrugate with rough ridges,

distinctly visible with magnification. Ihe palea is finely

striate and slightly cross-corrugate. Dark gray-brown with

paler ridges, base, and lemma margins.

Length 2.6—2.8 mm; width 1.5— 1.6 mm; thickness

1 .0— 1 .2 mm .
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238.

Set^riai viridis CL.J Beauu.

Green foxtail *

Poaceae ;,

Found as a spike let or floret.

Spikelet: Ihe -first glume is ±U.7 mm long,

3-nerved . The second glume (convex face) is nearly the

length of the floret, 5-nerved . Ihe sterile lemma is the

full length of the floret, b-nerved . The glumes and

sterile lemma are thin and papery.

Floret: Outline elliptical with acute ends. Cross

section plano-convex. Form ellipsoid with one flat face.

There is a slightly elevated round &reA near the base on

the convex face. Ihe lemma (on the convex face) clasps the

palea, enclosing the caryopsis. The attachment point is at

the base.

Both the lemma and the palea are firm and appear shiny

when seen with magnification. Ihere sre 3 faint

longitudinal ridges on the lemma. Both the lemma and the

palea have a fine striate pattern of papillae. When seen

at high magnification, the lemma and palea appear slightly

cross-corrugate. Un the palea there is a smooth, shiny

lengthwise strip on either edge, next to the lemma margins.

Usually tan with paler ridges; but may vary from pale green
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to brown

.

Length 1.8— 1.9 mm; width 1.0 mm; thickness 0.6—0.7

iT)fn B
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239.

Sorghum bicolar (L.) Moench

Shattercane tf ^

Poaceae

Found as a single fertile spikelet with 2 pedicellate
sterile spikelets attached.

Outline short ellipsoid, the apex acute. Cross
section rounded triangular. Horm ellipsoid. The glumes
completely enclose the floret. ihe first glume (dorsal

face, IS somewhat flattened; the ventral face is bulging
and Slightly ridged. ,he side margins of the first glume
are folded around the second glume. rhe margins of the
second glume are inrolled. The lemma and pal ea are

membranous, very thin. There are 2 pedicels appressed to
the ventral face. Each pedicel may bear a lanceolate

sterile spikelet. These are nerved, membranous, ±3.5
mm long, and slightly exceed the fertile spikelet. The

caryopsis is ellipsoid, dull, brown, ±3 mm long.

The glumes are very hard, smooth, and shiny. There
are stiff fine yellowish or reddish hairs which are more
abundant near the base, apex, and side margins. The
pedicels have abundant silky hairs. Dark red-brown to
black, with scattered white granules.
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Length 4.3—b.5 mm; width 2.8—3.2 mm; thickness

.4—2.8 mm.
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2fO.

Sorghum hsi epense <L) Pers.

Johnson grass W

Poaceae

Found as a single fertile spikelet with 2 pedicellate

sterile spikelets attached.

Uutline ellipsoid, the apex acuminate; broadest at or

just below the middle. Cross section rounded triangular,

l-orm ellipsoid. The glumes completely enclose the floret.

The first glume (dorsal face) is flat; the second glume has

a central lengthwise hump which extends into a ridge near

the apex. (he side margins of the first glume are folded

around the second glume. The margins of the second glume

are inrolled. Ihe lemma and pal ea are membranous and very

thin. There may be a bent awn from the apex of the lemma,

but it 15 readily deciduous. There are 2 pedicels

appressed to the ventral face; they may bear sterile

spikelets which are lanceolate, membranous, ±4.5 mm

long, exceeding the fertile spikelet. The caryopsis is

obowate, dull, brown, ±2 mm long.

The glumes s^re firm, smooth, and shiny. A fine

scalariform pattern is visible at high magnification.

Ihere &re silky hairs on the pedicels, and few on the
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glumes of the fertile spikelet. Straw colored or purplish,

or with purple streaks or blotches.

Length 4.5—4.B mm; width 1 .S—li.O mm; thickness

1 .1— 1 .4 mm.
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CONCLUSIONS

Careful examination o+ the seeds and seed-like +ruitB
o+ a wide range of weedy plants permitted discrimination o+

each species in nearly every case. Ihe variation observed
among seeds of any given species did not odscure their own

distinctive Character to the extent that the seeds could be
mistaken for those of another species. There were a few
pairs Of Closely related species which were difficult to

distinguish, notably Polygonum ^mphibi urn Ana

Polygonum pensyl,.^njcum, and i^erbascum thapsus

and {.'eriijscum bijttarja.

Many weed seeds are dispersed within a fruit or

fruit-like structure. ihese fruits function much like

seeds, and were treated as seeds in this study. However,
they are not I ike seeds anatomical

I y . m general , fruits
appeared to be more variable (within a species) than true
seeds. Herhaps for reasons related to internal constraints
on development, the appearance of seeds seems to be

relatively unaffected by environmental variations. hruits,
such as the achenes of the Asteraceae, can vary markedly in

size and shape depending on their position in the
int 1 orescence

.

Ihe differences between true seeds and seed-like
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fruits also makes it difficult to describe them in strictly

comparable terms. tor example, a seed has a hilum, while a

fruit has only an attachment point or region. l-ruits often

have spines, awns, or hairs on the surface; these sre rare

on seed surfaces. beed surfaces often have well-defined,

though small-scale, patterns or textures; there is a great

variety of these. ftchene surfaces often lack any

particular pattern; those that are sculptured are limited

to a few variations, usually involving lengthwise ridges.

l-or most species, only a single sample of about 10

seeds was examined and measured. No conclusions can be

drawn from these limited observations concerning the

average size of the seeds. However, for a number of

species which are widespread or cosmopolitan weeds, there

are other published descriptions and measurements

available. The measurements obtained in this study were

compared casual 1 y to some of those reported by other

authors. While there were no drastic differences noted,

many of the samples of Kansas weed seeds in this study

appeared to have a larger average size than the seeds of

the same species from other regions. (Most published

measurements were made from seeds of the eastern United

btates.)

Ihe careful study of seeds and seed-like fruits can
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provide a use+ul means ot identifying weedy plants, as well

as permitting the identification of isolated seeds. Ihough

seeds are often inconspicuous, they ars actually quite

distinctive. Standardised terminology and methods of

measurement would make the inclusion of seed characters

more useful in keys and in comparative studies. More

information on seeds could often be incorporated in

descriptions of plants in regional floras and weed manuals.

Attention to the characters of seeds and fruits could

I ikewise contribute to taKonomic studies.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY

•Terms illustrated in Appendix B

Accumbent The embryo bent, with the hypocotyl against the

edges o-f the 2 cotyledons.

Achene A dry, indehiscent, 1-seeded -fruit.

•Alveolate Surface with shallow rounded indentations with

narrow ridges between them.

Apex The upper end, or the end opposite the hilum (the

attachment point of a -fruit) regardless o-f actual

orientation

.

•Areolate Sur-face with rounded indentations and distinct

ridges between them; more pronounced rel ie-f than

alveolate, but less than reticulate.

Aril A fleshy outgrowth from the funiculus.

Attachment point The place at the base of a fruit which

was attached to the receptacle of the flower. The

attachment point may be scar-1 ike but is not a true

hil urn.

Awn A conspicuous terminal bristle.

Base The lower end, or the attachment end regardless of

actual orientation.

Beak A long, firm tip. In describing the achenes of the
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Asteraceae, "beak" is sometimes used to mean the

remnant o-f the style base which is typically present

at the apex; in most Asteraceae achenes this beak is

small , either blunt or pointed, but in achenes o-f the

Lactuceae the beak is long and blunt.

Bract A modified, o-ften reduced, 1 ea-f in an inflorescence.

Bur An involucral structure, resembling a -fruit, but

derived -from an in-f 1 orescence; it is -firm, indehiscent

and completely encloses one or more -fruits.

Caruncle A -fleshy outgrowth in the area o-f the micropyle;

o-ften conspicuous in seeds of the Euphorbiaceae

.

Caryopsis A grain, the fruit of the Poaceae; in a

caryopsis the seed coat is fused to the pericarp.

Chalaza Area of the ovule where the integuments and

nucel 1 us join the funiculus; may be noticeable as a

raised area on the seed surface.

Collar A thin, raised circular band.

•»Col 1 icul ate Surface completely covered with small rounded

elevations in low relief.

Coma A tuft of fine hairs.

Dorsal The outer or lower face.

Embryo The rudimentary immature plant contained in the

seed .

Filiform Slender, thread-like.

Floret A small flower in a dense inflorescence; in the
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Poaceae, some o-f the <^loret parts may be persistent

on the fruit (caryopsis) , sometimes completely

enclosing it. In the Asteraceae some parts o-f the

floret, e. g., the pappus, may persist on the achene.

Funiculus The stalk attaching the ovule to the ovary wall .

Glumes Sterile bracts subtending a spikelet (Poaceae).

Hilum The scar on the seed surface, where the immature

seed (i.e., the ovule) was attached to the

f unicul us

.

Incumbent The embryo bent, with the hypocotyl against the

broad side of the cotyledons.

Involucre A cluster of bracts subtending an inflorescence.

Lacerate An irregular margin, appearing torn.

Lemma The outer one of 2 bracts subtending an individual

grass f 1 oret

.

Mericarp A 1-seeded unit of a schizocarp.

Ovary The ovule-bearing area of the pistil.

Ovule The embryonic seed, consisting of the nucellus,

integuments and eventually the embryo sac.

Palea The inner one of 2 bracts subtending a grass floret.

»Papillae Small , rounded surface projections in moderate

rel ief .

Pappus In fruits (achenes) of the Asteraceae, an apical
'

crown of scales, teeth, bristles, hairs, or awns; it

is a modified calyx.
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Perianth The petals and sepals of a -flower collectively.

Pericarp The -fruit wall , derived from the ovary wall .

Plumose Feather-like, with fine hairs.

Processes Fine projections or extensions of any kind.

-«-Punctate Minutely pitted.

Rachilla The axis of a grass spikelet.

Rachis The main axis of a grass inflorescence.

Raphe A ridge or 1 ine on the seed surface formed by the

part of the funiculus which is persistent and fuses

to the seed coat; usually noticeable in seeds of the

Euphorbiaceae.

Reticulate A net-like texture, with the network

distinctly raised from the surface.

Retrorse Oriented backward or downward.

Schizocarp A dry, dehiscent fruit which separates into

1-seeded units at maturity.

Seed A mature ovul e

.

Seed coat Outer covering of the seed, derived from the

integument <s) of the ovule.

Spikelet A unit of an inflorescence, composed of 1—many
florets (Poaceae)

.

Strigose With stiff, straight, appressed hairs which are

swollen at the base.

Stylopodium An enlarged base of the style, persistent in

the fruit (e.g., in the Apiaceae) .
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•Tubercle A knobby sur-face projection.

Seal ari-f orm A 1 addei—like pattern.

Seed stalk Funiculus, the stalk attaching the ovule to the

ovary wal 1

.

Style The elongated portion o-f the pistil , between the

ovary and the pollen-receptive area, the stigma.

*Striations Very -fine grooves or scratches.

Ventral The inner or upper -face. Opposite to dorsal .
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APPENDIX B:

ILLUSTRATIONS OF OUTLINE SHAPES,

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES,

AND SURFACE TEXTURES
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Ou t 1 ine shapes

Round (circular) ^~,
Symmetrical in all directions. (^ Q

El 1 iptical
Elongate; side margins
symmetrically curved; widest
at or near the midpoint. OOoO

Ovate
Elongate; side margins -

symmetrically curved; widest /^~\ /\ f\ Q

000

below the midpoint.

Obovate
Inverted ovate; widest
above the midpoint.

Lanceolate
Narrowly ovate.

Oblanceolate
Narrowly obovate.

Pear shaped p. y,

Teai—drop shaped a a
6 00)

Ren

i

form (kidney shaped) C^ (]

Cordate (heart shaped)
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Square
Rectangular and equilateral

Obi ong
Rectangular, elongate; side
margins straight and parallel

Trapezoidal

a^ Q

D

10

Rhombic
With 4 sides and 4 angles;
widest at or near the midpoint. C \

Triangular
With 3 sides and 3 angles; ^^
may be symmetrical or not. / ^

Biconvvx

Concaw«-conv»x

U-shap*d

u
U-shaped

Planoconvex C-«haped
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Bdses and apic

Acute
Pointed; the straight
margins form an angle
o-f 45° to 90°.

Acuminate
Pointed; the straight
margins -form an angle
o-f less than 45°

Cuspidate
Pointed; the concave
margins -form a narrow tip.

Rounded
Smooth curve.

Truncate
As i-f cut off at right angles
to the longitudinal axis.

Q Zl Cy\J

Apex rounded and
base truncate.

Apex truncate and
base rounded

.
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G1 obose

El 1 ipsoid

Ovoid

Three-dimensional shapes

Q Q ^
Hemispherical

o CD O

Sector <o-f a globose form)

Terete
<cyl indrical

)

Clauate

Spindle-1 ike

Rent -form ^~
Cr

conical ^^

^^(50
Sector <o-f an elongate form)

Disc

^ a>
Chip-l ike
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Sur-fAce textures

Punc tats Granular

Areolate Papillate

A1 ueolate Tuberculate

Reticulata Col 1 iculate

Striate Scalari-form
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APPENDIX C:

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SPECIES

WITH DESCRIPTION NUMBERS

Abut

i

Ion theophrasti 48

Acal ypha monococca 101

Acalypha ostryae-fol ia 102

Acal ypha rhomboidea 103

Acalypha virginica 104

Achillea mil 1 e-f ol ium 168

Aegilops cyl indrica 215

Agropyron repens 216

Amaranthus graecizans 19

Amaranthus hybridus 20

Amaranthus palmeri 21

Amaranthus retro-flexus 22

Amaranthus rudis 23

Amaranthus spinosus 24

Ambrosia artemisi i-f ol ia 169

Ambrosia grayi 170

Ambrosia psilostachya 171

Ambrosia trifida 172

Amorpha canescens 78

Apocynum cannabinum 125
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Arctium minus 173

Argemone polyanthemos 3

Argemone squamosa 4

Artemisia ludoviciana 174

Asclepias subvert ic il 1 ata 126

Asclepias syriaca 127

Asclepias verticil lata 128

Aster ericoides 175

Astragalus mol 1 issimus 79

Atriplex subspicata 9

Baccharis sal icina 176

Barbarea vulgaris 57

Bidens bipinnata 177

Bidens frondosa 178

Brassica juncea 58

Brassica kaber 59

Brassica nigra 60

Bromus inermis 217

Bromus japonicus 218

Bromus secal inus 219

Bromus tectorum 220

Calystegia sepium 138

Camel ina microcarpa 61

Cannabis sativa 5
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Capsell a bursa-pastoris 62

Cardaria draba 63

Carduus nutans 179

Cassia chamaecrista 76

Centaurea cyanus 180

Centaurea repens 181

Cerastium vulgatum 28

Chenopodium album 10

Chenopodium berlandieri 11

Chenopodium gigantospermum 12

Chenopodium pratericola 13

Chloris verticil lata 221

Chorispora tenel 1 a 64

Cichorium intybus 182

Cicuta macul ata 122

Cirsium altissimum 183

Cirsium arvense 184

Cirsium ochrocentrum 185

Cirsium undul atum 186

Cirsium vul gare 187

Conium macul atum 123

Convolvulus arvensis 139

Conyza canadensis 188

Conyza ramosissima 189
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Coronilla varia 80

Croton capitatus 105

Croton monanthogynus 106

Croton texensis 107

Cucurbita ^oetidissima 54

CuscLita indecora 143

Cuscuta pentagona 144

Cycloloma atripl icifol ium 14

Cynanchum 1 aeve 129

Cynodon dactyl on 222

Datura stramonium 130

Daucus carota 124

Delphinium carol inianum 1

Descurainia pinnnata 65

Descurainia sophia 66

Desmanthus illinoensis 75

Desmodium 11 1 inoense 81

Digitaria cil iaris 223

Digitaria ischaemum 224

Digitaria sanguinal is 225

Dipsacus fullonum 167

Echinochloa crus-gal 1 i 226

Echinocystis 1 obata 55

Eleusine indica 227
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El 1 isia nyctel ea 145

Elymus canadensis 228

Eragrostis cil ianensis 229

Erigeron strigosus 190

Erysimum repandum 67

Euphorbia corollata 108

Euphorbia cyathophora 109

Euphorbia dentata 110

Euphorbia esul a 111

Euphorbia macul ata 112

Euphorbia marginata 113

Euphorbia nutans 114

Euphorbia prostrata 115

Festuca octo-flora 230

Froelichia -floridana 25

Baura parvi -flora 98

Geranium carol inianum 121

Glecoma hederacea 151

Blycyrrhiza lepidota 82

Brindel ia squarrosa 191

Gutierrezia dracuncul oides 192

Hedyotis crassif ol ia 164

Hedyotis nigricans 165

Helenium autumnal e 193
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Hel ianthus annuus 194

Hel ianthus cil iaris 195

Hel ianthus petiolaris 196

Heterotheca lati-folia 197

Hibiscus trionum 49

Hof -f manseggia gl auca 77

Hoi osteum umbel 1 atum 29

Hordeum pusillum 231

Hypericum perforatum 47

Ipomoea hederacea 140

Ipomoea 1 acunosa 141

Ipomoea purpurea 142

Iva annua 198

Iva xanthi-folia 199

Kochia scoparia 15

Kuhnia eupatorioides 200

Lactuca sal igna 201

Lactuca serriola 202

Lamium amplexicaule 152

Lepidium campestre 68

Lepidium densiflorum 69

Lespedeza cuneata 83

Lespedeza stipulacea 84

Lithospermum arvense 146
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Lotus cornicLilatus 85

Mai va neglecta 50

Mai vastrum hispidum 51

Medicago lupulina 3&

Medicago minima 87

Medicago sativa 88

Mel i lotus alba 89

Mel i lotus o-f ^^ icinal is 90

Mirabil is nyctaginea 8

Mol 1 ugo verticil lata 27

Monolepis nuttal 1 iana 16

Nasturtium o-f-ficinale 70

Oenothera biennis 99

Oenothera laciniata 100

Oxal is dil 1 enii 119

Oxal is stricta 120

Oxytropis lambent ii 91

Panicum capillare 232

Panicum dichotomi-f 1 orum 233

Panicum mil iaceum 234

Panicum virgatum 235

Physal is heterophylla 131

Physal is longifolia 132

Phytolacca americana 7
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Plantago lanceolata 154

Plantago patagonica 155

Plantago rugelii 156

Plantago virginica 157

Polygonum amphibium 34

Pol ygonum arenastrum 35

Polygonum bicorne 36

Polygonum convolvulus 37

Polygonum 1 apathi-fol ium 38

Polygonum pensyl vanicum 39

Polygonum persicaria 40

Polygonum ramosissimum 41

Pol ygonum scandens 42

Portul aca ol eracea 26

Proboscidea louisianica 163

Ranunculus abortivus 2

Rorlppa palustris 71

Rumex acetosel 1 a 43

Rumex altissiraus 44

Rumex cr ispus 45

Rumex patient! a 46

Sal sol a col 1 ina 17

Sal sol a iberica IS

Salvia re-flexa 153
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Saponaria o-f -f icina) is 30

Setaria -faberi 236

Setaria glauca 237

Setaria viridis 238

Sicyos angul atus 56

Sida spinosa 52

Silene antirrhina 31

Silphium integrif ol ium 203

Silphium laciniatum 204

Silphium per-fol iatum 205

Sisymbrium altissimum 72

Sisymbrium officinale 73

Sol anum carol inense 133

Sol anum el eagni-f ol ium 134

Sol anum ptycanthum 135

Sol anum rostratum 136

Sol anum triflorum 137

Sol idago rigida 206

Sonchus asper 207

Sorghum bicolor 239

Sorghum hal epense 240

Stel 1 aria media 32

Strophostyl es hel vol a 92

Strophostyl es leiosperma 93
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Symphoricarpos orbiculatus 166

Taraxacum laevigatum 208

Taraxacum officinale 209

Thlaspi arvense 74

Tragia betonicifol ia 116

Tragi a ramosa 117

Tragopogon dubius 210

Tribulus terrestris 118

Trif ol ium campestre 94

Trif ol ium pratense 95

Trifol ium repens 96

Urtica dioica 6

Vaccaria pyramidata 33

Verbascum blattaria 158

Verbascum thapsus 159

Verbena bracteata 147

Verbena hastata 148

Verbena stricta 149

Verbena urticifol ia 150

Vernonia baldwinii 211

Vernon ia fasciculata 212

Veronica agrestis 160

Veronica arvensis 161

Veronica peregrina 162
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Vicia vil 1 osa 97

Viola ra-finesquii 53

Xanthium spinosum 213

Xanthium strumariuin 214
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ABSTRACT

Two hundred -forty species o-f weedy plants which occur

in Kansas and which reproduce by seed were selected for

study. Collections o-f at least one sample of seeds were

made from living populations for each of 176 of these

species. Voucher specimens of whole plants from the same

populations were made at the same time. Seed samples of

the remaining 64 species were obtained from other

collectors or from herbarium specimens of the plants. Each

sample of seeds was examined under magnification and

measured. For those species in which fruits rather than

seeds are the usual units of dispersal , the fruits were

collected and examined in the same manner as seeds.

Detailed descriptions were prepared for each species. The

descriptions include the shape of the seed (both in outline

and in cross section), its three-dimensional form, and any

external structures visible, as well as surface texture and

color of the seed, and any other features of the surface.

Descriptive terms were defined and used consistently

throughout the study. The length, width, and thickness of

each seed was measured, and the descriptions report the

range of measurements obtained. A dichotomous key was



constructed on the basis o-f the characters observed and

measured. Use o+ the key requires a means o-f measuring and

o-f magni-fying seeds. The key and descriptions provide the

in-formation needed to identi-fy seeds and seed-1 ike bruits

which may be -found apart -from the whole plants. The key

permits identification, usually to the species level , of

seeds and -fruits o-f any o-f the 240 species included in the

study

.


